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n' Talks In Butcher Knife Murder
e'Other WoHima
Fl Set, Refrigerator,

ghat! letter
niversity is
Jackson,
scatback is
2.91ard av.
the Salukis

Miami Vacation,
Cash Prizes In 'Queen Of Clubs' Contest
ru y
arrest
Shocks LeMoyne

Of The End

The sky's the limit on the fantastic prize jackpot
which will be shared in the Tri-State Defender's brand new
"Queen of Clubs" contest which will be launched Monday,

Seek Wife In 2d
Slaying Here

By BUHLEIGH HINES
Two violent deaths shook Memphis last week.
November 30th.
One erupted violently when, in a rape of jealousy, am
There's really no telling how much money and
woman displeased with her husband, decided to do
irate
away'
given
merchandise will be
something about it.
when the "Queen of Clubs" is The contestant chosen must then
chosen. But this much is for sure. sell two one-year subscriptions to
She did.
Harry Truly, LeMoyre senior and president of the The -Queen" wiii win a dreamy the Tri-State Defender at $6.00
She killed him, With a butcher,
subforgery
John
Sir
year
for
the
suspect
a
at
one-half
two
for
four
unlikely
or
as
vacation
seems
each
student council,
knife.
Hotel in Miami for one week, lux- scriptions at $3.50 each. Next the
Mrs. Josephine Sanders, 22, findas one could find Yet he stands charged with the felony
Admiral Stereophon- contestant brings the subscriptions
$249.95
urious
ing her husband in the bedroom of
court,
on 11 counts and is being held over to the criminal
ic-Hi Fi set, $100 wcrth of long with the remittance to the Trianother woman, flushed him out
at Le- playing records, a pair of shoes State Defender, fills out an entry
along with Frederick Tate, 22-year-old sophomore
with a butcher knife, inflicting
handbag and a box blank and that's all there is to it.
matching
with
damaging blows as he tried to esloyne.
dinner for two once a EASY TO WIN
hosiery,
of
cornex-para
brilliant,
wonderful
slight,
cape her wrath. Ile moved too
his
a
about
Truly,
talking
a year at Tony's and It's easy to win in this contest,
slowly and was cut down, bleedtrooper stands at the very puma- mend of his studies and his devo- month for
Cola.
Pepsi
of
supply
a year's
too. First of all, there will be free
ing to death a few yards from the
et* of his class. "He has one of
tion to the student government The second prize winner will voting coupons in every issue of
house of the "other woman."
the brightest futures of any of the
headed.
he
that
Ad.
$399.95
wonderful
a
home
take
durthe
the Tri-State Defender for
The man, Willie Lee Sanders,
students in our college," said Le- agency
serefrigerwas
he
Dual-Temp
year
Custom
junior
miral
be
his
They'll
In
ation of the contest.
30, was sitting in the bedroom of
Moyne President Hollis F. Price.
the ator. To,the third prize winner will
attend
to
college
the
by
one.
every
lected
For
one
worth 10 votes.
Miss Doris Smith, 25 and pretty.
One of eight children —
College in Washington, go a sleek 559.95 Eureka Vacuum year subscription the contestant
According to Miss Smith of 1757
brother, Stewart Truly, is a sopho- American
awarded Cleaner. All other contestants will
achievement
For
an
C.,
votes.
D.
200
receive
exshe'll
an
sells,
Grand Opera, she was lying on
more in LeMoyne and also
high academic rating. receive 10 percent commission on every one-half year subscription
the bed, Willie Lee was sitting on
paratrooper — Harry was a 24- him for his
colleges
subscripsome 80
all Tri-State Defender
sold, she'll get 100 votes.
the end of the bed and another
year-old GI student majoring in Each year
the country give such tions sold above the qualifying
friend of hers was sitting in the
the Tri State Defender how
Government and doing top notch throughout
Your Tri-State Defender is such
mitts 'IRIS PICTURE was
mastudents
.
caliber
subscriptions
room also. The friend, a girl, was
work at the college when officers trips to high
a real bargain and a must for
Sander's wife found him in
taken, Miss Doris Smith and
government so that they EVERYBODY WINS
at the dresser sewing. It was about
every household, subscriptions will her companion, Willie Lee
came and whisked him off the joring in
and
week
last
bedroom
her
political
fabulous
the
in
nation's
wins
the
Everybody
study
may
7 p.m., when Mrs. Sanders came.
campus on Nov. 11.
practically sell themselves.
Sanders, had no way of knowhim to death with a
chopped
machine in first hand practice. "Queen of Clubs" Contest — even
''She told Willie Lee to come
Complete rules and regulations ing that they would soon be
DEVOTED STUDENT
butcher knife. Plato was taken out of there," Mi3I Smith told thewent to Washington and the club that sponsors the lucky wtit-eppeer-en next week's issue. invoived in a tragic triangle
Before the shock of his Arrest Truly
account
savings
$100
A
"Queen."
colthe
at
well
so
himself
at the Flamingo room a few Tri-State Defender. "The door to
affair which would mean death
Right now, you need to get busy
confused his highly colWtst handled
the school sent word of at Mutual Federal Savings and with your club and select the con- for Sanders. Miss Smith told
my room was open and she spoke
weeks ago.
mind, Truly had set the college lege that
opened
be
will
to Willie Lee from the outer doot
their high regard for the boy to Loan association
YOUR
represent
will
who
testant
winthe
sponsors
of the house, just off the hall. She
LeMoyne and recommended h i m for the club that
organization. Remember — everycould see him from the doorway, 'MISS LeMOYME—Miss Erse*
for a Summer's study at Har- ner.
wins in this sensational conbody
contest!
a
What
sitting on the bed," continued Miss hie D. Lee, daughter of Mr. sod
vard, which Truly took just last
test — even the Queen's club.
you
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to
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easy
so
And
Summer.
Smith.
Mrs. Robert E. Lee of 394 DecaDon't delay. Have your club pick
have to do is have your club—
tur, is the new 'Miss LeMoyne' of
WHO's WHO
See SLAYING, Page 2
social, religious, or civic—choose a contestant NOW. Be ready when
1959-64. She received an OWN.
Before his arrest Truly had just a contestant it wishes to support, November 30 rolls around,
whelming vote from the LeMoyee
been selected by LeMoyne for
college student body. Miss Lee, a
"Who's Who In American Colleges
junior, Is an English major sad
and Universities."
student of drama. She received
Dr. Price said Truly had p r
Appointments for AME minis- The district has increased in
Census takers for the local area 281 votes. Running second was
fessed a desire to do graduate
ters in the Tennessee and Mem- the number of new ministers and in
of
Agriculture Miss Pearl westbrooks, a senior,
the 1959 Census
phis conferences will be the high- in the number of new members
work, perhaps at Harvard, which
AN EDITORIAL
i have been appointed and were of 104.5 Latham, with 54 votes.
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session
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have
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Last week, this newspaper reported that Mrs. Ethel
"We will be happy to welcome scheduled to begin an intensive Miss Josephine Isabel, a jailor.
of the Memphis Annual Conference
then, is Harry Truly, now chargwith 49Venson had been appointed a crew leader for the 1959 Farm of the 13th Episcopal district of him to the conference," R o V. training course Wednesday, Nov. was third in the voting
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Truly is at a loss for
the yield canvass on Nov. 23.
explain how he managed to get cue the significance of this news item escaped some of'church which opened here TuesMrs. Ethel Venson, crew leader,
meeting.
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genius. He is confused, bewildericzgnaffer
From Shelby county: Mrs. AnActually, Lt. George W. Lee, general
first session Tuesday night. Mrs. Lela F ay Fl e ck said nie Abbe, Memphis; Mrs. Etyma
ence's
Memphis office of Atlanta Life Insurance co., pretty much Headquarters for the confab is she wants to keep the child she
See TRULY, Page 2
HARRY TRULY
Cody, Memphis; Mrs. Hattie Day,
SALISBURY,
hit the nail on the head when he said Mrs. Vention's ap- Clayborn Temple AME church, bore while confined to the county! Memphis, Mrs. Jane Dutcher,
L.
Hick- jail.
UP!) — Truck driver Emanuel
204 Hernando. Bishop E.
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Republican
of
the
s,
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Evan
Bertha
further
Mrs.
"is
Cordova;
pointment
man is the presiding bishop, the The infant, a six-pound
boy,
Hayes, Dongo, 40, Monday became the
sense of fair play and equal opportunity to all Americans." Rev. W. L. Powell is host presid was born Saturday, Mrs. Fleck Memphis; Mrs. Winnie
Whitehaven; Mrs. Bertha Hooks, first African to win the national
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fact
L.
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Rev.
and
the
the
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to
elder
referring
was
What Lt. Lee
were
has charged that the.,...alld was Memphis; Mrs. Mary McCand- lottery
rules
since
Starks is host pastor.
fathered by a sheriff's
less, Collierville; Mrs. Johanna amended to permit Africans to
two persons in Memphis were selected crew chiefs — one
elabmade
Clayborn Temple has
a Schiff, Memphis; Mrs. W ii m a enter.
Her accusations touched off
a Negro and one a white person. Further, the Negro, Mrs. orate plans for entertaining the
Bongo spent 24,222 of his
Smith. Ca p1 evi Ile; James F.
sweeping investigation.
Venson, was not appointed to supervise only Negro enume- expected 2,000 delegates and
winnings es a new
Thompson and Mrs. Aaron Whit- $eLeee
American car.
rators, but she will direct an integrated group of census guests for the pre - quadrennial Shop early. Mail early. And be ney.
conference of the general confer- sure to use Christmas Seals on all From Fayette county Mrs. Cietakers. Lt. Lee, who is an advisor to the director of the 'ence of the AME church.
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reading
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up
Leading
of the other
tors of the Tri-State Defender do received the approval
pointments Sunday, numerous concurrent events cations for the post to which she was just named.
not agree with the conclusions members of the
it. The
five-day course ference reports and sermons have
a
heard
who
completed
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session
Venson
Mrs.
by
Already
class
cited
teacher
the
by
reached
been scheduled. The Rev, B. R.
class now
Mr. Williams in the following girl, and the rest of the
Tennessee, _and, incidentally, she scored the Booker, pastor of Brown Chapel
the teacher's at Jackson,
"
column we invite readers to let waited to see what
• "'
Second highest mark in the tests which were given to the AME church in Memphis deliverreaction would be.
us know how they feel).
the Wednesday
at
sermon
the
ed
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only
the
was
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class of 19 crew leaders. Mrs. Venson
WELL, NOW, TEACHER'
morning session. The Rev, A. D.
The teacher realized what was member.
APPEASE?
Brown of Union City was schedulNegro
often
Following is a problem situation happening. Ever so
She has conducted several examinations for enumerat- ed to preach Wednesday night.
Negro teachthat was presented to a local high teachers, particularly
service, set
conare
adolescents,
Negro
of
era
ors and those tested have been both Negro and white. Mrs. At the educational
school teacher recently.
for Thursday evening, the sermon
challenging "situa-1
15 enumerators who will work in her
A teen-ager, during a discussion fronted with
will
name
Venson
will be preached by the Rev. J.
dealing with some
of current events, told how one lion" questions,
Dentham, pastor of New Allen
section.
Some
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the
of
aspect
she
teen-ager,
.day, with another
real or
party is to be 'AME church in Memphis.
a
Republican
recite
will
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youngster
Lee.
Lt.
Square
with
We
agree
Court
through
was passing
and wait for
Rev. Starks this week lauded
In downtown Memphis. She said imagined experience,
for looking merit right in the face and chooscommit himself. congratulated
Hickman as "one of the
Bishop
her feet were tired and hurting. the teacher to
Venthe youngsters a r e ing a crew leader with the high qualifications Mrs.
greatest leaders ever to preside
Sn they decided to sit down on Sometimes
Sometimes they son possesses. We are extremely pleased that in her work, over the 13th Episcopal District."
eine of the benches in Court Square seeking guidance.
hteacher's
tesingar
He said the bishop has given the
One of the old white attendants
Venson will be a crew leader rather than a Negro
Most times they are seeking ap Mrs.
type of administration which has
at the Square passed the girls
highly
is
this
or appraisal of their own crew leader and so far as we are concerned,
been an incentive for the building
while going about his duties. He proval
attitudes.
of new churches and parsonages
significant for Shelby county
noticed them and told them they
could not sit In Court Square. One In the incident related abOve the
of the, girls wanted to know why girl was apparently seeking t h e
not. . '.since there were no signs teacher's and her fellow classaround saying Negroes were bar- mates' approval of her attitude
red. The old attendant told her she and conduct in Court Square.
and her companion would still The teacher realized this. And
have to leave, or he would sum- the teacher also realized the deli
cacy of the situation. To brush the
tion police to put them out.
rear
• The girls defied the old man, matter aside and give no
only
and told him to get the police. tion was not enough. The purpose
a strong sense Today. Memphis need bow
session
Mutual l'al2ral Savings a n d 1 deal of pride and
Ga., among southern
The old man left. . .ostensibly to of the current events class
from t he to Atlanta,
gained
satisfaction
1
Anguidance
of
the
students
persons,
give
Semi
to
was
last
Other
Association's
Loan
call for officers.
cities when one considers the
white and colored, passed by ap- 1 in the formation and expression of nual Report indicates that this knowledge that Mutual's growth number and range of flourishing
parently without noticing the situ-I their attitudes on the'passing youngest of the complex of Negro- represents the growth of another Negro financial enterprises localladder of economic ly owned and operated. Mutual's
ation.
scene.
owned and operated financial in- rung in the
• The girl said she and her friend ' One of the most important sub- stitutions of Memphis is on the, progress for the Negro citizens of record of growth since the time it
at in Court Square 10 or 15 jects with Negro adolescents to threshold of celebrating its one Memphis and Shelby County.
first opened its doors as a $250,000
ninutes. No police appeared. The day Is the shifting aspect of the millionth dollar birthday.
Mutual's birth and growth in infant in September, 1956, up to
them
Id white attendant psssed
of the Ne- the present time, a period of some
race issue from day to day, from
The impoirling arrival of Mu- 1 Memphisis evidence
fender paper boys at the newsvitality, three years and two months, when
Fender's newsboys contest
'gain. The girl said she asked place to place, and from incident
$100 CHECK
another million dollar Ne-j gro citizens' new found
RECEIVING
as
tual
paper office Saturday. t spW
said
She
police.
which just closed. Watching Is
here were the
to Incident. The youngsters want gmo business is an event which self-respect, and faith in Negro it is a still young. hut lusty, near- from Mrs. Vette Polk, In
contest with %no in rash PAP.
winner's proud mother. Mrs.
o told her they would he there.
answers. They want leadership in should give its management, per- enterprise. This development is million dollar institution, must be
circulation
Defender
State
es has just opened. Staff 0112•1
Georgia Galls. A total of $300
e 200,000 Negroes regarded as outstanding.
.,ust wait. She said she and her the formation of their own reac- haps the youngest management,l important to
is Certhrell Galls
manager,
to by Hardie.
.
emphis and Shelby
in cash was awarded to Dofriend waited another ten minutes. tions. They seed guidance.
team of a business of this type who reside in
who won first prize in the LieSee 11112THDAY. Pass 2
Tell101111.
No (sincere canto. So they leisure-
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School Notes

Activity was certainly the word i by popular vote is Miss Fannie
for the brisky weekend in Jack-. Walker, a senior and member of
son. The big event was homecom- the Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority.
ing for Lane college and a victory Thursday evening the Pig Skin Reit was over Fisk university. The view was held in the Health Buildwinning theme for the occasion ing followed by a pep session.
"Dragons in Orbit" was submitted big bon-fire and pep session Was
by Lynwood Hunter, top said for held ou the campus on Friday eveLane Dragons. The beautiful but ning and Saturday, 12:00 noon, the
quest of Harold Middlebrook after
PEN "OUSE
cold day didn't keep fans away big walking parade started from
Open house was held at Wash- a statement made by Booker T.
for the stadium was filled nearly the campus and ended at Rothrock
gtin last week during the ob Wade appeared under this column
to its capacity to cheer the red stadium. In addition to beautiful
mace of American Education two weeks ago.
and blue. Festivities began with floats with sororities and fraternitn. The faculty presented a TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:
the closing drive of Miss Dragon- ties In competition along with the
ogram Monday night in the "This is to notffy the readers
ette with the student council under ones carrying Miss Magnate
recently
has
that
hool's auditorium.
courtship
that a
the leadership of Lawrence Craig and Miss Lane college; two bands
Mere than 300 persons were been dissolved should and ought
in charge. The lucky young lady were featured, Merry high school
ennt to hear the principle to have been dissolved by the femto win out was Miss Eunice Con- and Lane college. Pre-game cerecorer, Mrs. Lawerence Coe, a inine mate long before now.
ley, a senior and Delta soror. Her monies included th performance
house on Glencoe road. Anxideber of the Memphis Board of "I might say it takes a lot of FIRE FIGHTERS — From
attendants were Henrietta Martin, of the Merry high hool band unety swept through the neigh!nation who spoke on the theme guts to make a statement like the left, Anderson Green, Verge
first alternate; Johnnie Whitelaw, der the direction of J. McCellan
borhood as the fire threatened
'rein and Appriase Your one made by the male factor but Rhyan and Robert Pryor demsecond alternate; and Armee and at halftime "Miss Dragonto over-run the neighborhood
kids." Others on the program even more guts to take it and onstrate how they helped fireGranbeney third alternate.
but firemen from the Mem.
ette'' was crown d and the Lane
men beat out a raging brush
re: Mrs. William McWilliams keep from crying.
Wednesday night in the very college band w s featured under
phis area came and extindker, a member of the Manes- "If ever a young man stooped fire in the Walker Homes area
beautiful decorated gymnasium, the direction
guished the flames. The fire
Kenneth Martin.
s high faculty; W. D. Callus., so low as to write such a state- last week. The plucky young
the "Miss Lane College" Corona- Miss Conley as wearing a white
started from indeterminate
, principal of Memphis Evening ment is as low as any being; hu- fighters fought until the blaze
Ray Charles orchestra.
THE RAILETS, featured with
(Staff
Photo
tion
reception
causes.
was held. This love- wool suit toped with white mink
by
tool; Mrs. G. M. Bumpus, rep- man or otherwise — and is tit to was stifled, ending up just a
miss
who
was
elected
unoccupied
George
Hardin).
ly
last
spring and red aece series. Miss Walker,
few feet from an
enting the Parent • Teacher As- be classed with such."
lives and dies with nothing but the
Miss Lane ellen, wore blue.
Oiltion; Joseph Westbrook, asHAROLD MIDDLE BROOK
slaps and few stale crumbs. The
MIEY—out of townies were here
tent principal of Washington;
(A Gentleman)
teacher knew that. . ,from the
v. P. E. Brooks and Nat D.
to
witness
the
gam*. Among them
Rattle Williams, Mary Porter,
record.
were
Mame.
sister
of
your
scribe,
Mrs.
(Centined from page 1)
Evelyn Thomas, Robert Backus,
THE TRUTH
Harry Jones, of St. Louis, Mo.;
TEEN CANDIDATE
Alice. Turner, Clara Tyson, EarlYet, in the face of all this, the
guidance
that
intelligent
sound,
(Continued
from
page
1)
Mrs.
Smith
Bernice
dies Janice Fitzgerald, a junior ma Harris, William Spight, Clara
Mangliount
teacher felt there was still a greatalso of St. Louis; Miss Lois Lev- will lend some insurance for their
Booker Washington is running Parte.. Robert White, Joyce Deer consideration. That was what
Aside from bare civic pride, ette of
N. Y.; Miss Mable Golden futures and stability for the pres- is owed to the Negro youth of tothe "Blues Bowl Queen" title. Sarzant and Bettye Culpepper.
however, are the bread and butof Memphis; Mr. and Mrs. Tatum, ent.
a is soliciting the financial aid
day. The youngsters rate the honter aspects of successful Negro
DID YOU KNOW THAT
nu Doris Person, of St. Louis; The teacher also realized that in est, factual truth of the Negro's
all Washingtonians to help her
Is that the Justice Department businesses in the South. The unJoan Hampton is waiting for the
By BERRY REECE
the
quickest
aptimes
tension
Mr.
and
of
Mrs.
Sandford
Holder
of
attorneys,
situation in this country and the
disputed mainspring of the Amerright boy to come along (with a JACKSON, Miss. — (UPI) — A Civil Rights Division
plause is given to heroics. The world. They need intelligent ad7iekets for the game which will 'SO)?
who pushed for the grand Jury, ican economy is the profit motive, Chicago, no.; Frank Gray, Gamma
he
Wednesday
said
judge
federal
the
manner
between Hamilton High and
Curry, Mrs. Richard Sewell, Em- teacher knew. . .from
vice. So, the teacher, at the risk
George Jones has flipped over a will convene a U. S. District are not certain of a conviction, and any minority seeking to deMisses High are 50 cents for
mett Perine, Miss Kay Perini, Mr. in which the girl told her story. . . of being misunderstood, proceeded
freshman at Hamilton by the name Court grand jury Jan. 4 to con- but that they do think they will velop strong economic roots in
elan
rethe
in
which
the
manner
dents and $1.25 for adults. The
able to spread their evidence America would be well advised to and Mrs. Long now of Memphis
to give the girl's story an objetsof P. D.?
sider indictments in the Mack be
ceived it. ..knew from past experne will be played tomorrow
on the record for the nation to mobilize its resources in full rec. and many, many more I didn't get ience with adolescents how they- tive appraisal.
The most talked about freshmen
(Friday) at Melrose Stadi- girls are: Sandra White and Fran- Charles Parker lynch case.
a
chance
to speak to.
ogniUon of this economic fact of
In the first place, he said NeThe 11. S. Attorney's office here, see.
The day ended with thc home- revel in being defiant toward auth- groes generally should think twice
cine Doyle?
from the Justice Reportedly there are few per- life.
instructions
chalority,
daring
in
the
face
of
on
coming
social
on
the
campus
which
'IDOL "NAMUR%
before deciding to make "t e s t
Barbara Boylaod is back at Department, will make present- sons in Pearl River County who Financial enterprisea, such as
lenges, and rebellious before rebegan at 7:30 p.m.
'he School Beautiful club of this Washington?
cases" of themselves. It was
cannot reel off the names of those banks, life insurance companies,
straints. . the teacher knew that
col got off to a splendid start Doris Richardson and Grady rnents to the grand jury and probOMEGAS CELEBRATE
pointed out that most "test cases"
t week under the advisorship White, Eva Jennings and Istac ably will seek indictments on civil the FBI said were involved in the and Savings and Loan Asso- The annual achievement week the class of youngsters would be are well planned and thought out
ciations, like Mutual Federal, repmost approving of any statement
Miss Rosa A. Robineon. Plans Young, Verneda Wiley and Charles rights charges.
program
in
advance. Too many Negroes
sponsored by Omega Phi or attitude
resent our most effective business
approving of the girl's
being made to make this year Sesley, Pearl Jennings and How- A Pearl River County, Miss.,
efforts to date, and offer to the Phi Fraternity was held Sunday attitude and conduct in Court think out nothing.
refused
to
week
last
jury
grand
best yet.
Secondly, the teacher pointed
ard Safflefield, Marion Evans and
Negro investor or client services afternoon at 4 p.m, in the Lana Square.
lin Irma Cody was re-elected Willis Chapman, Joan McCluar indict anyone for the lynch-murder
out, some things are fool-hardy.
College Chapel. Keynote speaker
which are priced competitively.
Negro
23-year-old
Parker,
of
pn•dent. Other officers are: and Joseph Smith, Phillis Smith
It's best to know the facts before
for the momentous occasion was UNCLE TOM
(Continued from page 1)
'
This fact when coupled with
president, Jo Terrell LaMon- and R. H.. Eleanor Addison and truck driver who was dragged
Dr. Melvin R. Brazes]. dean of The teacher also knew that a looking for trouble, or before chal;...secretary, Louvenia Clayton; Albert Yates, Shelia Rice and J. from a Poplarville, Miss. jail cell Miss Smith said Willie Lee got such other important considera- Morehouse college in Atlanta, Ga. lot of adult Negroes would ap- lenging something. Too often peoislant secretary, Bertha Morn- R., Thomas Miller and Earnestine and shot last April 25 by a mob up from the bed and told her to tions as the more personalized at- Following the fine address, the prove of the girl's attitude. . .and ple make themselves ridiculous by
tention Negro businesses are willof masked white men.
would be the first to apply the jumping out on a limb without
treasurer, Loistine Walker; Harlmon.
let him alone.
ing to give their clients, the gen- audience anxiously awaited the "Uncle Tom" label to any other
The Justice Department an- KNIFE IN HAND
plain, Helen McIntosh; petite- DAFFINATION
knowing what's happening.
announcement
of
the
Man
of
the
uine
relationship of courtesy and
clarian, Juanita Newbern; and "A NEIGHBOR is an expert at nounced almost immediately that Mrs. Sanders then came Into the
Year. Receiving this award was adult Negro who would in any way Another thing the teacher menrespect
which
usually
exists
beMore
case.
question what the girl did.
orter, Louise Little,
tioned is the charge that too many
house, the butcher knife in her tween
managing the local baseball team it would re-enter the
Negro businesses and their Joseph S. Merry, local business- They would hold that it is the Negroes today go around
spent a month hand on her hip," said
with
—telling you what's wrong with than 60 FBI agents
Mrs. Smith. clients; and the extremely
TEA
man in Jackson who operates a
n
d
imporlynching
a
the
manner of the present-day young -chip on their shoulders." HO said
he Jayeerettes Charity organi- your lawn, and how to raise your investigating
"You'd better not mess with me. tant fact
that growth in a Negro grocery. He was cited for being Negro to "stand up for his
redetailed
378-page
submitted
a
on presented its Annual Char. kids.
rights." that's a sign of a wooden head.
It's Willie Lee you want." Miss
outstanding in civic affairs. Mr.
port to Mississippi Gov. J. P. Smith said she told Mrs. Sanders. business leads to growth in job Merry is a
Tie last Sunday at the YMCA.
graduate of Lane col- And anybody who urged any kind He has no quarrel with being
opportunity for other N e g ro es;
Coleman.
roceeds from the affair will go
Miss Smith said the other girl in should make every Negro consider lege and a member of Alpha Phi of caution on said young Negro, righteously wrathful and naturally
The pearl River grand jury,
sup brighten some unfortunate
the room stopped sewing when she carefully how and where he spends Alpha fraternity. Receiving a cita- would be called a "handkerchief sensitive to the traditional insult
however, did not consider the FBI
se at Christmas time.
saw the long menacing blade and or saves his hard earned dollars. tion was Isaiah Savage, also a head," unfit to be a teseher of to which the Negro's ran outdoes Alk
report or call any FBI agents to
resident of the organisation is
him. . .but one still &suet twist
grabbed the edge of the chair in The value
business man and instructor of modern Negro youth.
of supporting Negro
testify.
(Continued from page I)
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businesses can be seen even more
Judge Sidney Mize told a news
LIS LETTER
ders went back to the outer door. clearly in the case of
school. Mr. Savage is an Omega has been the diseouraging send- lion's mouth. The smart thing le
Mutual
Me letter appears at the re- ed, semi-shocked. He and Tate conference Wednesday that he
once of most Negroes who urge do is to try and extract the head
have entered a formal plea of not would either convene a new grand "I told Willie Lee that he's bet- Federal., Preliminary studies and Post Commander of Lake Cismoderation in attitude and ap- ...cool and quiet•like.. thee mco
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chartjury now in recess
the part of other Negroes. . .to be
Needless to say, the Wiens District Court in Jackson. He said his wife, she started swinging at ered Savings and Loan Association well celebrated in the city schools the first to receive L kick in the
student body and the administra- he could not call a grand jury for him with the knife and one blow in Memphis indicated that Negro of Jackson. Parents and Patrons fpianintt.s from white folks Pollee
tion as well are disturbed and Dee. 16 as the district attorney caught him near the left should- Memphians had on deposit in sav- came out te see the children in usually beat up the
humble Negro
A lied Mist le wrefert
shocked over last week's proceed- requested because of a term of er, close to the neck," she said. ings accounts in the white institu- action Monday night at Merry high
pretends Sts be:4Mo
ings. No one on the campus can court at Vicksburg, Miss. on that Miss Smith said Willie Lee kept tions of Memphis approximately 30 school when students depicted the
The Tri-State Defender offer an
trying to get through the door million dollars. No great imagina- theme "Praise and Appraise Your lig shot white folk usually hire
explanation as to hew date.
invites you to an
this thing could have befallen one The Justice Department appar- while Mrs. Sanders kept swinging tion is needed to realize the tre- Schools". The program was spon- or promote the defiant Negro on
the job first. When advice is raof their brightest.
intly will prosecute persons nam- the butcher knife which she had mendous influence this money sored by the Jackson City Teach"Announcement
Dr. Price said the boy will not ed in the FBI report as lynch mob brought from her home at 984 So. would have had in a Negro insti- ers' Association of which Mrs. cial matters are sought the ten','"
Reception"
dency Is to seek the opinion and
Edna White is president.
be dismissed nor suspended until members under a civil rights stat- Fourth. He then turned and start- tuion.
to
•
in the
the whole case is heard in crim- ute carrying a maximum of 10 ed out the back, with Mrs. San- Only a small percentage of the
An added feature on the pro- weigh the ideal of the Negro whe
inal court, which could, according years imprisonment and $5,000 ders right behind, still wielding money saved by Neerne in white gram was the dramatic reading of has net sought to appease. In
Cafeteria of
short, the white folk only tolerate
to Truly's lawyer, take close to a fine.
the knife. She said she learned is- istitutions is used in home loans Miss Wanda BrInt, member of the
Universal Life
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Out on bail bond, Truly and
Jurisdiction in the case. known Willie Lee for about t w o determine where Negro citizens cif them advisor, Mrs. L. Seets Avant the slaps in the chops. Uncle Tern
federal
d want to tell you more Tate anxiously await the trial that This apparently applied only to months, having met him on a hay Memphis can and cannot purchase of the Department of Education.
will determine their future. Dr.
about the fabulous
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charges of murder and kidnaping ride.
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KATHERINE TAPPAN

Special notice this week should Nathaniel acted as president and ;
go to James Carter, who, more did a wonderful job. The White'
than any one else contributed to! Haven District male chorus renthe winning of first prize on the:dered the
music with Mrs.
project exhibited in the Tri-Statei Charles W. Horner at the instruFair. James is a junior at the Mit- ment. Wardell Johnson was the!
chell Road junior high school.
master of ceremonies
OPEN HOUSE
The highlight of the evening
Mitchell Road school, located at was, the awarding of gifts to the
all Mitchell rd, held open house eldest and youngest fathers. H.
Thursday, Nov. 12, from 7-9 p.m. Savage won the oldest award with
There were about 500 parents and the youngest gift going to the
well wishers present to
praise Kevin Brooks. By the way, these
an appraise their school. 'They men ..eally did shoulder their reseemed to enjoy the most inspir- sponsibilities in the school on thi,
log program that was rendered by program.
the students of the school, after
After the acting president had
which, the principal announced presided as far as the program
that were exhibits in each class- provided, the floor was turned
room. One of the, outstanding dis- over to the president, and she
plays was in the Biology loom. gave some very inspiring reThis was the one that won first marks. The special guests were
prize in the Tri-State Fair. Ed- acknowledged afterwards. Some of
ward Knight in charge of the de-, them were Mrs. G. Kinsey, presipartment.
dent of White's Chapel PTA; Mrs.
Prof. Alonzo Weaver is princi- N. A. Crawford .d Mitchell Road
junior high; Mrs. Mary A. Wrushpal hi the school.
Delegates from Mitchell Road en, president and Mrs. Johnnie M.
school went to the West Tennessee Peters and Mrs. Agnes, first and
*Congress were Mrs, N. A. Craw- second vice president of Ford Road
ford, president and Mrs. H. J. school, respectively; Mrs. Katherine Tappan, president of Walker
Lewis, recording secretary.
School and Mrs M. L. Adams,
CHURCH
and Mrs. Almeeda
The Missionary Society of the secretary;
Riverside MB church sponsored Ayers, vice president of Geeter
a tea at the home of Mr. and Mrs. high school.
Remarks were given by ProF. Hunter at 3055 Ford road, Nov.
fessor Prescott, who introduced
a, from 3-5 p.m., which was wonthe faculty members, Mrs. Wes.
derfully attended. The affair was;
Icy Nathaniel, president and Prof.
seemingly enjoyed by all present.)
Prescott Fisher, principal.
A delicious repast was served
by the hostess. Guests were Mrs.' •
E. S. Walker, Mrs. Geneva Bynum, Mrs. Fannie White, Mrs. Ida )
Lacy, Mrs. Illa Starks, Mrs. L.
M. Lyles, Mrs. Martha Key, Mrs.,
Minnie Lavenders, Sirs. Thelma I
Clark, Mrs, Emma Lee King, Mrs.
Sadie Madden, John Madden, Jr.,
Mr. and Mrs. James Watson, Deacon Burden Bradford, and Vernon
Copland.
Mrs. E. S. Walker is president,
Mrs. T. L. Hunter, secretary, and
Rm. 0. D. White is the pastor.
Mrs. T. L. Dandridge is church
reporter.
FATHER'S NIGHT
The Weaver school PTA celeFather's nigh( MRS. MILDRED NELSON directbrated Annual
Sunday, Nov. 8, from 8-9:30 p.m ed a 75•voice choir in recital Fri
Their theme was the Father's day night at Hill Chapel M. B
Place In The Home, School, church, 2521 Dexter St. Mrs. Nel
Church and Community. About 100 son serves as pianist for St. Ste
fathers were present, along with pheni Berclair and Hill Chapel
the guests
'choirs. She is well known for her
Due to the fact that they were original interpretations of religious
celebrating father's night, Wesley music.
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HERE'S THAT XMAS
eGIFT SUITABLE FOR
* THE WHOLE *
FAMILY
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As we go to press this Veterans
Day we join the poet who said,
"They sleep in their manhood,
the true and the brave,
And Liberty guardeth each pa•
triot's grave
Sonic in the sunlight, and some
in the shade,
Some 'neath the vine in the wren
haunted glade,
Some in a nook nearly hidden
Nunnally,
Emma
treasurer;
FOURTH ANNUAL luncheon
children, the ladies feasted on
Irons sight.
membership chairman; Doro•
of the Western section of the
fried chicken, waxed beans
Others far upon the lone moun•
thy Green, advisor; Marie
Tennessee School Food Servwith mushroom sauce, tossed
tam height:
ice, Group II, was held Friday
Banks, secretary; Marie Aus•
salad, hot rolls and strawberry
Though scattered they be, the
tin, president; Ellen T. Calliat Carver Junior high school.
sundaes in meringue shells.
Blue and Gray,
an, advisor; and Mary DunAccustomed
to
Officers are, left to righ t,
preparing
The love of a nation will find
can, advisor. Staff Photo by
meals for thousands of school
Mines. Lillie Mae Young, prothem today.
liardia.
gram chairman; Edna Parker,
T. C. Marbough
The American Legion Auxiliary
and Lee-Wilkind Post 134 observed
Veteran's Day with the Annual
Banquet, Wednesday night. The
new cafeteria of Stigall high school
was beautifully decorated for the
affair. Mrs. Elizabeth Ballard,
Chairman of the program commit
tee served as mistress of ceremony. The program consisted of
readings and songs suitable for
the occasion. Ministers present
'poke words of encouragement to
the group. Remarks were made
by D. H. Tuggle, principal of Stigall and Mrs, Louise Cooper,
president of the Auxiliary. A delicious menu was enjoyed by all.
STIGMA. HIGH
American Education Week was
observed by the faculty of Stigall
high school with three programs.
Rev. W. A. Owens, pastor ofl
Morning Star Baptist church was '
assembly speaker Monday morn- ,
ing. Rev. Owens spoke from "The
Child and What Education Means '
To Him." Barbara Bonds, a senior, read scripture and Flora Harrell, a tenth grader, sang The
Lord's Prayer.
Tuesday night Mrs. N. F. WIT.;
hams, Home Economics teacher
spoke from, "The Parents, What
They ('an Do To Help." Mrs. Rebecca Newhouse, president of the,
PTA, spoke on "What The PTA
Can Do 'to Help The Child And
The School," D. H. Tuggle used the
general theme as a subject,
"Praise and Appraise the School".
The Glee Club under the direction
B. L. Hooks, vice president
phis' only Negro savings and
MUTUAL FEDERAL Officers
of Mrs. F. M. Givens and the
and treasurer; C. C. Sawyer,
loan association in the state
map plans for • concerted
Band under the direction of U. M.
president, and Atty. A. W. Witof Tennessee has provided the
savings drive as the savings
Garrett furnished music for the
lis, jr., executive vice presifinancing for scores of homes
and loan association nears its
occasion. Thursday morning C. It,
dent and secretary.
and churches In the city. Conone million dollar /birthday.'
Shankle, principal of Humboldt
(erring are, left to right, Atty.
Only three yeat/ old, Memhigh school represented a board
member and spoke from "The
Board Member and His Responsibilities." Scripture was read by
C. C. Moody, Jr. Rev, Si. H.
Burnett led prayer, an Mrs. M.
L. Lacey and one of the students
Arthur Gillespie sang solos.
CLUBS MEET
The Thursday Sewing club met
in the home of C. C. Moody, Sr.
recently. A short business session
was presided over by the President Mrs. A. B. ROC After the
business, the members engaged in
Rust College Alumni Association
sewing. A delicious menu was entook on a new spirit and a new
joyed by all.
outlook in their annual HomecomThe Book Lovers club met with
ing meeting on Rust campus Mrs. N. F.
Williams Friday night.
November 7.
Mrs. Hattie Davis, presided. Plans
Under the leadership of its were started for the Annual Christpresident, Rev. J. C. Peters of mas party. The members spent
Copmbus, Miss., a new approach evening playing games. A delicias to the organizational and ous menu of barbecue chicken and
functional structure of the Rust ribs, Italian spaghetti, rolls, hot
College National Alumni Associa- tea and cake were enjoyed by all.
tion was undertaken. An executive
The City Federation of Women's
committee was established which Clubs met with Mrs. 0. E. Stigall
consists of the National Associa- Monday night with the Literary
tion officers and the local Rust Art and Social Club hostess. The
club presidents. This committee President, Mrs. E. J. Donald premet at 9:30 a. m., and discussed sided over the business. All the
an agenda of proposals which old business of the year was diswere presented to and approved posed of before the following offihy the alumni present in the gen- cers were elected. Mesdames Lareral business session held at ne Cunningham, president; Cottrell C. Thomas, first vice; Mattie
10:30.
TEINMAY. Executive - 17" Portable TV
The
Davis, second vice; Gracie PearThe major items approved were
son, secretary; and Irian* Cola,
authorization to draw up a new
Hot coffee and donuts
MODEL PL17F41 - Tan Mor0000 Leatherette ta White constitution, set up an expense treasurer.
were served.
budget for cultivation and promoMINISTERS CHANGED
tion of the Alumni Association,
Rev, M. H. Burnett, former
and reorganization of the func- pastor of Lane Chapel
CME church
tional, procedure of the Alumni has been appointed Presiding
ElHeadquarters office personnel at der of the North Jackson
District
the college
and Rev. C. D. McKelvey has
been appointed pastor of Lane
Raleigh, N. C. — North Carolina
Chapel.
has 383 hayon and silk mills with'
807,767 spindles, more than any
other southern state.
SMOKEY PEAKS
Spokane — Many large lumberi Chattanooga, Tenn. — 8here are
and paper companies in thet U,i 40 mountains in the Great noww
S. put their timber resources un•1 40 mountain peaks in the Great
der a program to yield a contin- Smokey mountains more than one
nous growth of trees for harvest mile high. Sixteen peaks exceed
purposes.
13,000 elevation in feet.

Rust Alumni In
'New Clothes'
At Homecoming
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SCLC Wants
Rev. King To
Give More Time

Sat., Nov. 21, 1959

ATLANTA — The Southern Christian Leadership Conference, Inc.,
Is stepping up its pressure on Dr.
Martin L. King, Jr., to give up
some of his other responsibilities
arid devote more time to the work
of the Conference.
A few days ago a young lady place where one day he will find
This pressure has been mounting for sometime. At the organiza- came to me and asked me. "What himself on trial and unable to
tion's Spring meeting In Tallahas- good is there in trying to do measure up to what it expected
m.
f, hsiee
in
thissemt
life many
see, Florida last May 14-15, the, right?" She noted that all around of
people
tidese.
executive board passed a resolu- her people are doing things that
tion, requesting Dr. King to give', she would not dare do but they who are usable
docwsheast
a
seem
to be successful in their ac- peeled of them largely beau
imaximum time'' to his duties
as president of the Southern ('hri,! tions. The question foremost in my they have not constantly eonce
mind
is
that this young lady is typi-i ed with taking short cuts. The risstian Leadership Conference, Inc.,'
cal of many of the minds of our,lig tide of failures in later life in
but was not made public.
/hang instances is traceable to the
However, at the Fall meeting, day.
All about us we see people who.lack
ti k 5ears
of
, honest dedication ta earin Columbia, S. C., this resolution
was repassed with the full endor- • are constantly doing wrong and
sement of the membership, and apparently getting away with it. Sometimes lift does seem very
made public. Since then, the mat- But are they actually getting away' discouraging when those about
ter came up at the recent meet- with it? Are those
people who us are moving ahead by leaps and
ing of the administrative com- resort to cheating, lying and oth- bounds. In the meantime those
er
various means of deception get-, who resort to honesty move AVM
mittee which met to map out prohog away with it?
gram strategy for MO.
only by steps at the time. The
Feeling is widespread among These things may seem as gains' slowness of the moving by
conference officers and members to many people while they are go- honest many times seems most Uning on but later years will reveal rewarding but at the end of the
that Dr. King's leadership is
essential to the drive for more mass, things altogether different. Far re- trail this slow honest moving pays
action in the desegregation strug-! Moved from these actions will be' off. Those individuals who satisfy
gle, and especially leadership' a conscience that must be reckon- themselves with doing what is
training in nonviolent resistance., ed with.
right and honest will in all probaDr. King has promised "prayer- Historically men
have sought to bility be a little longer getting to
ful consideration" of this
request. take short cuts. History also shows their goals but in most cases they
that in many cases men have been will be more secure.
able to be successful in these ac- I know that front the way till
young lady spoke to me she was
tivities at least for a season. But ready to
throw away her h fish
what a tragic thing fsr a man to standards and resort to the same
look over past achisvenients and tactics of those about her.
I rerealize that part of which he has minded he r that doing what seems
received credit is not merited. popular always has its price
tag.
MEMPHIS, Tenn — (UPI) — How tragic it is for a man to have . This price tag might be expressed
O. D. White, 44, said good riddance to live under the apprehension lln terms of insecurity, plague of
that he might be caught. ThisIconscience
to Friday the 13th.
, and the like that will atPolice arrested White, a Negro idea of being eventually caught'ways keep the person involved
'taunts many a man as he lives'from living
at 2:13 a. m. Friday the 13th,
life at its fullest. No
on
a prowler call. White's case came in this day of fear and anxiety.'normal person can give the moat
Yet
amidst
up 13th on the docket and he
all of this many of us life being constantly haunted by
drew have
never :Wised that such ac- an unsavory past. In spite of the
a $26 fine which will take him
13
days to serve out in time at $2 a tion will show up in future activity. dark clouds that honesty sometimes
That person who achieves thou;presents each
day.
of us must rise up
1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111i111 , means that may be labelled dig-Ito
the point where we will be
, honest eventually comes
to t he able to rise above such action.

Xundreds of delegates sod visit- leadership of Rev. Starks, a wells OHO have gathered here at the equipped gymnasium, a licensed
l • stately Clayborn AME church of nursery and a Girls Club have
* Hernando for the lard Annual been realized.
Session of the Memphis Annual ST. JAMES AMR
Regular services and the doings
i.lialif Conference.
Convention comprise St.
115111e conference began Tuesday, of the
; • ..
Snow is
17 and will culminate on Sun- James' schedule. James
Ally, Nov. 22. Mayor-elect Henry the delegate. Rev. E. M. Alcorn
Tlieb extended a welcome to city is the Minister.
Oa the initial day. The official SECOND CONGREGATIONAL
opening of the conference this The Annual Bazaar at Second
Wednesday was climaxed with an Congregational church is receivall white service by the mission- ing finishing touches. It will soon
In back are members of the
once again provide several hours THE HYDE PARK civic club
enney, chairman of the social
aries.
climaxed the financial drive
officers board, James Brasservice committee. Seated at
Thursday and Friday nights of merriment for members and
recently
with a banquet and
well, Mrs, Victoria Smith, vice
the head of the table are Robhave been set aside for education their friends in the Parish House
crowning of the Queen a n d
president; Mrs. Lucille Joinert Miller, the King and Mrs.
of the church of 762 Walker.
and the Youth, respectively.
Ming
recently
at
school.
the
A
er, chairman of the program
Elsie Birders, Queen. It e v.
A reception for Bishop and Mn. The Bazaar will feature square
fine time was seemingly had
committee, Rev. Montgomery
intield told that Mrs. BorE. L. Hickman will be held Sat- dancing, wishing well, fortune tellby all as the smiling faces
Winfield,
president;
Elephant
"White
Sale."
a
and
ing
r
M
s.
ders outdid herself In pushing
urday. The reading on the appointabove would prove. Standing
Grace
Parker
Rev.
John
C.
Mickle
Mrs.
and
Daisy
is
the
for
the contest.
snents on Sunday will end another
successful conference for the 27 ister.
FIRST
churches
BAPTIST
of our city and oth*ME
sultall11111111101MMIIIM11111111101111111111111111111111111
Sunday was Pastor's Apprecia
ers in the surrounding areas.
(ion
marked
occasion
Day.
The
the
The highlights of this year's
meeting is election of delegates 5th year of service for this servfor the forthcoming General Con- ant of humanity, Rev. H. C. Cherry
ference in Los Angeles, Calif , Rev. C. H. Lee of Shiloh Bap-,
list church delivered the principal
May, 1060.
address at 3 p.m.
Pastors who are taking an acAtty, I. F. Estes will be the
tive part in the conference are PROGRESSIVE BAPTIST
The Members of the Freewill in the Klondyke area are honor- guest
speaker at the second anRev. E. K. Keyes, Rev. P. W. It will be Annual Harvest Day
Spiritual
church,
Randle
882
It.,
ing
their
pastor,
"Little
Boy Won- nual Pre-Thanksgiving
Delyles, presiding elder, Rev. W. at the Progressive Baptist church,
Banquet
der,"
Nov.
Sunday,
22,
p.m.,
Nov.
22.
3
and 8 p.m. to be sponsored by the
E. Pruitt Rev. J. L. Dentham,
New
Known
throughout
Memphis
The
program
at
as
p.m.,
.
3
will
Light Civic Club of Orange
Rev. G. C. Jenkins, Rev. R. L.
bombshell
the
consist
of
principally
Mid-South,
the
music.
of
The
Mound Thureday, November 19
McRae, Rev. B. S. Taylor and
-Little Boy Wonder's" real name, at 3 p.m.
church chairs will present it. Mrs.
Rev. A. D. Brown.
Three grand prizes
41ena
J.
Gardner
is
L.
McLemore
and
hails
he
is
chairman.
the
from
will be awarded at the affair
Hickman
Rev. E. L.
is the preChicago, Ill. This will be a gigan- which will
Rev. 0. C. Collins is the pastor
siding bishop. The host presiding
be held In Mt. Pisgah
Dr. J. L. Tolbert was the ries'
tic birthday celebration for t h e ('ME church,
Elder is W. L. Powell. Rev. H.
2490 Park avenue.
speaker at Smothers Chapel CMS
well liked spiritual leader a nil
L. Starks is host pastor.
Tickets for the banquet may
many stars of the religious world
Aside for the conference, the 1 church for the ushers annual anm
will be present to bid him well.) be obtained by calling Niles Armembers will find the new addi- versary day, Sunday, Novi 8. Rev.
Planning to take part in t h e line Patton at FA 7-7014. Presitions to the church an attractive J. L. Griffin is the pastor.
ceremonies are "Cousin Eugene," dent of the club is Ralph Fortin,
interest. Under the progressive MARTIN TEMPLE CME
disk jockey from Station KWAM
; Members of the Martin Temple
who will be the master of cere- 111111111111t111111111111111111111111M111111111/1111/11111f117111111s
CME were very happy to see their
monies; Prof, William Fleming of
pastor. Rev. L. A. Story return
Memphis, who will handle the welfrom the conference with a double
come address; and special guests
determination to maks this one of
will be Prophet Jones of Detroit,
the church's biggest years. Rev.
Mme. Mollie Eubanks, local presiStory has always had a deep indent
of the Southern National
(erest in the youth of Memphis
Singing Union, from Birmingham.
and on Friday, Nov. 6, he sponsorand the Famous Golden Voices of
ed an organization banquet f o r
Birmingham.
them. A tasty menu was served.
Prof. Claude Moore is the proAt this meet all the auxiliaries'
gram chairman.
ELDER GARDNER
officers were elected. Mrs. L. A.
Story did a big job in helping plan
the banquet.
GOSPEL TEMPLE
Members of church, 1000 N. Mawill observe annual woman', day Sunday, Nov. 22. Theme
of program is Woman's Possibilities and Limitations. Committee
Mrs. Leola
Clay, chairman,
DALLAS Texas— The General to the annual meeting by a Comhas done commendable service in
preparing an excellent program ofl Conference of The Methodist mittee of which Dr. Clarence T.
spiritual enlightenment for the church, which meets In Denver, R, Nolan, Columbus, Ohio, was
day: Mrs, Wills A. McWilliams Colo., April 26. 1960, will be re- the chairman. Rev. Mr. Nelson,
Walker of Avery Chapel church, quested to make possible the ob- who is one of the four representawell known educator, orator and eervence of "appropriate church- tives of the Central (Negro) Juriswide recognition of the 75th diction, which is integrated, was
civic leader:
Mrs. Lucille Thompson, of Bt. Anniversary in 1963, of the dea- made by Miss Lelia M. Robinson,
conness
movement in United president of the association and a
James church, emcee.
member of the staff of the BethleOther guests will be included on Methodism."
program throughout the day. Mrs. The request will be
made hem Center, Ft. Worth, Texas.
Lola Jones, general chairman and
through a memorial (resolution) Miss Flora Clipper, a deaconess
Mrs. Gertrude Williams, co-chairon the staff of Marcy Center, ChiYes Madame.
man. The program will get under- at will be presented
2 1-4 teasp. baking powder
cago, was the third representative
way at 3 p.m. Mrs. Addie Grant, quadrennial law-making body of
I teasp. salt
The
Jurisdiction
Central
of
holidays
the
,
atin
will
soon
be
publicity chairman, Rev. Charles'the denomination from the Comhere! It's time to start brush- 3-4 cup shortening or butter
mission on Deaconess Work of tendance at the meeting.
T. EPPS, pastor.
1 teasp. lemon rind
ing up on your skill in cake
the Women's Division of Chris- Speakers to the meeting includtian Service that met here at ed the Rev. Dr. Marcos J. Rirrell,
1 thaspp. vanilla
making. As usual Jack Sprat
the Perkins school of Theology who made an impassioned plea
/ cup motst shredded coconut
enriched soft wheat flour will
on the campus of Southern Meth- for the recruitment of more dea3-4 cup milk
help you escape being emberconesses
other
and
workers
for
university,
odist
October 28-30.
3 eggs, unbeaten
Christian
full-time
service,
rased.
the
on
Cakes,
pies,
ambrosia
Memorial,
The
which calls for
"some form of special emphasis three-day narley. Dr. Birrell, who
galore is the Way they did it
Sift flour, sugar, baking
a long time ago; happy was all powder and
Id every local church to interpret was executive secretary of the nesalt into mixing
deaconess service," was present- nomination's interboard Committee
the family and friends. Jack bowl. Add shortening
or butter,
ed in the reccommendations made on Christian Vocations, Nashville.
Sprit wants them that way lemon rind, tS
Tenn., died of a heart attack on
Local Omega men have chosen to the annual
cup milk, vanilconfab by Miss
again.
one of their own, Atty. B. L.
la and one egg — beat for three
Mary Lou Barnwell, New York November 4, while attending the
Hooks, to give the Achievement
COCONUT LAYER CAKE
minutes in mixer on low speed.
City, executive secretary of the National Methodist Conference on
Week Oration, when they observe
commission, of which Bishop H. Christian Education, that met in
Scrape bowl and beater. Add
(Makes two II Inch layers)
their Fraternity's annual AchieveCincinnati, Nov. 3-8,
21-a cups sifted Jack Sprat rest of milk and remaining mament Week with a public program Clifford Northcott, Madison, Wis.,
is the chairman.
flour
Sunday, Nov. 22.
terial. Mix one minute more on
1 1-2 cup sugar
A suggested Service of Investi- BIG ORE BOATS
The program will be held at
low speed.
First Baptist church, Lauderdale ture for candidates for the deaClevelond — One of the largest
coness
relationship was presented
at Polk, at 4 p.m.
Gr eat Lakes vessels can haul
Mr. Hooks is widely known in
more than 18,000 tons of iron ore
the Memphis area for his oratoriat one time, or 15 times more
cal abilities and for his many otb-:
er accomplishment,. Most recent-. Ry
than the first ore freighter which
John Heresy Fprhey, Ph.D.
ly Mr. Hooks was in the news dm
,
was designed in 1860.
ing the recent municipal electionsi
as a candidate for the post of Stl• I
venile court judge.
Citations will be presented to
WAS NOVA
Alf
Iwo groups of local citizens for
SENSUOUS
outstanding contributions to t h e
`FLA PP E
community.
The
Achievement
AS USUA U.Y
Award, which is presented to inpicvics,cD
dividuals only, locally was last
presented to Lt. George W. Lee in
1957.
The theme of the observance is
"The Achievement of Excellence."
Members of the committee are:
II A. Gilliam, awards; Lee
A.
Thigpen. jr., program: Lawrence
Cleopatra. rather than being the
Woitley. publicity, W. '. Nabors,
wanton woman she i41 usual y
time and place, John C. Parker, Pictured
to be, *v on the conommittee chairman; and ('. C. trails one of the most intelligent
iv men of all histo:-y.
sawyer. basileua (president)
of the tn:
a la Pother
atr'°Lpg
ie %dents, she gave everylocal chapter
thing she had to save her country
arid throne. Roman generals, who
would have clTstroyed them, erre
' celiquered by her ingenious plans
GOOD SHOW: As the iti itisheis oould say and as oil would
and politicians bark In Rome desay
who heard the recent Big Star store Talent show presented over
vised most of the stories defaming
her name She had successfully
3e.000 Batt powerful WHIA each and every Saturday morning.
Issrot Rome from devouring her own
The group above presented a fine and wonderful show for all
(*nustry of !gyps for twenty-two
Are Yam Se lue-lhiwn Yea Can't Give Your
the Mid South area to hear. rhe elle Star stores of the Mid South
Husband and Pecelly
Yearn
Real Companionship? Then Discover The
Wonderful
and Memphis are as pleased a, punch to bring these young stars
Ilood-Sroonothening Action of This Special iron
Tonic for Women!
How tragic when a woman feels Thum quickly
help
build
rich. red
so tired, so weak and run-dawn
. to restore strength and
she een't b.ir.el ecuismalon I blood
you feel fine again fast!
Luckily, it's d'art due to "beet- energEiamei
Pin
X
pique forentle fan
Hungry Blood" iimpitsie tree die- alas
relief Mon
IV-tenet anemia) Then It's need- f uric Honk! bunsed
y
monthly
leas for ttiose
.
to sutler cramps and -caused
"Roc Flashes- of
each awful
change -life' Re wonder so
ltm a wonderful Iran tonic many -Of
women use
dm help renew. Ws Condition.
Tablets all ihrouph Ptrilitiaen'a
their
thus renew your vitality, It's
IT "Iron-Hungry Blood"fines,
has
Lydial. Pin
rnst Tablets', ants left you weak
and
run-down
—
Hon tonteit
initate esnaliclidly for only "hglf" women- get
PinkIron, Pinkham's ham's Tatatets
train drualcue,
blots start to strengthen Then see
-Hungry Blood"in (medal/I "all" woman you dons soon fed
scam
Owner wow arose /moue
Lydia
•001.4651. Onwoonuad ollgoolo) elle
brittle quiet relief
SIM..
r11000Ogerts ot monthly plan and thane-of-114
.
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Birthday Fete For
little Boy Wonder

New Light Civic
Club Banquet Set
Thursday Night

inumilinimmiiimmummonimitoillor
Number 13 Proves
Unlucky One On
Friday, The 13th

LET QUALITY STAMPS HELP RELIEVE
YOU OF SOME OF THOSE CHRISIMAS
MONEY PROBLEMS

;et Busy Now

So You Can
Enter A
Contestant
, In The
Fabulous

Visit Your Redemption Centers Located at:
1. In the Southgate Shopping Center
2. In the Northgate Shopping Center
3. And at 1323 Union Avenue

QUEEN
OF
CLUBS

Hooks Speaker
For Omegas
CONTEST November 22
Everybody Wins!
If Your Club
Sponsors The
Winner, A $100
Savings Account
Will Be Opened
In Your Club's
Name At

Bake in 2 flour and shortening coated pans at 375 degrees
F. for 25 to 30 minutes. Frost
and fill with seven minute
frosting. Sprinkle coconut or
soft white frosting.
FROSTING
Mix in top of double boiler, 2
egg whites, Its cup water, one
tablespoon lemon juice, 1-8
teasp. salt, 3 tablespoons light
corn syrup. Beat constantly over
boiling water until mixture
holds a peak. Remove from
heat. Add IS teasp. each grated lemon rind and vanilla. Beat
until spreadable. Pretty, isn't
it? And its just as good.
Bye for now,
Jana Porter

The DEBUNKER
CLEOPATRA

MUTUAL
FEDERAL

„ciLLiscms Atutiotot

of tomorrow to you today. Be sure and tune in
each Saturday
morning at 11:00 to hear the fine talent presented.
Above, left to
right are Shirley Harrison, Tyrone Smith, Haswell
Thomas, Percy Wiggins, J. R. Buntyn, Marges De !mach
and Tommie Brad
ford.
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JACKSON, Miss. — Edgar
"Big Tripp" Stewart, 1072 Mis•
sissippl Blvd., attended t h e
meeting of the Athletic Beard
of Control at Jacksee State
college, Saturday morning. Nosomber 7. Following the sea-

GRANT SCHOOL eighth graders execute • Swish dance
as a part of the program school
sponsored in celebration ef
American Education Week.
Group was taught by Mrs.
Carol,* Rhodes and Ira Mc.
['tyre.

ion he remained and attended
the Jackon State-Wiley game.
The Jackson State alumnus is
well-known in this State for
kis exploits on the football
field. He has been a member
of the Board since 1948.

JOHN WINTER of 1850 Silver
(left) receives a Department
of the Army Certificate of
Achievement from Sam J. Hill.
upon his recent retirement
from federal service. Mr. Whiter was employee of the La
her and Equipment Pool at the
Memphis General Depot.

PRIZE WINNING Health
Room at Grant is visited b.
left to right, Joyce Ann Matthews (on scales), Miss M. I.
Albright, Miss Elaine Fields,
Clara Lockett ton bed), Mrs
Ines Thompson, William Cox.
principal; Mrs. Alma Starks
and Henrietta A. Windfield,
back to camera. Staff photos
by Hardin.

COL. HARRY F. HANSEN,
engineer supply officer at
Memphis General Depot, presents a $16 Beneficial Suggestion Award to Evangeline Holloway of 130 Dempster, while
other employees hold their
awards. The winners included

deft to right) Guy W. Prysock
of 2272 Barrymore, $141; William Holt of 21311 Hunter, $20;
Eddie Thomas of 227 Tillman,
$10; and Angus Brunson, 1023
Keifer, $10. These award winners, all In Engineer Supply
Section at the Depot, w e r•

awarded their tortifIcatee so
the basis of their ideas te improve operations on the Depot,
either in safety, new ideas kw
handling the work, or at a savings of cost to the government
by consolidation.

BETWEEN SESSIONS of the
Southern reglosal meeting of
the American Bar assoeintion
at the Peabody hotel, this
quartet of local lawyers dig.
cuss an issue which was raised
at the confab. Lett to right are

Attorneys C. 0. Horton, Jr..
J. F. Rates. H. T. Lerkard
and E. A. Wilbur'. The region.
al meeting brought to Montphis hundreds of lawyers from
T
a.. a n d surrounding
states

Negro Citizens Committee Council Launches Holiday Drive

it

TRH 11150 COVTEST for rely.
ally of the Memphis Negro
Citizens Committee (otincil
was launched rerenilv at the
VWCA. The council's annual
drive is designed to aid the
less fortunate at (hrittmas
WuaM M tusk sitimnalds

sad leadership quailties to the
city's young people. Royalty
will be crouned on (he stage
of the Handy theater on the
night of the councirs annual
Christmas Revue. Vieing for
the title of Yule-tide .Adult
Queen are, first rest left M

right, Miss Mildred Walker.
Miss July Wilson, Miss Minor
Graham, Miss Betty McClain,
Miis Joyce Boxley and Miss
Jacqueline Andersen. la the
rear are Miss Mary Holman,
left, and Miss Claudine Stansbury.

SEEKING ROYALTY tides In
the Maier division are, stated
left I. right. Marvel Riccardo
Mitchell, Jeanette
Brooks,
Joeepit Crossley, Diane Lana
and Valerie Moore. In hark
rev are, left to right, Irma

Hawkins, Gwendolyn Wrishen.
and Naomi Reid. Ray Lynom,
prominent florist, is president
of the council whirl) has been
active In Memphis for several
years.

TITLEHOLDERS
FORMER
who have won council honors
in the past are, left to right,
Brenda Hollerway, 1958 junior
Queen; Miss Elaine Field, 194g
Queen, Miss Rose Thomas,
19t0 Queen, Mica Riffle Jean
McKinney, 109 Queen. The

little one Is Lynette Ada ma wise
was the 1918 Baby Queen.
Valuable prima will he awarded to the winners sad proceeds
from the project -will he used
to spread Christmas cheer
among needy families. Staff
photos by Hardin.
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Dear Mme. Chante: I personal- or 50's I have a little girl 8 years
ly know you have helped many old. Would like to marry if I could
lonely people. I am a man of 35, meet the right man. I socialize
5 feet, 11 inches tall, brown corn- once in awhile but most of all I
plexion, 185 lbs. I like all clean love my home. I like to attend
sports. Love to travel. Would like church. Mrs. Bessie Smith, 1034
to meet young ladies between 25 W. 112th Pl., (Basement) Chicago
and 35 years old. I am interested 43, Ill.
• • •
in good companionship. Please
,
send photo in first letter. I will do Dear Mme. Chante: I am a lonethe same. A. Hines, 6125 S. Ken- ly man of 37 who works hard. I
wood Apt. 133 Chicago 37 III. have a good job—don't drink,
• • •
smoke or gamble. Would like a
and 34. J. GraDear Mme. Chante: I want you lady between 20
YokrRE
W. 120th Street, New
Oki No?-$.41ELL READ Ikkis.,i4'
to know that through your column ham 122
s.
,
Wa
N. Y.
Wilk4D? PM tokkigER 1N.l'AtLOR .4AVE
I have been able to meet a won- York,
• • •
tkiAMEI
derful young man. We are going
Mme, Chant.: I would like
Dear
steady and would like for others
correspond with sincere and mato know that you helped us. From to
ture ladies. Age is not important.
a Lucky Girl (W.M.E.)
I am 6 feet tall, 29-years-old. If
• • •
possible please enclose a photo
I am 32,
Chant.:
Mme,
Dear
Ds°
and I will send my photo when anWV.
brown skin, black hair, weigh 151 swering letters. William L. Jones,
C
'
Vt•
lbs., nice looking. I would like to jr., 6427 Drexel, Chicago, Ill.
)ipe
hear from men and women. Do
• • •
sa.
e-a4._4tc
"
not have any bad habits. Well Dear Mme. Chant.: I have
S‘'.t&a•Y
s"
'
Ige x.,&01
know
who
people
by
thought of
been a reader of your column for
o
me. I enjoy reading, writing, mu- quite some time and know that
sic, looking at TV and listening to you have helped many. I hope you
the radio. Miss Christi Hillman, can help me as I am very inlisawalitealiww••••••
Route 2, Box 40, Ft. Valley Ga. terested in meeting a sincere fel• • •
low—someone who is looking for •
Dear Mme. Chante: I 'am a wi- a bright future. I am a beautician,
dow 40 years of age. Would like to 20-years-old, 5 feet, 6 inches tall,
meet a nice man in his late 40's 165 lb.. medium brown skin, dark
eyes. I would like to meet a fellow between 5 feet 6 and 6 feet 2
inches tall; 160 lbs. to 210 lbs: 26
to 35 years of age. Only those
with good intentions need reply.
Please send photo in first letter.
Velsie Jordan, 2105 N. 10th Street,
Kansas Oity, Kansas
• ••
tion of his time in such tra‘41,
By ALVIN SPIVAK
Dear Mme, Chante: I would like
—(UPI)—There Is until winter weather made roe*,
WASHINGTON
19
between
to meet a young lady
"bat- impassable.
2 inches no surrender in sight in the
/
and 37. I am 5 feet, 71
books" which has been IKE AND BRADLEY
the
of
tle
It
smoke.
or
drink
tall. I don't
raging around President Eisen- Eisenhower and Bradley both
will be alright if she has children.
hower and other top World War II called differences with Alanbrook Jones,
P.
letters.
all
answer
'Will
allied military leaders almost since and Moptgornery ever whether.141...
III.
Chicago,
ave.,
Prairie
3250
the actual shooting stopped 14 strike into Germany, on a broad,-...
•••
front or to make a single powerfui
Dear Mme. Chante: I am from years ago.
became newly apparent thrust into the Ruhr. Alanbroote""
the British West Indies and have This
• —ery. in their books,
from the at
been in this country one year. I when smoke cleared
said the war could hive beat
criti
by
triggered
skirmish,
eat
respectnice
would like to meet a
instead of 1945 it
Eisenhower in
able gentleman who wants to set- cism of President
their single-thrust view had pro.
VisMarshal
Field
of
diaries
life.
the
quiet
beer
while
very
banana
of
a
gourd
live
the
tle down. I
By ROBERT MUSEL
wartime chief veiled.
I am from a very decent family count Alanbrooke,
LONDON — (UPI) — A David one of their slaves was around.
Alanbrook• admitted he wan
staff.
general
British
Chrisa
the
of
in
up
brought
fought
being
was
is
and
book mainand Goliath war
The lazy life did the Watutsi
Viscount Mont- wrong, Eisenhower's
Marshal
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Premier Khrushchev's visit to the Unit.
& States left in its wake wide demands for
clarification of our own national purposes.
Comparisons of the Soviet and American
systems have given rise to much apprehension as to whether we are pursuing the right
course for the goals we wish to attain.

LOUISVILLE, Ky. — Then oh- oil Negro typists in its headorvations were written before the quarters at the Henry Clay hotel.
final outcome of the Nov 3, Gov- In addition they had a Negro aternor a Election was known Re torney from Washington assisting
gardiess, we feel that certain cam. in directing the campaign. They
pair) developments of particular also brought in the late J. Ernest
concern to Negroes shoulo be di- Wilkins for a special rally.
This year not a brown face was
vulged.
in evidence in Republican t at •
FABRICATIONS:
I. The Republicsns employed Headquarters. However, their city
two Negroes — one a businessman ''eadquarters did have one.
and the other a preacher to tour On the other hand both in the
the state and advertise verbally— Pnmary and g e n e r a I election.
only to Negroes: "Mr. Robsion Democrath state Headquarters
will give 50 state jobs to Negroes had a full-time paid Negro typist.
that will pay 63,000 or more sal. two Negro .nembers of its woman's division, two full-time field
the Advis2. A Louisville Republican mor. men situ a member of
tician made the assertion publicly ory Committee.
Democratic
raifinal
that Louisville Negro Democrats Also at the
the Kentucky hotel, in May
ned no one to take the late E. E. lies at
last Saturday, two N
of the debIliPruitt's place who could get the and
powers that be to advance Nsgreorees.givnatadndtietiohno,sttwo lunwcehreeons ew
rms.
en at the Seelbach hotel which inwrIATA
US
eluded Negro leaders supporting
chairman
an '
Democratic
campaigncanaid alet%te gAyt
Glasgow.Democratic:en being asked wlis;
i both affairs,
no Negroes were in attendance at Was discussed and counsel earna rally said, "They never tonne fatly sought . Moreover, several
but they vote Democratic ''
teas were held in Negro homes to
3. Another Democratic chairman w hich moor Democratic mutt.
in Richmond, when approached dates came.
about the Negro vote there, said
ofcatindeidDietentsoc:eavtliendGuboanrdtoareihal
-They are all my friends and I naE
have everything under control." distributed thousands of supple
PRIMARY AND GENERAL
mints and brochures of special ap
ELECTIONS
peal to Negroes.
During the last four months of For the most part, we are witeruealnld noising the end of segregated
.selfeted mvioirt
O
thet
eoPharirmag avnd tina,S

that every individual should have "ail the
education he can use." Though much em...Aussie is placed on the necessity for local
responsibility. effort and control, the cornmillets thinks that there is at the same time
a national obligation in the field of educetion and research which should not be
Last January President Eisenhower shirked. In fact, it MOMS prepared to view
called on the American people to re-examine money spent in this area as a legitimate intheir objectives. This admonition and the /segment.
But how do these recommendations
haunting memories of the sharp losses the
Republicans suffered at the polls in 1958, equate with Eisenhower's adamant and
spurred the GOP leadership to set up a top- stubborn stand for a balanced budget. and
the cry of wastefulness which he raises in- to over; sectaioen of Kentucky in ayn
level committee to do this for itself.
lc:ism
lys:agent Negro chairmenthOonm
The committee's reports have recently cessantly against all proposals by Congress on-the4pot effort to ascertain lo- selves asked for, existed in OW
cal Negro voter opinion.
SEVERAL CONCLUSIONS ARE
been published and given wide distribution. for Federal spending?
I have hoard every major can-, OBVIOUS:
There is a seeming contradiction beUnder the imposing heading: DECISIONS
didato speak and have attendee' (1 i The Kentucky Negro's vet.
FOR A BETTER AMERICA, the Republi- tween the President's rigid economy and his does to 21 rallies.
ing strength is now more generally
can Party declares that to earn the faith own party's program for the nation. Some For the most part, even when recognized as the balance of powurged,
not
enough
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attend er.
course, is required as to
of the American people in the years ahead, discrimination, of
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eeureasthe,d wirtahllitehse. m0
,
1Oucotn.
thien ac(2v
)eThe Negro must take a more
olitical party must show a capacity to the purposes and results of spending. But
of the
a dm peaninatoriannting part in "nal wisely with the groat world and nation- even the military and research divisions are Defender representativis, only utitirsi acn
deeply troubled by Mr. Eisenhower's free three Negroes were in evidence at (3) A segregated political any
al problems that face us, while preserving
the Truman Rally that drew 2,000 thing _ headquarters,
ceramist's.
the principles that have "given our life wielding of the knife on their budgets.
or whathave-you, is definitely a
The committee deserves much credit for plus'
meaning and worth."
CAMPAIGN RACIAL LOSSES
step
backwaro.
its wisdom and energy in seeking a reason- AND GAINS
(.) Negroes running for public
The Republicans feel that a political
able middle way between traditional roll- in 1056, the Democratic
m
St at e office must be able to add someparty must pursue definite goals, safeguard
since on individual effort and today's pres- Campaign Committee feverishly thing to the ticket, both in presgreatest respect
enduring values, yet be flexible and imagiWiat is the difference between a colorea folks had to be either Bap- columns with the
C
wicierni
kienngt3 foarnd the electionwoeftheErabryl etiig.
el .and finance as well al PrIn sures for letting Uncle Sam do it. It has refor all religious beliefs. And I shall
ChrisMethodist.
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Methodist.
tist
or
and
a
Baptise
Lawrence
native in welcoming change as the key to
silted the obsession which would define na- as U. S. Senator., did not employ Pt5) Tili-vadvance to the highest tian Scientist and a Holy Roller, But I did not know the differ- not attempt to Compare their merprogress.
its, but merely to illustrate their
tional goals simply in terms of keeping up a single Negro in its headquarters rung of the ladder of racial proe- a Catholic and a Jew! Do you ence between the two faiths ex- meanings.
The reports cover a broad range of isessence of the be- cept that the colored Baptist shoutbaste
m
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the
know
attach
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to
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t
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ress.
the
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must
take
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with the Russians. The old and discredited
Just as some people are born'.
tees.
sues, but they deal principally with four malot much more seriously and use lief of the church you attend! If ed louder than the colored Metho- Republicans or horn Democrats.
GOP concept that refuses to see that the
you are much better dist And the Methodist baptized
do,
you
Dining
this
same
HISS
Senatorial
it
collectively
to
open
new
doors
of
jor aspects of our national life: The impact
following in the footsteps of their
national government has obligations be- eontest, the Republieana had sev. opportunity.
schooled in your faith than are by sprinkling, whereas the Baptist parents, so many men aria women
of science and technology, National security aides
many churchgoers.
defense, has been smashed.
baptized by immersion. Whether continue the religious faiths of
4nd peace, Human rights and needs, and
In a country like ours with sueh there was any real difference in their forefathers without question..
Nevertheless, the Republican Party's
a variety of religious sects, It their basic belief., I never knew. Others choose their own faith at
Economic opportunity and Progress.
hardest task now is to eonvinee Gen. Eisenwould seem win if we all knew
For the next few weeks I pro- they grow out of childhood And
The committee believes that, taken to- hower that he should proceed at full speed
what the fundamental differences
pose to explore in this column the some people have no formal faith
'her,
her these issues comprise a program with the challenge of making this a better
are between America's main roll•
meanings of America's leading at all.
gious bodies. Understanding is necwilHstrengthen our
ees society and America. Should the Party succeed in this
Why do Baptists get wet all In America it is legal to believe
essary for respect and tolerance faiths.
in order to be Christians! or not believe In a sectarian reliprovide the fullest life and greatest oppor- sail-imposed assignment, it will have eontoward other faiths. And the mean- over
Why do Episcopalians never gion, as one chooses. But the USA
tunity for the American people.
ings of religious differences is a
rinsed a doubting world that, aftor,ell II
shout? Why do Holy Rollers roll? is predominantly a Christian counfaselnating study in itself.
(Cleveland Call•Post)
gion eenventions.
The GOP goal setters take the view *14 deg San be taught new tricks.
Why do Catholics say their pray- try, and, In point of number.,
The famed 40 and 5 organization
For years its name furrowed As a child I Was christened in ers in Latin? Why don't Christian more Protestant than Catholic.
Episcopal
Methodist
of the American Legion now faces the brows of hotel keepers, whe the African
Scientists have doctors? Why do The Protest nt sect with the most
an ultimatum. to admit New) envision wrecked premises, a n ii church. But nobody ever told me the Sanctified play tambourines members
Baptist, but divided
what
that
church
really
believed,
members sr get out of the Legion.
I disorder when the 48 and
into van i
groups.
and shout?
The story behind this ultimatum 5 antics become unrestrained — what the Methediet Episcopal faith
The no
*nomination in silo is
really meant, or hew it differed Why does lather Divine serve the Rom
is a long one, and two Cleveland- which they often do.
Catholic, which is the
meals at his services and preach
ers, Lammas Sehurnekt end Jim- Frankly most serious - minded from other faiths.
largest
unified
church in Amerimy Johnson, ardent American Le- Legionnaires are not toe keen to In the small Kansas town where across the banquet table! Why do ca. The third largest group are
President Sekou Tiptoe of Guinea is by plenty and IN- irtually enslaved. France's gion boosters, must he credited join the ranks of the 48 and 6, and I grew up all the colored people ISOMe churches believe in healing the Methodists who, like the Bap
by the laying on of hands, others
is resolve was swift and in- with having helped to bring it to a there is net too much enthusiasm either went to the Methodist or the
lists, have a number of divisions.
far the most dynamic figure that has yet reaction to
conclusion. for membership mane the aver- Baptist church. There were other by prayer, and still others by a More Negroes are Baptists than
fair
democratic
and
exorable.
vestiges
of
relationship and
prayer
combination
of
and
mediemerged out of the mighty struggle for freechurehes
in town, but emi far as
Seth men played outstanding parts age Negro war veterans, But
anything else. Next come Methosupport were immediately with- in bringing this un-American poli- to Johnson and Schunsake, the bla- I knew, the ether churches were cal doctors!
dists. How many Negroes are Cadom in Africa. Offered the choice of inte- 040
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Probably the various sanctified
and held themselves aloof.
independence, Tours unhesitatingly elms
Therefore, as a child, I thought and a Protestant, a Moslem and a faiths would rank third in number
ties, aid despite rebuffs, loth prideful Negro could ignore.
Russia, always ready to profit by the
fought cesselessly to bring about They have empowered their new all faiths other than Baptist or Christian! Within the brief space for colored worshipers. White or
Independence. Shocked by that decision,
mistakes of the West, wasted no time to official censure of its blatant dis- national commander, Martin Mc- Methodist were white faiths. In of these columns, I shall try to Negro, Protestant or Catholic, all
France broke off all the ties that might
praise the same God but in widely
move in with diplomatic recognition, with erinsination against Negro war )(neatly of New York to take "say my Ova there were no Episcopal sketch out these differences.
• been retained with her Viva's' African
and all measures he may deem or Congregational or Lutheran or I would appreciate letters from different ways. What are these.
trade and cultural missions, with gifts of veterans.
toy.
Presbyterian
or Catholic church - raiders elaborating or clarifying ways? I shall try during the next
For those who are not familiar necessary in order to eliminate in
aims, and a large, liber$1 lean. Thus, if Sov- with the 40 and 6, it might be ex- the national constitution of the ea which Negroes Wended. Per a points which I may not he able few weeks to outline
them in
The decision was net er/sesy one to
iet influence prevails in Guinea, the West- viola's( that it fancie. itself as the clause ija the national constitution long time, therefore, I thought all fully to illuminate. I write these series on The Meanings of Faith.
make. For Guinea depended on Trance for
organization.
Lassies's
"social"
of
the
Forty
and
Eight."
ern democracies have only themselves to
Survival. Net only was its administration
Polably its eutstanding contribu- If the ultimatum moves t h •
blame.
tion to the Legieo cause has been Forty and Eight to get Out of the
controlled and executed by Trench officials,
President Toure's recent tour of the the hilarious and ofttimes stupid Leeks', everybody eeneerned
Jlioarri
but its very economy was largely regulated
United States is palpable evidence that pranks its members initiate at Le- should rejoice.
and sustained by the central government in
Western thoughts and political idealogies
Paris.
are net excluded from hit quest for a politiTe dissolve much a bend was a step cal system that best fits the pattern that is
fraught with all manner of eensequenees. developing in much of Akira. What he
But in Tom's philosophical concept ef a strives for is an independent ceuetry free
free people, death was the only alternative from encroachments or dictation front either
toliesedenz.
West or East. The State Department's in- wawa.
told Gen. de Gaulle that Guinean. vitation to this African leader was a gesture
LAGOS, Nigeria — A crucial of Eastern Nigeria. Most of the son, Awo, and the latter warns
IMO rather starve in freedom thin have that may prove mutually beneficial.
municipal election was held re- Yoruba' belong to the Action the lbos that Zik is an irresponsicently in the federal capital of Ni- Group and the majority of the ble leader who is interested only
geria. This was an all out, head lbos uphold Dr. Azikewe's NCNC. in feathering his own nest.
on contest between two of the Thus political differences are ac- Zik held a mass meeting in Lamost important politiesl parties in centuated to a large extent by tri- gos. Toward the close 'f the meet-Goo. Nelson A. Rockefeller's probing able to display. Rockefeller sees peace in
1
Nigeria and the Cammeroons of bal differences. Both the AG and ing Awolowo's helicopter, which
Eastern Prime Minister Mikes's*. the NCNC, however, insist th e y has been the sensation of the camvitits have been gathering momentum, tornts of "the people ef the world driving te
political parties paign so far, appeared overhead
As they Say in the streets and are truly national
meaning and power. His trip to the West define, to ereat e, a new international
was a fight be and have no truck with tribalism, and circled Lagos. When the soplaces,
it
market
Coast for a personal spot-check of Republi- order."
yet each accuses the other of tri- called "AG Copter" appeared.
tweet' "Awl'' and "Zik."
balism. To a foreign observer, like there were cries in the street of
eaa sentiment is indicative eif the increased
He does not regard Soviet communism as
The word fight is used advised- myself, it takes some time to learn "Awo. Awo,
Awo." This must have
Wipe.
"the sole source of the Crises and challenges
ly because reports came in every to appreciate the tribal differences been
a very unpleasant finale for
of
the
sections
all
hours
from
few
before
Rockefeller
view,
Us."
Peace,
in
the
after
New
York
vieiting
Caliand the importance they have in Zik.
Bad in
federal district telling of minor the national life.
Eath aide accused the other 01
fornia, Washington, Oregon, and Idaho, involved encouraging new regional groupskirmishes and acts of violence. In the first place everyone looks
hiring gangs of hooligans a n d
Iteckefeller'S strategists are analysing the ings ef peoples drawn by the promises of
Some autos were stoned and both alike to an outsider. The most im- thugs to h
the opposition. It
sides reported beatings by the mediate difference discernible Is was reported that Zik had same,
results of the tour, hem all accounts. the freedMvi, as ii1 Africa. "The revolution of
other group.
in
the
speech,
Yorubas
and
lbos
received
the
even
Governer
our
declared,
"would
persist
warmest
times,"
he
difficulty
in
making
his speech bet•'.
New York
The Lagos Town Council elec- using their own distinct vernacular cause of heckling and AG speaker*
if communism were to die."
welcome in Oregon.
tions are viewed as important language.
report similar interference from
This is a very significant formulation of
because many political observers Then one begins to notice that the NCNC.
This is in sharp contrast to the recepgoes
se
the ag Lagos
the lbos are the ones with t h e The British government has fiwil
tion he got in California. There, the Repub- the probleims which confront America and
liii
might Nigeria es a whole go in bright red and yellow clothing nally published an "Order In
lican state party organitatien left no doubt ether world democracies. Professional poliDecember.
national
election
in
the
while the blues and less lively col- Council" which guarantees "fund;i 1112.113.1..
that it was committed to Vice President ticians, too lazy to think straight, are quick
Currently Action Group represent ors seem to be favored most by amental human rights" in the Nidifficulties,
the
whether
te
all
of
attribute
Town
dominate
the
Lagos
gives
the Yoram's. Both tribe s, of gerian Constitution. This special
Richard M. Nixon.
Counsil by a majority of five. course, wear almost the same cut Order which was announced from
domestic or foreign, to Communism. 'they
In his first Lot Angeles addred, which
contested or style of clothing, the men in London opholds free speech, freeetghty
seats
were
Semi
self-government
was given before the World Affeirs Coun- call Africa's agitation for
Thursday and the Action Group loose pajamas topped with a flow dom of assembly and freedom of
and independence, a Communist plot or the
hoped te swell its majority.
lag tapelike robe and the women the press.
t the New York Governer made an affirresult of Marxist thinking. They see in the
The powerful aortheni Nigeria wearing skirts and blouses and The announcement came In the
Ilitive, nonpartizan contribution to napolitical 'oily, the NPC, does not fancy headties.
nick of time for the lethal police
NAACP's struggle for School integration.
tional thinking on world peace. He is, in this
play muck of a part in the local The politicians are trying des forces may soon be needed to
civil rights, for abolition of segregation
for
respect, far ahead of his contemporaries.
eleetion here. Lagos is he tradi- peritely to cross tribal lines in keep order in many areas as the
and discrimination in housing and employtions] background between the two thole weal for votes. Zik insists national campaign grows warmer.
Re Shows a keenness of mind. an undersoutheramos' groups, the Yerubas that the Yorubas are being given They also may come in handy
meat, in short, for full citizenship, the clinMinding /of world effairs that other peliti- destine working, of oviIt Witt or Red
sid West.* Nigeria and the Moe a raw deal by their own favorite here before that time.
Self-Wiediee Welch
'Net Oaly Do You Hove A
lidos in his own party either lack or are un- iftdettrillatiOn.
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L. QULNCY JACKSON. A.I.A.,
architectural engineering professor at Tennessee State mil.
versity, Nashville, has attained the National Council of
Architectural Regis tration

Boards certificate, which allows him the privilege of practicing his profession in any
state in the union. Jackson, a
native of Wewoka, Olds., specializes in organic architecture. (Clinton III Photo)

HAPPY NEWSBOYS — Winners in the big In • State
Defender $300 newsboys con •
test beam their happiness as
they slice the pre - Christmas
money-melon. Winning boys in
the first row are left to right,
William Clark, sixth prize of

Air Units Search Everglades For Cuban
MIAMI — (UPI) — Air Force and Civil Air Patrol planes were
to resume an aerial search of the Everglades Monday for missing
Cuban Army Commander Camilo Cienfuegos.
Some 31 CAP planes and an Air Force amphibian flew low over
the swamps Sunday but failed to spot any sign of the missing
soldier's small aircraft.
The Cuban government asked for the search Saturday after a
ship captain reported seeing Cienfuegos' plane heading toward South
Florida 10 days ago.

$15; Archie McNeil, seventh
prize of $10; Sherman Jones,
fourth prize of $20; Roscoe
Dixon, ninth prize of $10; Car
threll Galls, first prize of
MOO; Harry Mitchell, third
prize of $40; James Shaw,
fifth prize of $15; Lonnie Wil-

son, eighth prize of $10. In
back row, left to right, are,
John Shaw, who won 10th
prize of $5; Arthur Jones,
Sherman'e father; Mrs. Georgia Galls, mother of top prize
winner; Mrs. Flora Mitchell.
moth r of Harry; John Shaw,

Sr., father of the Shaw brothers; and Mrs. Beatrice Granberry, mother of Lonnie Wilson Second nrize winner ($1O)
Frazier Tydus was not pres•
eat to receive his awar d.
Staff photo by Hardin.
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Mlif!CII TOf DIMESicue

DARRELL ATKINS, 5, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Atkins.
Brooklyn, NY., has been elmen national poster boy for the
New March of Dimes 1960 campalgn in January. His picture
will appear on posters throughout the country symbolizing she
New March of Dimes ..ttack
on crippling birth defects, artbrids and polio, diseases that

affect one in every four United
States families. Medical set.
ence knows of no way of preventing birth defects and &Nisritis. Hope lies in scientific research supported by the New
March of Dimes. Darrell is a
typical boy and takes part in
games in spite of crippling ban.
dicaps. His two sisters and
three brothers have not been
crippled.

Castro To Ban Santa Claus

HAVANA, Cuba. — (UPI) — Santa Claus is un-Cuban and woo
be welcomed this Christmas by Fidel Castro's government, wh
also is encouraging plans instead of pines as Christmas trees.
LEESBURG, Va. — (WP1) — Mrs. Catherine Marshall, widow of
But there is speculation that some merchants may choose to
former U. S. Senate chaplain Peter Marshall and author of the best
selling
,book about his wife, was married Saturday to Leonard Earl ignore the official view that Santa is "alien" to Cuban custom and
will
use him for advertising, at least.
Lesourd of New York.
The northern Santa Claus and Christmas have gained such popThe ceremony was performed by Dr. Norman Vincent Peale
and the fathers of the bride and groom in the colonial white frame ularity here that Cubans celebrate both Dec. 25 and their traditional
Jan. 6 as gift-giving holidays. Jan. 8, the Epiphany holiday, is the
Presbyterian church here.
Lesourd is executive editor of Guidepost magazine, a religious Spanish and Latin American time for exchanging presents.
publication founded by Dr. Peale. The groom's father, Dr. Howard
Lesourd, is a Methodist minister who heads Peale's clinic.
The organist was Charlton Myer of New York Ave. Presbyterian
The Illinois State Toll Highway Commission announced it would
church in Washington.
inertia,e the speed limit on the network of Tri-State tollways currounding Chicago,

Plane Trouble Delays Vienna Orchestra Peter Marshall's Widow Weds
SAN FRANCISCO — (UPI) — The Vienna
Philharmonic orchesire, directed by Herbert Von Karajan, started its American and
Canadian tour on a sour note here Tuesday night,
The group's Instrument and 47 of its musicians were delayed in
Honolulu when a plane developed mechanical difficulties and its
San Francisco concert was cancelled,

23 Killed In Mexico Bus-Truck Collision
GUADALAJARA, Mexico. — (UPI) — At least 23 persons were
killed in a bus-truck collision on a high bridge about 60 miles from
here Sunday.
The crowded bus and the pickup truck both fell into the water
from the bridge. Thirty injured passengers were rescued.
The pickup, which has not been recovered, carried the family
of a local rancher, but the number of persons in it is not known.
The bus was returning from the Guadalajara Sunday market.

Reveal Insurance Bonding Racket
NEW YORK — (UPI) — The Senate labor committee has unearthed a "shocking" insurance bonding racket allegedly used by
Teamster boss James Hoffa ''to channel millions of dollars of profits
to his pals," Newsweek magazine reported.
The magazine said in in its upcoming issue that the committee
has learned that the union has asked all its locals to bond officials
with the Summit Fidelity and Surety Co. of Akron, Ohio, a company
that has been barred from doing business in at least one state —
Massachusetts — since 1955 for 'loose practices."
Newsweek sold the secretary treasurer of Summit's Illinois office
is Sol C, Schwartz, longtime associate of Allen Dorfman, who controls some 20 insurance companies. Dorfman is the son of Paul Dorfman, whom the Senate Labor Rackets Committee has identified as a
friend of many Chicago hoodlums.

Sudan-Arab Dispute Over Nile River Ends

CAIRO — (UPI) — A Sudan-United Arab Republic agreement on
the use of Nile River waters ended five years of bitter dispute
Sunday. Both nations were proceeding Monday with plans to grow
crops on land that is now desert.
The agreement was a victory for the smaller neighbor to the
south and one of the principal accomplishments of the new regime
in Sudan. The agreement apportions the amount of water each nation
will get, compensates displaced property owners and provides for
increased trade.
TAIPEI, Formosa. — (UPI) — Official and unofficial Nationalist
The pact means that there will be no trouble from Sudan when
Chinese newspapers reported a series of anti-communist riots and
the U. A. R. begins construction of the Aswan high dam on the Nile
uprisings in Red China.
next January.
The official Central News Agency described five separate uprisings in which two Communist officials and 33 anti-Communists
demonstrators were reported killed.
The news agency said the fighting took place in Kwangtung and
MIAMI — (UPI) — Signs reading "death to race mixers," were
found planted in several yards here Sunday, but police said they Fukien provinces across the Formosa Strait from Formosa and on
were not certain whether the signs were a prank or a serious at. Hainan island off the South China coast,
tempt to stir up race violence.
There were reports similar signs were found at West Palm Beach,
Tampa and St. Petersburg.
MILAN, Italy. — (UPI) — Opera Singer Maria Callas may seek
The full message, painted on orange paper and attached to
an American divorce from her estranged husband Giovanni Battista
crudely made wooden rifles, read:
Meneghini, authoritative sources said.
''Death to all race mixers. Keep white public schools white by
Madame Callas won a legal separation from Meneghini by
massive armed force. Be a Paul Revere. Rally your neighbors to
mutual agreement Saturday and reliable sources said she may seek
arms. Shoot the racing mixing invaders."
an American divorce in the next few months to make it permanent.
Some 25 signs were hauled in by Miami police and many others
Her name has been linked with Greek shipping millionaire
apparently were taken down by home owners before officers arrived.
Aristotle Onassis but there was no speculation she might marry
Onassis.

Report Rioting In Red China

Find Anti-Race Mixing Signs In Fla. Cities

Callas May Get American Divorce

Watutsis, Bahutus Clash In Congo

Volcano Attracts Hawaii Tourists

BRUSSELS, Belgium. — (UPI) — Bitter fighting with bows and
HILO. Hawaii, —
arrows and spears has broken out in the Belgian Congo between the
— A spectacular volcanic eruption in
seven-foot tall Watutsi warriors and the Bahutu tribesmen they have Kilauea lki crater provided Hawaii with its biggest tourist attraction in recent years.
kept in virtual slavery, reports from the area said Monday.
Lava was still flowing freely from the wall of Kilauea crater on
The fighting is in the Belgian trusteeship territory of Ruanda- the mountain of Maunaloa Sunday night, forming a lake of red,
Urundi in east central Africa, governed by Belgium as part of the glowing molten rock inside the crater.
Belgian Congo. The reports said 40 tribesmen were killed in one
Vulcanologists here expected no danger of an overflow because
clash near Rubengara, a town 200 miles north of the capital of the crater is 650 feet deep and a quarter mile wide. The eruption,
Usumbura.
which began at 8:09 p. m. Saturday following seven sharp earthThe Watutsis, e tallest race in the world, are among the best quakes, were expected to continue for several more days at least.
spearmen and ho ,en left in Africa. But the average-size Bahutus
who have done the Watutsis' work as serfs, now number about
4,000.000 and outnun .)er their masters 16 to 1.
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — The NATO parliamentarians con
ference opened here with a proposal that America's 14 Allies join
forces with this country to explore outer space.
Sen. Henry M. Jackson (D-Wash.) who made the proposal, said
NEW DELHI —il:P11 — The Indian government Monday ordered Army Commander Gen, K. S. Thimayya to half with force any "the free world space effort is now like a football team half of its
further Chinese Communist aggression at the border, cabinet sources best players on the bench."
The plan was advanced at 150 lawmakers from all the NATO
disclosed,
countries except Luxembourg met in their annual eonfe-ence designThe order was disclosed after an emergency midnight meeting ed to strengthen the western alliance.
of the inner cabinet called to study Red China's latest note in the
Secretary of State Christian A. Herter is scheduled to address the
border dispute. The Peiping note defiantly reiterated Chinese claims group this morning. Former Secretary of State Dean Acheson speaks
tomorrow.
to Indian territory.

Urges Allies Probe Space Together

Order Indian Army To Halt Reds

Prime Minister Jawaharlal Nehru met with- Thimayya and
cabinet at the residence of strongly anti-Communist Home Ministe
G. B. Pant. The meeting, in an atmosphere of intensely worsening
Sino-Indiana relations, lasted early three hours.

2 Tots Die As Partents Watch TV

Illinois Tollway Increases Limit

Hoffa To Dabble In Poilitics

The commission said the speed rate was being raise to 06 mike
MIAMI BEACH, Fla. — (UPI) — Teamsters Union President an hour — and increase of five miles an hour. The
increase will
Jimmy Hoffa said today his union, the nation's largest, will take into effect as soon as signs can be erected, the
commission said.
an active part in the 1960 election campaign.
The order will effect 135 miles of the 187 mile tollway. The
Hoff' said the Teamsters will not support any political party action was taken after the commission was
assured that the in.
and may not support any presidential candidate. He has said prey- crease would not adversely effect the tollway's
safety record, a
iously that the union will work against all members of Congress spokesman said.
who voted for the'Griffin-Landrum labor bill.
4111
"We do not believe the union should be tied to any political
party," he said.
HONOLULU — (UPI) — Examiner William J. Naddsn WedneeBut he said it was imperative that the Teamsters and all other
day shortened the session of Civil Aeronautics Board hearing cm
unions redouble their political activities.
trans-Pacific air routes to half, day in observance of Veterans' Day.
More witnesses for Hawaiian Air Lines were expected to continue
testimony concerning airports on the island of Hawaii. The Hawaiian
TEHERAN, Iran. — (UPI) — Princess Fatima, who recently firm has dominated the lengthy hearings,'although Kansas City and
was divorced from American millionaire Vincent Hillyer, will marry San Diego presented brief arguments
in their own behalf,
trans ace jet pilot Gen. Mohammad Khatami Nov. 22, the palace
Nine passenger airlines and two cargo carriers are seeking new
announced,
or expanded transpacific air routes. Further hearings on proposed
The princess is the youngest sister of the Shah who himself is new routes will be held in San Francisco and Washington, D. C.
believed to be planning in the near future to marry Iranian beauty
Farah Dibah.
a
NEW DELHI — (UPI) — More than 1000 students Wednesday
demonstrated in front of the home of Defense Minister V. K. Krishna
IIELENA, Mont. — (UPI) — Montana battled the threats of Menon, accused him of communist sympathies in the current border
floodwaters and livestock starvation on the eve of a new blizzard dispute with Red China, and demanded that he resign.
and sub-zero cold wave.
"Shame, Menon! resign, Menon!" the students shouted. Menon,
The snow-swept state appeared to be winning both fights.
who serves in the double capacity of defense minister and as a
A Cool on the Missouri river at Townsend diminished, although delegate to the United Nations, was not at home.
stranded cattle were frozen knee-deep on an island. Ranchers had
He was due in New Delhi Wednesday but changed his plans.
managed to get food to most of the thousands of sheep and cattle
robbed by the snows of their forage on the upper mountain ranges.

so

CAB Hearings Shortened For Holiday

Iranian Princess To Wed Pilot

1 000 Students In New Delhi Protest

Montana Battles Floods, Cold

Red,German Housewives Fight Over Fru'.

Cuba Seizes King Ranch Property
NEW YORK — (UPI) — Robert Wells, attorney and chief spokesman for the King ranch, said government seizure of King ranch
properties in Cuba had come almost without warning.
Wells, who was in New York on business, said the Cuban government had sent word "some time ago" suggesting that King ranch
officials select 1,600 acres "we would like to have."
But this message was not explained and the King ranch officials
had no idea what to expect next.
Wells said he would withhold further comment until he had
received more information from ranch officials in Cuba.

Sees $10 Million Housing Profit

The private intelligence service said the fight took place Oct.
23. The Russian and German women were lined up to buy the apples
at a Soviet Army store. Then the Russians announced that only
Russian women would be served and the Germans attacked the.,
it said.

U.S. Signs Tax Exempt Treaty With India
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — The United States signed a treaty
with India Tuesday which would exempt American investors from
paying any taxes on part of the income they earn in India.

The treaty, subject to ratification by the IT. S. Senate and the
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Sen. Harry F. Byrd )D-Va.) said Indian Congress. is designed to spur American investment in
WIND.
the federal government might get as much as $10,000,000.in "windIts key provision would allow U. S. businessmen to receive credit
fall" profits from military housing projects.
taxes
U.
on
against
S.
a portion of income from operations in Indite,
the Indian government exempts the same income from
He said as many as 100 so-called Capehart housing contracts even
taxes.
may come under a new ruling that the government can recover
from contractors the difference between actual wage increases and
estimates given to the government in advance.
SEOUL, Korea. — ( UPI) — The Republic of Korea goverm
Byrd said the ruling was issued by Comptroller General Joseph
P. Campbell, who told the army to recover $9,000 from builders of says it hopes to have all war orphans of mixed background adop
American homes by next June.
a $9,700.000 Capehart projtict at Ft. Belvoir, Va on grounds they in
had overestimated their labor costs.
There are 1.158 such orphans still in the country, most of them
children of American soldiers and Korean mothers, the government
said Tuesday. Another 2,870 have found homes in the United States,
Norway, and Sweden. The Koreans feel the children would be dieWASHINGTON — (UPI) — Panamanian Ambassador Ricarilo
criminated
against if they stayed here.
Arias Espinosa returned hurriedly to Washington. to see what can
be done to ease current tensions between Panama and the United
States.

Korea Hopes To Place War Orphans In Ili,

MICHIGAN CITY. Ind — (UPI) — Two small children died in
heir burning home near Michigan City early Sunday while their
rents watched television in a neighbor's house.
Dead were Ronnie Gene Humphrey, 2, and his 11-month-old brother, Ross tr., Laporte County coroner Sterling Peak said the chilNEW DELHI — (UPI — Chinese Communist Premier Chou En- dren diednipf carbon monoxide poisioning rather than from burns.
Their‘f-year-old mother, Evelyn, who, is expeeting another child,
Lai Monday proposed direct talks with Indian Prime Minister
Jawaharlal Nehru on the deteriorating border situation. Indian only was treated for shock at a Michigan City hoe! mil.
Monday had ordered his army to halt creeping Chinese aggression
Arias sa id on his arrival that he was asked to return to Wash.
there.
ington hy President Ernesto De La Guiardia of Panama.
•
FAIR. LAWN, N. J. — (MI) — Sen. Wayne Morris (D-Ore.) said
The ambassador has been on leave in Panama for several weeks
Chou also proposed setting up a buffer zone to prevent
further
clashes but his not to Nehru in which he said India disregarded the United States should "stop supporting dictatorships around the preparing to campaign next year as the presidential candidate of
world
and
start
supporting free nations."
the National Patriotic Coalition party.
the facts of the dispute was so sharply worded Nehru called an
Speaking at an Israel bond dinner, Morse said the United States
emergency midnight meeting of his inner cabinet.
Arias said he was asked to come back In Washington "because
should get firm commitments of support before dealing with Arab
.
,. ..ve feelthesituationin Panama is delicate and merits serious and
Sources close to the cabinet said Indian Army Commander
.
K. S. nations. especially Saudi Arabia.
Thimayya was ordered to meet Chinese communist force with
"Israel is the o,,ly bastion of freedom left in the middle east, comprehensive consideration
. by top authorities to see how we can
force
Morse said. "This republic (The U. S.) must stop supporting dicta, re-establish good relations.
if the Communists try again to cross the border into India.
nations."
torships around the world and start supporting free
•

Panama Ambassador Back In U.S.

Chou En-Lai Proposes Talks On Border

Hits Support Of Dictatorships

To Hear Paternity Claim Against Noble Jet With 2 Abroad Crashes, Burns
ROME — (UPI)

— The Rome civil court is expected to
make
a decision this week on the claim by a Pretty French
model that the
noble Roman boyfriend of ex-queen Soraya is the father of her child,
Monique Hendette Bertounesque. 25, claims
that Prince Raimondo
Orsini, the constant -nmpaninn -' the former queen of Iran is
the
father of two year to ' "-- -.•
--•-• •--te '1eari.
The r 'large pl.
• , ...I ::aur: r-rly in August,
'
. has furnished Roman ,'ziety Toth its judos( piece of
cocktail convar. lion for some time.

BERLIN — (UPI) — Russian and East Gerinen housewives
fought over scarce apples in the Russian garrison Sewn of Brandenburg, East Germany, the "Information Bureau Weer reported.

Iraq Premier Rips Imperialism

BAGIIDAD, Iraq. —(UPI) — Premier Abdel Karim Kassem
WILLIAMSTOWN, N. J. — (UPI) — A Pennsylvania air national
auard jet plane with two men aboard exploded in flight and crashed declared that Iraq had "freed" itself from "imperialism" by "crushing" the Ree,hrlad pact and withdrawine from the Eisenhower doe.
in a wooded area of a farm near here,
Both occupants were listed as missing. They were Identified as trine.
'!apt. Philip II. Koykka. 38, of (1512 W. sligh st.) Haddon Heights.
"Imperialism wanted to disunite the people. make them WACIF
lel. , r Isools of blood and see
-.I. J., and Cant. Theodore, 31, of (19(15 Harvey rd.) Arde
one group strike the other." KASSCM de•tionr.
P‘nnsylvanis
Col. Gera!' Delay. commander of the
.lared in a nation-wide radio speech, his first major public promard's 111th [voter group at p;-iindn'phia's Internationa. airport iouncement since being wounded
in an assassiation attempt Oct. 7.
said the plane was on an interception training flight when it crashThe Premier attributed that attack and "other plot*" hitherto
undisclosed to,"imperialista."
- _

Says Exiled Cubans Set For Castro Attack

ATLANTA — (UPI) — A United Press International reporter
and resident of Havana for the past 13 years declared Tuesday night
that Cuban forces in exile are poised for an all-out attack on Fidel
Castro.
Francis L. McCarthy, UPI bureau manager in Havana since 1946,
said he did not think the time for the attack had been determined,
but added that it will take place "probably in the not too distant
future."
McCarthy spoke at the annual careers in journalism dinner at
the Atlanta chapter of the Sigma Delta Chi journalistic fraternity.

Newsman Held For Questioning
MIAMI — (UPI) — A radio network newsman said Wednesdaggh
he was held for three hours by Cuban pollee because "all I did
ivaM
tell the truth."
Thomas Jacobson, a correspondent for Mutual Broadcasting
111,
tern. arrived in MIAMI late Tuesday with his wife Jean.
Jacobson WAS picked up at his hotel by Cuban police last Satan
,
(lay afternoon. Ile said he was questioned shout three hours, na0
prisoner in a room with barred windows, and then released the ewe
_____
—... .
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OPEN HOUSE at Melrose
high school found students,
faculty and parents Joining to
celebrate Americas Education

Week. Here, student artists in
class Si, taught by John Gritfin, left, work on drawings
picturing the first Thanksgiv•

MRS. LILLIE BRANSCOMB,
president of the PTA, leads or.
ganitation in a business see*ion.

lug. Students, left to right,
are Elijah Hewitt, James
Swift, Charlie Payne, and Ben
Harris.
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DRAMATICS CLUE members
who presented a skit, "After
Roe Honeymoon," apply makewp and arrange costumes in

last few minutes before cur.
tato rail. Seated left to right,
Raymond Neal, Junlenne Brit-

,
roe, Gwendolyn Fife, and Mot
rig Woods. In rear, Miss Erma
Clanton, Dramatics Club direo•

tor a is d Ismer Williams.
Club's co•director, Mrs. Dore.
thea DeWatt is not shown.

THREE PARTYCIPANTI hi
the Meirese high school Amer.
lean Education Week program
view Miss Erma Clanton's ex.
hibit, "Tito Stage Is Set For

Reading." Loft to right are
Mies Margaret Sways*, senior,
who led devotions Miss Mir.
ley Ann Connor, senior, wb•

spoke ow Veterans' Hoyt aid
Miss Carol Ann Springer, sew
for, who explained the Mee&
lug of the program.

a post • program conversation
with Floyd Campbell, prinel.
pal. Open house was held in

connection with American lectse
cation Week. Staff photos by
Hardin
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By MARJORIE I. ULEN
Little, Mrs. Emmette Pickette, Gibson, Mrs. Henry A. Collins,
Balmy weather and brilliant No- Mrs. Robert Fields, Miss Charlotte Miss Grace Collins and Mrs Los'
somber sunshine reit a perfect Brooks, Mrs. gyelyn Robertson. lie Taylor.
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Hayes, Miss
accompaniment to the wedding re- Mrs. Utillus Phillips, jr., and the
ception given by Mr. and Mrs. bride's cousin, Miss Yvonne Jor- Velma Lois Jones, Mrs. T. M.
Clarence H. Pope, honoring their dan, who attended gifts and the! McClendon, Mrs. M. S. Draper,
Mrs. Elizabeth Lacy, Miss Junidaughter and son-in-law, Rev, and elaborate reception menu.
Mrs. William Smith, jr., who were Among the special guests at thei cone Briscoe and Miss Diana Drsmarried October 16 at Collins reception were Mr. and Mrs. J. coe, Mrs. L. F. Briscoe and son,
Chapel CME church. Mrs. Smith is Martin of Nashville, Tenn., cou- Mr. and Mrs. Alton Coleman, Mrs,
Christine S. Robinson, Mrs. Cordie
the former Miss Geraldine Pope, a sins of the bride.
Sweet. C. H. Rogers, Mrs. McEwteacher at Melrose high school and GUESTS
THANKSGIVING DAY
popular member of the young 30- Among the many guests in at- en Williams, Mrs. Vivian U. RobOver the river and through the
.
dal set.
tendance were Mrs. Mosby Ra- son, Mrs.Doris are e ,
wood
Rev. Smith is the son of Mr. chel Mrs. Alberta Brown Mrs and Mrs. Lawrence Westley, Mrs.
go;
we
house
To grandfather's
and Mrs. William Smith, an., of Jennie Jackson, Charles H. Jack: A. W. Willis. Mr. and Mrs. Georg,
The horse knows the way
Chicago, III.
son, Mrs. Oak Hunt and son, D. Clark;
sleigh
the
carry
T
o
More than 200 smartly clad Mr. and Mrs. 0. C. Suttles, Miss Miss Jewel Gentry, Mrs. James
pace was necessary to including the Nabors, Riverses, Through the white aid drifted
'A
A.
A.
Johnsons,
H.
Speights,
H.
Jackie Partee, Claude Partee, C. E. Herndon, Mr. and Mrs. D. W.
events
guests
complimented
of
scores
the
the
radiant
keep'up with
snow.
By-'
Walkers, Bynewlyweds as they were introduc- E. Hatcher, Mrs. Judy Moore, Jordan, J. S. Isabel, J. D. Spring'
df the past week. ..beginning with Lettings, labs, A. M.
and through the
river
Over
the
ed to the receiving line by Miss Miss Pearline Scott, Miss Barnette en, Mrs. Mamie S. Pamphlet, Mrs.
the lovely wedding reception given ages, W. W. Gibsons. . .and bewood
companionship of
Harry Mae Simons and at inter- Pyles, Miss Margaret Bettingfield, Winnie L. Hilt, Mr. and Mrs. R.
by Mr. and Mrs. Clarence II. hind us the gay
the wind doth b low!
how
Oh,
Mrs. Barbara Gentry, Mrs. Laura E. Mebane and sons, Mrs. G. H.
vals by Mrs. Oscar Crawford.
Pepe honoring their newly wedded the A. W. Willises, Thomas Wil- It stings the toes,
daUghter and son-in-law, Rev, and lines. I. A. Watsons, Vasco Smiths, And bites the nose
The lovely bride was resplend- Ann Bonds, Mrs. Carrie Rhodes, Shelby, Miss I. S. Greenlee. Miss
ElFlowerses,
A.
R.
Northcrosses,
ent in an ethereal ballerina length Miss Carolyn Rhodes, Mrs. Geor- Noami Crewsell, Mrs. Fannie RiSirs. 'William Smith, jr., at their
As over the ground we go.
gown fashioned of white chantilly gia Bumpus, Mrs. P. M. Bumpus., ley, Emerson Able, Mr. and Mrs.
lovely' home at 578 McKinley St. mer Henderson. . sand others. Over the river and through the
Bridges,
Anderson
the
espied
were
we
lace over white taffeta, its bodice, Miss Carolyn Bumpus, J a m e a1 E. C. Jones, Mrs. Beatrice Lang(See Story for details). Then
wood,
brief bolero and bouffant skirt Rumpus, Rev. and Mrs. L. S. Ste- ford, Rev. T. M. Davis, Mrs. Lit.
set our sights on the full calendar Erma Laws and Velma Lois Jones, I To have a first-rate play.
Mary and Jack]
highlighted with thousands of iri- ry, Leslie Johnson, J m s G. lian Borders, Mr. and Mrs. H.
of the weekend beginning with Louise Walker,
Hear the bells ring,
descent sequins. A brief veil of King Utillus R. Phillips jr. Rus- E. Simmons, Mrs. Robert Roberthiu-sday evening, when scores of Roberts, Harriet and Claiborn Da-' "Ting-a•ling•ling!"
misty French illusion fell from her sell Wilson, Mrs. Rivers King, son, Mr. and Mrs. Joseph ShanOur .teachers and principals head. yin, Rubye Gadison and Lionel Ai,' Hurrah for Thanksgiving Day.
nold, the Joe Carrs, Clifford Stock.
•
halo of sequins and rhinestones: Mrs. Barnette Smith, Mrs. Geral- non, Rev. and Mrs. R. E. Honeyed for the eWst Tennessee EduceOver the river and throug the
Clarks, Mack
and she wore a white orchid shout- dine Smith and Miss Carolynl suckle, Mrs. Bessie Johnson, Miss
Von Congress which opened at ton, the George
wood
Mary
1
Tr
ili
Bradlt
sh
e,
Morgan, Mrs. Estella MorMrs.
Willie Lindsey, Marie
r
Humhr
pMaireis,
H.
eJ.Mix
.Mrs.
der corsage.
Lane college on Thursday night, Sbirlft,
mei ot fast my dapple gray!
gam Mrs. Vasco Smith.
ford, R. B. Sugarmon, jr.,
Mrs. G.
with Mr. E. Stimbert, superintendSpring over the ground
RECEIVING LINE
Also
Brown,
attending were Mrs. Annie
Alfred
the
Clarence
.1.
C.
Popes,
AlcR.
Brown,
Mrs.
IrMr. and Mrs. Clarence H.
SOVIAL CAKE-CUTTING. .
p is City schoois
of our
Receiving with the bride's Per- win
Like a bunting hound
L. Willis, Mr. and Mrs. R. Scruggs,
and Mrs. Susie Hightower.
Graws and the Danny MitchelIs,
Pope. Mrs. Smith is the former cots and the honorees
the radiant happiness of Rev.
as the guest speaker. Friday mornFor this Is Thanksgiving Day!
were
Mrs.
Also attending were Mr. and Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Willis, jr ,
Miss Geraldine Pope. The re- Horace Chandler,
and Mrs. William Smith was
Mg...found hundreds too, awaken- the 0. L. Simpsons, the Willard Over the river and through the
Mrs. Ernest Mrs. Thomas
Hamilton, Miss A. Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Brown, Mrs.
ception was held at the home Able, jr., Mr. and Mrs.
caught by the photographer at
early to drive to Jackson for Bells, G. T. Howell, the Pippins,
wood,
J.
D.
JorL. Ingram, Mrs. Floyd Campbell, Elizabeth Albert. Mr. and Mrs.
the Howard Pinkstone, the Robert
of the bride's parents, at 578 dan, the latter the
the traditional cake-cutting festhe' day of education workshops to
barmy
And straight through
bride's
uncle
and E
Nllrlsa. IF):0t. Cunningham, Frank Lewis, Miss Elsie Thomas,
Prestons, the '
McKinley, Sunday, Nov. I.
tivity at the wedding reception
Which were invited many out- Hunters, Floyd
and aunt of Helena, Ark. Mrs. Miss
Janice Frazi , P. M. Jones, Theodore Branch, Mrs. Cornelia
given by the bride's parents,
atandins mid-South specialists and Weitbreoks, the J. C. Mickles. . . We seem to go
Fred Jordan, the bride's aunt,
Joe
'Mrs.
ar ee an
aug - Crenshaw, Mr. and Mrs. J. D.
rofessors in the field of educe- and just scads more.
, greeted guests at the door.
, Extremely slow
ter, Mrs. Helen Shelby, Mrs. Lois Martin, Mr. and Mrs. John R. Witis se hard to wait.
on. At home, here in the big Following the dance, membersi
The bride's mother, Mrs. Pope Hargraves, Miss Inez Carnes, Mr. llama, Miss Verneda Williams,
'M,". for thousands of moms and of Top Hat and Tails Club headed. Over the river and through the
wore a dress of orchid chantilly and Mrs. John Bumpus, Willie J. Miss Joan McCullar, Miss Minnie
; there was the hustle and for their South Parkway clubhouse
wood,
lace
over iridescent pink taffeta, Hayes, Sr., Mr. and Mrs. Dorsey P. Brownlee, Eugene Anderson,
ustle to get the small and middl- for breakfast, where we were the , Now grandmother's cap I spy!
and a corsage of purple orchids. West, W. J. Hayes, sr., Mrs. Ma. Mrs. Houston Collier and Mrs.
berts
ing sized small fry downtown to guests of Mary and Jack Roberta
fun
the
for
aB
R
DECORATIONS
rie L. Adams, Mrs. R. S. Lewis, Dorris Sodden.
e the Christmas Parade (yep, it . . .which added fiat to
Is the pudding done?
Mrs. Smith received her BA deArrangements of white chrysan- Miss Jim Ella Cotton, Mr. and
s before Thanksgiving now — gone exciting night
Hurrah for the Pumpkin pie!
,
themums
THE YADS
and asters were used Mrs. John Cox, H. L. Chandler, gree from Fisk university and the
tat how mercenary can merEvery year, as we approach The Committee on Administra- programs geared to the interest of throughout
the
Masters
Those
charming young women
degree from Columbia
lovely home; while Miss Dora E. Todd, Mr. and Mrs.'
*eta get in distorting the values
- •
Thanksgiving, this poem comes to tion of the Vance Avenue Branchi working women and a religious the bride's
about town. the YADS were the'
table was overlaid with Thurman Davis, Herbert Robin-' university. She is a member of
•
Ara'„Christmas season?)
During r
Young Women's Christian Associa- workshop.
Y
white satin, centered with a tier- son, Miss Gertrude Walker, Mrs.' Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, and
guests of Charlotte Brooks at the
ldays, we could always depend on tion held a program planning con- The impressive gift of $100 WI ed wedding
Then, es predicted by our weath- Four Way Grill
cake flanked by trl. A. M. Roberts, Mrs. Wilma Camp- ', is a counselor in the Guidance Dcrecently, where
Carthell Hayes to say this bit of ference at the branch recently.
memvognosticators, the rains the most
the Branch buildingfund
important topic on their,
pie crystal candellabra holding bell, Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Stock- Partment at Melrose high school.
_ for us. He knew it backnnetry
.me, and the temperature drop- agenda was a
strengthening the ory of her husband by Mrs. L. E. white
vision
of
The
discussion of plans'
tapers. Pink and white glad. ton, Mrs. T. H. Hayes, jr., Mrs. Rev. Smith received his A. B. deway down,
YWCA program was dealt with Brown was a highlight of the eve- bias which picked
for the annual cocktail party dur- I B
up the color E. C. Craigen, L. R. Davis, Mrs. gm from Texas college, and the
' the sentiment through the channels of discus- ning. This gift was presented to
i
ut ase poi n t is,
sa.Memphis society had long ing the Christmas
Season.
scheme of the window draperies Mattie Black, Mrs. B o o k e r 1'. B. D. degree from Gammon Theothe poem expresses is customary sions and workshops. Looking at Mrs. Addis G. Owen, executive dilidaiipated the swank formal dance HARVEST TEA
highlighted the dining table which James, Mrs. Bernadine B. Weir, logical college. He is a Mason, a
even today. The visit home on the interest and concerns of wom- rector of the Vance Avenue Branch
• :the: night, when at Currie's The Helping
Hand Community,
was overlaid in white linen with Miss Emma Pickett, Miss Phyl- member of the Kappa Alpha Psi
decorated Club Tropicana, Club Fashionly will
day is one of our en and girls in the Memphis area, YWCA, and Mrs. Charles Hendersponsor a'Harvest Tea ': Thanksgiving
French lace insertions. Silver tea his Brooks, Rev. and Mrs. Phil- fraternity and is currently serving
ralen
e
son, president of the Memphis
Phi chapter of Omega and
show Friday, Novem- expressions of joy for the hard- the conference was developed
service was featured at one end hp E. Brooks, Miss Mattie 3e11, as First Episcopal District Direri shifts of the past year. It is there, around the theme "Yes, Memphis YWCA. :
si Phi fraternity was to take her 20, at
the Veterans Building,
Mr. and Mrs. B. L. Clark, Mr. tor of Christian Education in the
; that we gather humbly around the l and Me." These included t h r e e Among the persons present were of the refreshment table: while a
see. Beautiful gold and purple 860 Vance at
7:30. The proceeds : aid family
Methodist
at and Mrs. Oliver Johnson, M r s. Christian
Episcopal
table and give thanks.1 groups with dynamic and inform- the following: Mrs. Pauline Taylor, i cut glass punch bowl was used
vitations created by Nashville's, willgo
to help needy families. AI it,
Caffrey Bartholomew, Mrs. Tay-1 church.
d f I when we stopto ed leaders steering the discussions. Mrs. C. C. Sawyer, Mrs. Georgia the opposite end for bridal punch.
emphill Press had proclaimed special
program will be rendered
Assisting at the reception were lor C. Ward, Mrs. Bernice Hines. I They are at home at T99 Saxon
think about it!
e event to be one of particular for the
After a general assembly, pre- Quinn, Mrs. Mamie Pamphlet, Mrs. Claude Partee, Miss Martha Mrs. A. M. Walker, Mrs. W. W.1 Ave., Apartment 4.
entertainment of guests.
ignificance, especially since Nash- One
Mrs.
Omega
Shelto,
Mrs.
Eleanor
HOME
APPRECIATION
sided over by Miss Harry Mae Sihighlight of the program will
Oglesby, Mrs. Bessie Wesson, Mrs.
e's Ray Brown's orchestra was be a forum,
the
"The Ne- I wonder if home will mean the mon, chairman of Committee on Leo Williams,
g imported for the dance. By . cessity of Higher theme:
Mrs. Marie L. Adsame
30
to
our
children
years
Administration, the volunteers and
Education." For• way, Nashrille Omegas were 001
members are Nliss Maxine hence? Are we giving our children: interested individuals divided into ams, Mrs. Gertrude Armstrong,
Mrs.
0.
C.
ving their annual formal the Barnes, Mono
Criven, Mrs. Russell
Walker, jr , m i s the moral and spiritual training the three work groups. They were Sugarmon,
ame night, and they were be-. Glassie
Mrs. Cooper Taylor,
Evans and Mrs. Louise necessary to give them apprecia- the following:
i
Mrs.
Nellie
°ening the fact that their Hem-1 Gaston. The
Osborne,
Mrs. Willette
tion of the place called home, or ..
public is invited.
The Growth In Religious Inter- Humphries, Mrs. Lula Bailey, Mrs.
his brothers had snared their, SIGMA
is our home today just a place for i est,"
GAMMA RHO
Fos- Ruth Y. Porter,
Winnie
Lou
Mrs.
led
."---by
most popular dance band, Sigma
Mrs. Belle PettiGamma Rho sorority the boys and girls to sleep it
-- ter Hill; "Working Women a n d grew, Madam Florence McCleave,
nd they had to select another ag- I members
invite the public to at- night? Well, anyway, we don't get Familyy Finance," led by Mrs.
• egation for their music!
I tend their public program to be any poems like this now-a-days. Houston Collier; "The Problem of Mrs. Mary E. Murphy, Mrs. Mary
Biting cold and a deluge of rain held
D. King, Mrs. Lula Johnson.
at Second Congregation- Well, we don't.
Unmarried Mothers and Early
dn't deter the presence of the al
church, Sunday, Nov. 22 at 5 Be seein' ya on this subject of Marriages," led by Mrs. Cattle L. Mrs. Rebecca Biram, Mrs. L. E.
lect guests. . .who donned their
Brown, Mrs. Myrtle Bailey, Mrs.
p.m., when prominent Washington, Thanksgiving next issue.
Stevens.
ost beautiful frocks and most im- D.
Eliza Mims, Mrs. Ophelia Phillips,
C., lawyer, Mrs. Lorraine Wit- WITH THE CHURCHES
workshops,
Mrs.
the
Following
ccable black tie and many in llama
Mrs. Bertha Estes, Mrs. Joseph
will be the guest speaker. The young people of Holy Grove 0 J.
chairman of the Williams, Mrs. Lois Greenwood,
hit, tie attire. On entering, the
:
hurch under the guidance 1-).
A large aggregation of members oBaptistchurch
Thomas'
, Planning Conference, called f o r Mrs. Susie Hood, Mrs. William
at warm pleasure came in the an
friends are expected to con- f Mrs Ada Nelson, sponsored
• vial greetings bestowed by dance
before last, 1 recommendations from each of the Glenn, Mrs. Eleanor Bowen, Mrs.
verge at Municipal airport to greet youth programSundayashe
groups. Among the many excellent Mae Frances Allen, Mrs. Lillian
hairman Dr. E. Frank White and the.
t
outstanding lady barrister this The guest speaker w
recommendations for the YWCA's Braugher, Mrs. Mary Brown, Mrs.
e chapter president, C. C. SawSaturday at 8:15, from where'0. W. Trotter of Memphis, a young,
er and the other Omega brothers they'll
— role in the community were the Hattie Muse, Mrs. Louise Seymour,
whisk her off to Lakeview minister very much suited for the
ho were on hand just beyond the
Mrs. Alma Sonia, Mrs. Katie
ion Preceedin the program, following:
Country. Club for a brief bit of occasion.
oyer.
Trotter, along
g
with Miss. A series of programs on Educe - Green, Miss Minnie McFadden,
social entertainment.
Then the grand approval of the
Mrs.
Bertha Stegall, Mrs. Maud
es Nancy Pierson, Eva Nelson and lion For Manage, program for
HOWELLS' NEW HEIR
mendous re-decoration and ren- ,
There.s joy aplenty in the Hari- Mammie Dell Eisom , (and Rev., Parents of Adolescent Girls, more . Bright and Mrs. Annie Lanier.
vation job done by the manageauer St. mamas of Mr. and Mrs. Trotter's father). were dinner se
ent of the popular night spot.
s'tl.
G. T. Howell over the arrival of guests of Rev. and Mrs. L. Nelson. it
rand too, were the masses of giz
An
offering
of
$73.91
was
taken.
another charmer to their charm-,
nt gold and bronze cbrysantheAt
the
Morning
Star
Nathaniel and Herman Lust,
Baptist
hots, Ruby Benson and Frank
EL COETTES — One of the
ing family, which includes anothums seen at tables, and massed'
Carr, Corrine Smith and John
Mildred Dowell and Isaac
er daughter. Lynn Marie. Little church, an anniversary celebrayoung clubs of Memphis celet either end of the bandstand,
Wilson, Annette Ingrain a n d
Richmond, Roselle Blanchard
Marian Rachelle made her debut' lion of their church was their red
anniversary
its
first
brates
etching the gold and royal purFamous Phipps, Betty Chamand Willie Bell Sheered and
at E. H. Crump Memorial hospit- letter day. The founders of any
e decorations festooned about
with aa 1nniversary Dinner at
organization are proud to see
Dorothy Spearman. Photo by
pion and Walter Tate, Beverly
•• ts and overhead — the colors 1 at last Wednesday afternoon. . their establishment stand through
Tony's. A lavish dinner w a
Withers.
Cole and Bennie Lang, Hanoi
pounds, eight ounces of min.:
of Omega Psi Phi.
served
to
members
and
the
their
ages. Rev. G. W. Tyus preachiature beauty. . .and G. T. was
— —At the start, the Ray Brown:
were
Those
attending
guests.
ed
this
anniversary sermon. Din.
busily passing out cigars for the
• set the tempo for what un- : occasion,
Faith Jackson and Charles Ecner was served.
while Vera made a quick
• oubtedly was the most outstand-'j
The Christian Youth Fellowship
,
recovery
ing dance of the season. . .provid-i Saturd ay. and left the hospital on of Miles Chapel CME church is
CAlittOr
Srittoram*ng an elixir a mosp ere throug - Livegs•
1 pIanning their organize
.
ti
on
for
th
e
NIGHT
slacks maybe
attractive
le,'
fortable,
girl,
t the evening. The ladies were
Dear Carlotta: I am a
This Friday night will find new conference year on the fourth
unning. . .can't remember when ise t
a.... my mother is slowly mining pants. Ask Dad to surprise her
Sunday in this month at 6.00
•
d patrons o
o'• "
brother's
e
em- clock. Following the election 01 my life because she loves to hu- she wouldn't
r
we've seen so many lovelyY gowns .
phis
,
and jewels. . .and attracting much ring Chapter of Links, Inc., don- Mc
millate me. This may not sound will. a gift as soon as it is linenPacific Island attire to revel O era' a pre.Th an ksgiving sem,
admiration was the many gentle- in their
ice is being planned at 7:00 0'. serious to you, but it is killing daily possible. If you get an allow"Night in Hawaii"
men in white tie attire • - •includ-'
wears my broth-ance, offer to pitchin for this
, the Flamingo Room. It is for the clock with the newly elected Al me inside. She
carm
Dear cause.
ing Dr. Frederick A. Rivers, sake
en's pants to the grocery store. worthy
of their pet charity. . :and cers in charge.
ts: I am worried to
Charles Tarpley, Caffrey Bartholo- it is to be
The Junior CYF, ages 6-12, is It wouldn't be so bad if they were
s
p
o
t
e
x
c
d
that
y
boy'si
death.
I
am 16 and t e only
but they are strictly
mew, Sam Qualls and several , t•ions
jeans,
:I
their
election
.
tide
at
and fun will claim the r
anyone can see it. I in my life has disappointed mei
pants
and
time
others.
me
also.
but
They
little,
are
light and the attention of the 0"
•—..'Alley know how to "denominate" ran into her on the street when He not only quit me, but he marWe were the guests of Dr. and crowd
expected to be on hand
my brother's ried another girl. They live near,.
Mrs. White at their table, others -• their officers.
,
antswas
andwearing
included Miss Gertrude Walker
I was with two girl and I see them all the time. I just
The Senior and Junior CYF ist P
alle
Miss Marydella Reeves, Mrs. Jul-,
planning a spaghetti supper to-1 friends. I just wanted to crawl rant hare this. Sue.
Dear Sue: Things are not as
tan W. Kelso — looking simply'
'night at the church. (Nov. 18). I into a hole and die. I mentioned
grand since her recent bout with
this to her twice and both times they seem At 16 many things can
HOMECOMING AT LANE
surgery; William Weathers, my esThe Lakes, the Robinson§ and; she got worked up into a frienzy. happen. You can and will forget
cort Thaddeus Stokes. Dr. and
daughter, the Wheelers and daugh-1 She says the trouble with teen.' this lad. Time has a way of heal-,
Mrs. W. H. Young, Mrs. B. Carru:er, and Decatur Johnson attend-, agers today is they are too darned ing wounds. You have many years
rd the homecoming game at Lane mouthy and she doesn't intend to to make many choices. Of course
thers Bland, Mr. and Mrs. Caffrey
Bartholomew, Mr. and Mrs. Thom.
College last Saturday. There may let II/ tell her how to dress. What you can "go on. Live your life'
have been others, but too bad I can I do' Worried Daughter.
a day at a time. Remember life,
as Hayes: jr., Taylor C. D. Hayes,,
didn't know it.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Sims, Mr.'
Dear Worried Daughter. If your' by the yard is hard, but by the
HAPPY BIRTHDAY WISHES
and Mrs. John Outlaw, Mr. and
mother had a nice pair of corn- inch . . . it's a cinch.
To Sue Lane Lattimore' 15
Mrs. Taylor Ward.
-—
Millions Ut siojimoji wouldn't
ears old last Monday.
Over at the adjacent table of
To crvoid w.Iokestndr.sv.aaking,
dream of using horn e•style
toy 00 th.who!, poff.„, Wow
.
Beverly Johnson spent the week
Mr. and Mrs. Sawyer, Omega's ha-,
douches! They know that
doing any cuttings
adieus, were scores of their friends,
end in Memphis.
— —
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Vance Avenue Y Plans
Expanded Activities
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BE SURE!

*tot(
Radio 148, It's Great

LISTEN TO THE GOLDEN GIRL
8:30 A.M.--- 9:30 A.M.
2:15 P.M. --- 3:00 P. M.

Wlfe prefeners

USE
"LY'm

vatAt

HEAR HUNKY DORY
6:00 A.M. --- 8:30 A.M.
11:00 A.M. --- 1:30 P.M.

."/".!--. •
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Like father-like son
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Because "Lysol" kills germs on
contact -the very germs that
cause odor!

t
C•rds
•Is41 Port,
vacuum lisp. Hese
ed Ports

torts Beaton
eed Peres

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
RADIOS TOASTERS LAMPS HEATERS
OPOI,
a

Oa Slim
for "FIGURE"

Whole milk
for VIGOR

Nites
Free
Parking

III" •

ohnsion
-rn
Rod. asS TV rub. Ch.k. Pr.

Because "Lysol" keeps you
sure of yourself-sure you're
sweet and nice inside!

1111,

my "Lysol" brand disinfectant.
It's mild. Won't hurt you!

Free booklet as

Serving
You
Since '32

760 Union Ave.-1A 7-2631 • 2268 Park Ave FA 3-8507

.,

douching. Write to
"Lysol," Bloomfield,
New Jersey, Dept.
.
0259.

..
'RAPID OISINFICTANT
4 1.1.•heap Inaba

YOU'LL ENJOY BROTHER BOB
4:00 A.M. --- 6:00 A.M.
9:30 A.M.--- 11:00 A.M.
1:30 P.M.--- 2:15 P.M.

DON'T MISS
DICK "Cane" COLE
3:00 P.M. --- 5:00P.M.

Buy BREAST
—0— CHICKEN
TUNA

BRUIST001101"
1:tzza =Ca
TUNA 4:

•
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•
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print.
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Knox College Names
12 To 'Who's Who

Shrinks Hemorrhoids
Without Surgery

Stops Itch—Relieves Pain

A deid the
amble
,er of
, and
e Dechool.
B. de.d the
Theoton, a
la Psi
trying
Direcin the
scope]

Saxon

DRESS and
THE DINNER
thiatre suit in black Peas-DcSole are worn with white satin stretch gloves trimmed with

white fox and a black evening
hat by Gene Burr of Lowenstein's. Garment by Helen
Duncan. Dot Truitt is model.

49 Telephone Companies

Paging All
Who has the

HEALTHIEST,
HAPPIEST BABY?
You do...
with a safe, dependable
PET Milk formula!

SOCIAL
Or

...berving the People

CIVIC
CLUBS!

GetBusyNow
So You Can
Enter A
Contestant
In The
Fabulous

eats
sane
Sard
and
by

of Tennessee
No matter which of these companies serves you, you can oe
readily connected with any one of the 66 million telephones
in the U. S. That's because of the close coordination and
skillful engineering of facilities between companies.
Wherever your friends or loved ones may be, isn't it comforting to know that they're as near as your telephone?
COMPANY

CONTEST
Everybody Wins!

It's no wonder PET Milk babies are known for
their healthy growth and happy dispositions. As
doctors can tell you. PET is a dependable milk,
always absolutely safe, always uniformly rich—
easy for babies to digest. And it's fortified with
important vitamin D, the sunshine vitamin that
helps build strong, straight bones and sound teeth. Yes, when it comes'to baby's bottle,
there's no finer milk than PET Milk.
More than fifty million babies have
been raised on this form of milk. Be
sure your precious baby gets all the

IVIRAlt°

wonderful benefits of a PET Evaporated Milk formula!
"Wr"-‘• U.S. retort

inn. Pet Milk Cc

If Your Club
Sponsors The
Winner, A $1 00
Savings Account
Will Be Opened
In Your Club's
Name At

MUTUAL
FEDERAL

HEADQUARTERS

Adarnsville, Tennessee
Adamsville Telephone Co., Inc.
. . . Ardmore, Alabama
At:do:lore Telephone Co., Inc.(Twin. Div.)
McMinnville, Tennessee
Ben Lomond Rural Tel. Coop , Inc
Pikeville, Tennessee
Bledsoe Telephone Cooperative
Bruceton, Tennessee
Bruceton-Hollow Rock Telephone Co.
Brush Creek, Tennessee
Brush Creek Home Telephone Co.
Banner Elk, North Carolina
Cherokee Membership Tel, Corp.
Chapel Hill, Tennessee
Cities' Telephone Company, Inc
New Tazewell, Tennessee
Ckiiborne Telephone Company
Fayette, Alabama
Collegedale Telephone Co., Inc.
Concord, Tennessee
Concord Telephone Exchange, Inc.
Cornersviile, Tennessee
Cornersville Telephone Co., in(
Frienciship, Tennessee
Crockett Telephone Company, Inc
Alexandria, Tennessee
DeKalb Telephone Cooperative
. • . . Dukedom, Tennessee
Dukedom Telephone Company .
Englewood, Tennessee
Englewood Telephone Company
Ethridge, Tennessee
Ethridge Telephone Company
Fosterrille, Tennessee
Fosterville Mutual TM Company
General Telephone Co. of the Southeast
Durham, North Carolina
(Tennessee Division)
Halls Cross Roods, Tennessee
Halls Telephone Company, Inc.
Mailing Address: Route 11, Knoxville 18, Tenn,
Sunbrig lit, Tennessee
Highland Telephone Cooperative, Inc.
Erin Tennessee
Houston County Telephone Company
. . Now Johnsonville, Tennessee
Humphreys County Telephone Co.
Bristol, Tennessee
Inter-Mountain Telephone Company
Jewell, Tennessee
Jewell Telephone Company
Lascassot, Tennessee
Lascassot Home Mutual Telephone Co
Lavergne, Tennessee
Lavergne Telephone Company, Inc.
Fayette, Alabama
Linden Telephone Company, Inc.
Loretto, Tennessee
Loretto Telephone Company, Inc
Millington. Tennessee
Millington Telephone Company
Mt. Juliet, Tennessee
Mt. Juliet Telephone Company
New Middleton, Tennessee
New Middleton Telephone Company .
Lafayette, Tennessee
North Central Telephone Corp., Inc.
Fayette, Alaboma
Ooltewoh Telephone Company, Inc.
Ore Springs, Tennessee
Ore Springs Telephone Company
Company
Palmersville,
Tennessee
Polinersville Rural Telephone
Parsons, Tennessee
Parsons Telephone Company, inc.

QUEEN
OF
CLUBS!

•

.41111111.01

Greetings. Readers! I hope you presented at their "Sweetheeit's
have had as nice a week-end as Ball" at Curries on Nov. 2S.'"""'
I have had myself. To start things
The La Jovial Debt Social 12gb
fati, the Model Tweens gave a is busy makipg plans for a -eveprivate party honoring its new anniversary
party to
be Judd
members, for members and their sometime during the first part.*
dates only. Among the fellows December. Miss Carolyn Mason
present were: Oliver Ingram, Wil- is the newly-elected presideitt:.•
liam Terrell, M. X. Bowen, Tyrus
Manassas held
its "Harvest
Ingram, Bernard Roberson, Steve Ball" last Wednesday evening a
Payton, Larry Stitchell, Russell Curries Club Tropicana. Thera
Fraternity last Friday night at
Miss Jewel Gentry, C. C. Saw- Purnell and Oscar Burrows.
Mrs. E. Frank White, Dr. E.
was quite a crowd, and really has,
)cr. chapter president: Mrs.
Frank White, dance chairman;
Curries Club Tropicana, are
Miss Carole Ann Yates enter- ing a ball.
Sawyer
and
Dr.
W.
A.
C.
C.
Kelso,
Law•
James
S.
Mrs.
Julian
W.
left to right, Mr.
tained at her home Sunday with a
The Ebony Fashion sponsored
Young.
more Westley, Mrs. WeilleN,
Byas, Dr. James S. Byns,
party celebrating her sixteenth by the Delta Sigma Theta Sorority
birthday. Carole is a student at was an even larger success ths
Father Bertrand alid a very pop- year than last year, and the nex
about cranberries are not meant to
ular one. Many of the guests were should be worth waiting for.
panic the public hut to alert us.
her school-mates and a few close know this isn't "teen-age" news
They are like the amber light on
friends, including Calvin Cunning- but I believe it is appropriate
the street corner — they say pro
ham, Patricia Hooks, Fred Coffey, mention it here. More young pee
reed cautiously.
Clydene Peterson, Eleanor Addi- ple should attend to get a chanc
By
We hope too, that these warnson, Sherre Ann Rayner, William to see some of our own profeasion
GRACE WILLIAMS
ings will not create a new food falHampton, Marye
Alice
Bland, at and truly glamorous models.
lacy — cranberries are poison.
Carolyn Williams, Frank Reynolds,
I will try to have more sex
Dr. James A. Colston, president ors in business education and is Roberta
mother
of
the
Misnriderstanding
is
Shavers.
Freddie
Hooks,
Just as we were about to tell
of Knoxville college, recently re- the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Shavers and Floyd Bass, week, I am now rushing off t
food superstitions.
you the merits of cranberries and Miny homemakers will be look
is also
Jackson. Tenn. to weekend wit
leased the names of twelve out Roosevelt Vinson. She
a ENJOYED PROGRAM
his Ann Merry and to lend m
,
member of Delta Sigma Theta sot
give you our favorite cranberry inc for a food to replace the tradicollege
Students
and
parents
enjoyed
standing students at the
encouragement to Father Bert.
recipe for good holiday eating, the tional cranberry dish until the
the program of the evening when
elected to mem- "ileYl'
rand as they meet Merry Hug
S ecled for the first time are Parents' Night
news commentator issued a warn. alert is lifted. We would like to mho have been
was
observed
ikirroawm iddanuagrlid Tuesday in connection with Amen- School Saturday in their last foot
and B
In( from the Secretary of Health. suggest apples. For color, flavor bership in "Who's Who Among thanro x dyfiI I i re Vivian
hall game of this season. Man
can Education Week. Speakers inEducation and Welfare stating that and texture apples will give your Students in American Universities
pupils are expected to go up.
Brown, a junior mathematics and eluded Rev. Capistran Haas: S.
the 1958 and 1939 cranberry crops holiday dinner that certain "omph" Ind Colleges".
Here's hoping for a win!
a member of Delta Sigma Theta • M. James, Principal and Carlos
in Washington and Oregon con- that has always been supplied by
Renamed this year are Shirley,sorority; Barbara Fortson, (laugh-, Roberts, president of the Senior
tained a possible cancer - produc- these little red winter berries.
Lewis and Jefferson P. Owens of ter
Mrs. Versie Fortson of 2243 Class. Each class had two class
ing residue from a chemical weed The apples may he baked in the
te junior business periods to give parents a chance
skin, candied, or pared and made Knoxville, and Annie Vinson of City View.
killer.
s, o-. education. major is a member of to see their children actually paryou Asheville, N. C. The trio are'
Isn't this wonderful? No, not that into red cinnamon apples. If
affairs
student
discussion.
class
aim' iors and active in
.,
Zeta Phi Beta sorority: James M ticipating in
the cranberry crops were contam- think the' you will miss the
is physical education Pannell, pastor of Seney Chapel There was also a very good versel'ewis
a
'
inated, but that we have agencies plicity and ease of merely opening Mig
Knoxville,
past
"Miss
major
and
a
senior re- speaking number by the seniors.
in our government whose sole re- and slicing a can of chilled cran- College". The daughter of Mr. and Methodist church and a
For the first time science has found
Glee • new
The Soph.—Junior—Senior
healing substance with the assponsibility is to protect our health.' berry sauce, try serving canned Mrs. Grady Lewis, she is a mem.,ligion major, is the husband of
club sang and the band played toniehing ability to shrink hemorred
These
pretty
little
also
crab
apples.
who
was
0.
Pannell
Lenice
with
reThe quallty of food, both
Theta
her
of
Delta
Sigma
rhoids
and to relieve pain -without
Afterwards,
reseveral
selections.
apples will give taste and color acsorority.'selected. Mrs. Pannell is a junior
gard to cleanliness and with re-,
Mr. Owens is past edltor-in-chlef anti has a major in business edu- freshments were served by the surgery. In case after NUM, while
cent to a meal.
gently
relieving pain, actual reduepalata-'
acceptability
and
to
gard
lion (shrinkage) took place. Most
Holiday meals are fun to pre- of the College newsnaper and Is cation. A native of Jamaica, N. Y., freshman girls
bility is contr^"^d and regulated
city recre&mating
eresently employed inV[.11.).1
all - results wire as the'''.
the
pare, especially if you have our iii,..n
c
shney„-i!
,aiii,srtiairdyent assistant in
The Marquettes Social Club is .irrh thatofsufferers
rin,.i.iini,,.
by a member of federal state and
made astonish•nt
'list
ma!'
""slry ('or'(
reeioe
'ooking for s new sweec!eart, no
N
s I ik• "Piles ha•e ceased t•
locnt laws, ordinances and agen•
problem!"
Th•
you
are
interested,
send
secret is a li•y
to bolo you
girls,
if
Othe'r first timers are: Mabel
cies.
...Alin& substance (
Send a card or letter to the Mem- Tri-State Defcn.ler through the coa photo and letter explaining why every of
•
world-famous
and
Mrs
daughter
of
Mr.
Carey,
restsrili•
two
puragencies
serve
These
to the club at the YMCA. The institute. This substance is etniaestl.
phis Dairy Council, 13S N. Paul- operation of the Memphis Dairy
poses. They protect the public ine
Council Mrs. Williams is a teach. Riichard Carey of Birmingham. present Sweetheart is Miss Ma- able in sispemitees or ointment fend
health and they guard the purse of "A Guide To Good Eating" is a er of Home Economics at Man- She is a senior and majors in bust- rion Pogue', a senior at B. T. rall•d Preparation MR. At ell en.
eeentere - isensey bisels narasteis.
the consumer. Food products, service provided to readers of the lamas high school.
Pees education.
Washington The new one will be
which do not meet the requirements of law are subject to seizure
•
and the processors or distributors
are liable to criminal prosecution.
Any consumer can report violations of the law to local agents in
the Department of eHalth or the
Department of Agriculture.
Warnings such as the one issued

EATING

lams,
[Janie
triton,
Mrs.

1

By
TOMMYE KAY HAYES

A Guide To Good

Annie
ruggs,
s, jr.,
Mrs.
Mrs.
101055,
rnelia
J. D.
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Young
Memphis

A unique showing of fashions white. Another fabric group it
were shown in Memphis at week darkened black and brown or
at Ebony's Fashion Fair. It was
black and blue floral brocade pat•
beautiful show that will be remem- terns.
bered as the best show of its kind. ' Suits are matched with scoop
The clothes were styles that every neck blouses in jersey or in selfj
woman dreams about.
fabric, the latter creating the
THEATRE SUITS AND COATS ,fect of dress and jacket.
Short jacket theatre suits a n d Jackets range from boxy carditheatre coats, in brocades. satin, gan styles to demi-fitted hiptop:
taffeta and Peau-De-Soie are top lengths, fitted with batwing sleeves
fashions that will be worn through- which are quite successful. Decorout the year. Deep collars are not- alive cluster buttons are in aurora
ed.
borealis or jet.
Green is important for all age Shrift dresses with bell skirts are
groups in brilliant shades in bro- frequently matched with self stoles
cade, satin, taffeta, lace and Peau- by -young women. Fur stoles are
de-soie. Floor lengths in large flor- worn by matrons. Dyed to match
al brocades are beautiful.
fox pieces accompany many gowns
Theatre coat-dress costumes in and short dresses.
high colors. Simple, slim theatre Leather is taking its place in
suits in muted shades, such as olive evening wear and the fur trimmed
green, electric blue are noted fre- cashmere is now a classic es-equently.. Imported brocades in a ning wrap.
muted paisley pattern are in sib' Hats and head dress are worn
SWANK OMEGA FORMAL —
yet% gold or lemon coloring on, with all costumes.
Seen at the outstanding formal
dance given by the graduate
chapter of Omega Psi P h i

Henry, Tamyers•
Peoples Telephone Company
kneed, Tennessee
Powell Telephone Company
The Printing Pressmen & Antistanne Unice
Pretemee's Nemo Teeeteelele
Home Telephone Company
,
Snlonia, Tennessee
Sidonio Corsi Telephone Compote'
. . . Nashville, Teleleelleee
Soothesn Poll Telephone & Telegraph Co.
Tellico
Plains, TIMMS...
Tellico Telephone Company, Inc.
Trimble, Telleleeelle
Trimble Telephone Company
Gainesboro, Tennessee
Twin Lakes Telephone Coop. Cerp.
Fayette, Alolasrea
Waynesboro Telephone Company, Inc.
West Kentucky Rural Telephone Coop. Corp., Inc.
/Aayfseld, Kentucky
(Tennessee Division)
West Tennessee Telephone Composo .
• • • Bradford, Tenneemie
YorWeilia, Twosomes
Yorkville Mutual Telephone Company

AG"
•••••

Southern Bell
"Thanks for Calling"
•

If You Are A Tri-State Defender Newsboy •

YOU CAN WIN $200 CASH
In The BIG, NEW

p

AM.

$400 Will Be Given Away!
$400

A son
and Mr
Florida.
A son
and Mr
Johnson
A di
to Mr.
255 Pau
A son
and M
Trigg.
NOV.
A du
is4 Mr
IL Jau
mll. s

CASH CONTEST FOR NEWSBOYS
$400

BO
P1TAL
Nov. 7
A di
Mrs. W*
A dau
Mrs. B

$400

A 4u
Mrs.
fa lilton
W A dau
Mr. and
Tupelo
A lau
Mr. .'rr
A dal
Mr ancl
878 Will
A dau
Mr. and
1018 No
A dau
and Mr
Pauline
A dal]
ard Ur.
Warren.
A son,
Mr. and
934 Por
A di
Mr. and
Howell.
A son
H
miu.
Levi Rr
AIPY•
A son
Wilson
A son
fad Mr
/Alm
A di
p.d Mr
411041
A son

MT
A 11
and 14
Rd
A di
Mn an
of 100

Brook('
A da

•

To be awarded to boys with the highest average
incrsase in sales at end of the contest:
1st Prize
$100.00

lad Prig.

$ 50.00

3rd Prize
4th Prize

$ 40.00
$ 20.00

5th Prize

$ 20.00

6th Prize

$ 20.00

7th Prize

$ 20.00

8th Prigs

$ 10.00

9th Prize

$ 10.00

10th Prize

$ 10.00

BONUS PRIZE... $100
To be awarded N the newsboy who sells 'the
largest number 9f papers during the contest

Here Are The Rules
16 wecontest
Thisceli
p
ill be based on average increase for the

Starting bcis:
ne boyswill beewtihlinber
l
s. ef poor;said Oeteber 31.
e2for
he
Newsboys must m0k1 • complete report by Timidly of
each week.

Non-payment of bill will disqualify a nOwilt*Y.
Each newsboy must sell paper; lEVIRY week.
Customers list must be given to the sUROtvilior.
contest begins November 14, 19511 end ends Foloruory 37,
1960.

New

Paperboys Can Win Teel

If you want to start melting money selling The Trieltets

Defender and enter this big cents;?, cell JAcksen 4,1317
end give your name, address and the number if pipers

you wont.

TO INTER CONTEST PILL IN COUPON, HAVE YOUR PARENT SIGN IT AND BRING IT
TO THE ORRICE,
236 S. Wellington, Or Give It To Your Supervisor.

by J. MAXWELL

•
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HORN AT JOHN GASTON HOS- and Mrs. Thomas A. Graham of Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie Stitten$011 Of
PITAL
1037 Tupelo, Apt. F.
373 Abel.
NOV. 7
A son, Dwight Stanley, to Mr. A doughter, Deborah Denise, to
A daughter, Pauline, to Mr. and and Mrs. Robert Johnson of
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Ballard 01
Mrs. Willie Eason of 805 Williams. Hunter.
299 P. Dixie Mall.
A daughter. Delores. to Mr. Paid
A daughter, Tujuana, to Mr. and NOV. 10
Mrs. Bennie Reed of 355 So. Lau- A daughto, to Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Wins Ragland of 736 Hot.
maw" p prodesogr Apo, the Nazis. woman are antagonists in a rice ialice detective on horseback in Ray MAlland stars.
terdale.
Inas.
Hardin $4019,et t
o
r ,Pialk.
efsta
4:90 In 7:30. RAWHIDE,
to find the hidden riches. Richard
hisueneemyi'n' Slade Investii-! 10:30 to 12:00, MILLION DOLApd
A son, Johnny Bernard, to Mr. A go, ;grey
LAR PLAYHOUSE, -Se York"
e. to Mr.
NOV. 13
dent of Us, YAP,/ Is Skulfovs" 1 Boone stars.
gates
with
.gostat
Mars
.Rick
Jason,
Fag
and Mrs. Paul T. Holmes of 906 Mes. liarry
with Gary Cooper, Joan Leslie,
Arnold M WA DeA sun. Walter, jr., to Mr. ond
Eric Fleming end cot 9:00 to 9:30. GUNSMOKE, Matt;dead hanker, accepting money
Walter Brennen Story of hero
Florida.
Spain:
Mrs Walter Newborn of 1477 E.
914r,Dibon
suspects
foul
play when an with which he is later trapped. World War I who came front
A son, Freddie Lee, jr., to Mr. A so, Mickaril, to Mr And Mrs. Waldorf
F.4"twood When two bount,y
farmer
rgyreports
ii wife
Is
e since it '4 -Marked Money' .
Tennessee Mountains.
hunters join trail boss Gil Favor,'
and Mrs. Freddie Mason of VW Signe* Taber of 532 ,Balttatore. A daughter, Lore Anita. to Mr. 3:W49t PP'• 49V. 11
him
th
after
37
. years, and
ay
hos
left
10:00 io 10:30, MARKHAM,
aed$140034notO cattle drive,
Johnson.
A goughter. ,Mildi;ed Denise. to and Mrs. Edward Sanders of 768 9:00 to 0:90 a.m., Red Rowe „min
the
D
r—ip.,a
drifter
gushes
by
sell
trying
to
(Markham
is
trapped into allowing
convince
show, new.
A daughter, Jectauelyn Denise, Mr. mid mq. Frye Doyle of 3353 Pros Me.
women s clothes. James his apartment become the hide—
,30 t Opt stsw
;ohpite ,H
gir
OITSE71:
:
10,144
47
1 :9
:
30 to 10:
to Mr. and Mrs. Walter Rooker of Rocheater.
4:00 to 5:30 p.m., early movie .m7,413
A son, Michael. to Mr and Mrs
stars.
*At
tis
out
for
a
trio
of kidnitimei s Wiw
with Kitty EellY, "Paris After IY help eatPtive ,by the Indians.
255 Pauline Cir. E.
A sun. lserry Darnell, to Mr. and Jemph Parlmr of 796 $o Mein.
30,6S
Lairitsnta1sUNthSieLAD
frE
eei hold their victim with them while
A son, Sammie Jamas. to Mr Mrs Jaine,s Wilburn of 983 .Peach. A sun. Cedric. to Mr. and Mrs.' Dark" with George Bowlers. Philip
I weatiug for ihe ransom to be paid. Sot., Nov.21, 1959
Porn, gare,dna .Meranall. ‘Woinap PAR.EE. The Citizens of Gvorge- SC41t BridY
and Mrs. Jpe Wiclu of 536 E
A den$htnr. JAM* Atylette. to Bol, Parker of 115 Dove.
Trigg.
Mr and Eire. Ronsevelt Etens of A daughter, Wanda, to Mr. and whose hurhond's spirits were brik- town, Colorado hire a lawman I
crime wave.
NOV. p
1218 Rommel.
Mrs Clarence Martin of 219 Till- en by Nazis, conceals from him to put an end to a
Eorl Holliina,n stars as sundanee.
her anti-Nazi activities.
A daughter, Shirley Jean, to Mr. A aen• Benjamin. to Mr and III an
and Mrs. Humphrey Oliver of 963 Mrs Henry Jones of 1111 'Texas
A son. Lorenzo, to Mr. and Mrs. 6:30 to 7:00 Border patrol, a half 030 to 9:00, pNsu,u PLAY.
Eativid.
Lorenzo Wright of 1130 College. smoked marihuana cigarette saves HOUSE: "'Aoki' Case" stairrIng
certain Lloyd Bridges, Carson Lena y,
A daughter, Brenda, to Mr and
A son, Anthony Maurice, to Mr. Deputy Chief Jagger from
daughter, Eridgett, to Mr. Ann
the hands of a Mexican Barn Joliet, Joseph Weisman and
Mia. SO* Jenktna of 1173 Wil- Mrs Clarence Tat,, pf 183 Cedar. and Mrs. George Washington of death at
wetback smuggler. Biefutrd -Webb Walter Winchell appearing ps
AWL
264 Kirk
NOV. 11
the De440'.. himself. The drama tells of the
A daughter, Alfreida, to Mr and
A daughter. Bertha Mae. to Mr.'stare, in "Death in
A daughter, Diiintle. to Mr and
ahoy/. actions, capture grid seeing/II
_Mrs. Jo*0117-0 GatewoOd of 2,60U MrP, Eddlo APPiewhile of 1008 and Mrs. Joe Farris of 814 No. 7320 to 7:$0, Betty Mutton
• 2 Baths (Pastel, Ceramic)
Goldie trYs to Play cupid ihd electrocution of Lo uis Lepke
0,
•
Secpnd
ireatone.
switch ward Micky's love from Buchalter, extortion king of die
• 3 Bedroom
A daughter. Veronica Lynne. to A daughter, Eugenio Lynn. to
A daughter. Linda Faye. to Mr.
sports cgrs to girls, but hoop list thirties and boas of Murder. Inc.
• Spruce Paneling
Mr. and Mrs. Curl Jones of 1055 Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Daniel of and Mrs. William Bell of 663 Cliflatter is snore dangeroos
0:00 to 9:30 p. to. TWILIGHT
Tupelo.
ford.
247 Guthrie.
• Central Heat
former.
ZONE. Burgess Meredith ,stars as
A 'laughter, Delnia, to Mr. and
A son, Rice Was, jr., to Mr. A daughter, Janice Fay, to Mr. 730 to )3.00. Johnny itinfita, g little lonely man who never
's Acre Shaded Lot
•
Mrs. John Oliver of 5338 Tulip Dr. and Bira. Bice E. Barber of 2948 and Mrs Albert Boyd of 867 N.
Johnny Ringo Is berioualy hijueed finds time enough to read until
A daughter, Kathy Lucille, to Ifale.
Mansfield.
while taking ,a dangerotu
an
explosion leases
Mr. and Mrs. James L. .Gaters pi A daughter, Veronica Renee, to BDIRN AT E. H. GRUM? MEM
o.
es 11441
criminal haek to jail. Doe
annd atomici.
h o alone.
878 Willoughby.
Mr. and Mr. Main Edwards of .0,E4AL HOSPITAL
ough at Loot" to rood And read
Kamp Sharpe star.
A daughter, Patience Elaine, to AS Warren.
OCT. 30
8-00 to A:30. ZANE GREY and reed.
Mr. and Mrs. Sam E. Powers of A sox, Anderiton. Jr.. to Mr. pant
A daughter, Florence, to Mr THEATRE, Edritood O'Brien stare 10:00 to 10:30, U. 9. MARSHAL,
Mrs.
1018 No. Second.
and
Everett
Humphreys
of
Mrs. Anderson Pugh of 1300 Bruce.
in "Lonesome Road". drama M. "Cop Hater" with John .1:BromA daughter, Terry Nikita, to Mr. A clauSitter, Geraldine, to Mr. 49 Randle.
a mail who can't settle down to field. A counterfastar escapes
and Mrs. Charles McCray of 2631 and Mrs. Jarnea *Vogt of 1738 NOV. 2
the sedentary life Of a Arnett Stout California otter killing a
A daughter, Jac uelyn Denise to Kansas town after the excitehtent cop and heads for Arizona trying
Pauline Cir. E.
Flroo':ins.
A daughter, Lynda Kay, to Mr., A son. Terry .leronte.,tp Mr and Mr and Mrs. Joe Allen of 2851
to escape but he runs up against
the old days.
and Mrs. Charlie Barkeley of 1949. Mrs. Josper Shepard of 16,43 Yale.
8:30 to 10.00 SUVA( ELECTRA Ow "C. S. Marshal".
A daughter. Elizabeth Adrain,
Warren.
10:30 to 12:00, LATE 1114VIE,
Fields.
,PLAYIIOU6,E, "Tilie
A son, Frederick Douglas, jr., to A daughter, Deborah Darlene, to to Mr and Mrs. Lonnie Dotstry of .storring 1-Jeari $tee/cwall, Ingemar "Johnny Apollo" with TLyrone
Mr. and Mrs. Freddrick Marlow of Mr. and Mrs. James Oler of 1537 1893 Kellner Cr.
Johanason, Dane Clark, Ray Wal- Power, Dorothy La moor and
A son, Nathan Eugene, to Mr. ston, Diane Baker, Glenda Far- Lloyd Nolan.
lan. Gangster son follows
936 Porter.
(Notes Include Taxes And Insurance)
Brookins.
and Mrs. Claude Freeman of 1043 rell and Frank McHugh. Heming- Us father's footsteps.
A daughter, Beverly Ream to
A daughter, Willie Loniae. to
College.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Baas of 2242 and Mrs. Edward Bcott of 344
way's tense story of the arrival SATURDAY, NOV. 31,
A ,00n, Antonio Pierce, to Mr. of two hired killers in a Antall 10:30 to 11:00 a. m. LONE
Howell.
Parker,
and Mrs. Chinon Lee of 1596 Sil- Mien
1ANG11, "Stage to Tishomingo".
. A son, Ronnie, to Mr. and Mrs. NOy. 12
sod the excitement they
While searching for a group of
ver.
is Hughes of 890 Beale.
cause. (Premiere)
A son, Nelson, to Mr. and Mrs
The Subdivision With A Future For You,
desperadoes who have actly,aleY
A son, Aaron, to r. and Mrs
A 'Ion, Levi, jr., to Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Tribblet of 9351 No.
10:00 to 1130, LATE MOVIE.
Belengaged in robbing stagecoaches,
Alex Lenoir of 283 Veal.
Levi Brown of 26 Rice.
PLEASE NOTE!
levue.
-DcP11111 Along * *hawk" with 1 the Lone Ranger uncovers a few
P daughter. Sandra, to 5Ir and Henry Fonda. Claudette Colbert,
RitP31.
For
Tremendous
A son.
Savings
On Down Payment And Closing,
chard Alonzp, to Mr.
Ws. Wadlington of W37 Tupelo. Johp Carradine. Pre - revolution- , so-called citizens who as the motiA son to Mr. and Mrs. Wolter and M,rs
Slack of gill
Talk With a Salesman.
vating force behind the thefts.
A daughter, Joy Ann, to Mr. and ary days
Wilaon ,Of 331 Flynn Rd.
&long the MohpW,it trAll. 11:00 to
Clarksdale.
1140, SKY KING,
A son, Theodore Lee. jr , to Mr. A daughter, Valeria Casiendra, Mrs. Oscar Williams of 637 Lin- life ,pf the farmers caught jg the
"Ring of Fire". A raging forest
Theodore Black of 950 to Mr. and Mro. Alonzo Adidtu of den. Apt. 5.
middle of the war.
Ere
endangers
Sky King's Indian
A daughter, Dimitres Ann, to
LMoynø Dr.
2367 winter.
FRIDAY, NV. V.
friends in a neighboring reservaMr. and Mrs. Robert Lee Yancy
A daughter, Doris Ann, to Mr
CAPTAIN
8:18 to 9:00 a. in..
tion as they attempt to protect
A (Oughter, C*10tUt Mn, to of 1798 Keltner.
d My. A.Ur Noshington of 870 Mr.
KANGAROO, The Captain a p d their secrets of "The Hidden
and Mill. Harmon Seymour of
NOY.
•
Mr.
?atf
Green
Jeans
2231
shop
SALESMAN ON DUTY EVERY DAY UNTIL DARK
11
.1
Clayton.
models
of
PR7
Treasure" Kirby Grant and Gloria
A son, Gregory Norval!, to Mr
A son, Gregory Dwayne, to Mr. A son, Alfred III, to Mr. and houses from oll over tho world. Winters star.
Drive South on Highway 61 to Horn Lake Road, drive Ugh
DIRECTIONS:
poll Mrs- Frankly L. Williams of and Mts. Arstine Cannon of 169 Mrs Alfred Jackson of 411 E. Describe boy they aro built and
12 30 to 1.30, HOPALONG
gg
91 1-; Polk.
talk of the different people who CASSIDY, "Floppy Serves a Writ"
on Horn Lake Road to one blast( South of Geiger School.
cl
Cør.
A son, James Edward, to Mr. A daughter, Sheryl
Dianne, to A daughter, Vane** Carol, to live in them.
with William Bogd end Andy
and Mr. arl Strony ç a118 Tenth Mr. end M. Herbert Hunter of M1. and Mrs. William blelntonh of 6:00 to 530, EARLY MOVIE Clygo.
*pry isertiver in Mesa
Rd
417
E.
Elliston.
WITH KITry KELLY, "Berlin ,city
12,15 Wilimp.
tlme to stop a murder.
A daughter, Tujuena Lanese, tip A daughter, foyge Marie. to Mr. H9V. 4
Correspondent" with Don.. An2:30 to 4:00, EARLY MOVIE
Mr and Mrs. Thomas M. Peoples and Mrs. Jose,ph Karney
and
A
Atm,
Eitic
Wayne,
to
Mr
drews, Virginia Gilmore, Mona "Johnny Apollo" with Tyrone
of 1523
of 1090 Spriaogple.
of
Marts. Newspaperman in,.•Berlin, Power, Dorothy Lamour and
Barton.
A
22" seeking scope, endangers life to Lloyd Nolan. Gangster son folCeionsbus David, to Mr. A daughter, Gloria Dianne, to trkt** A4. .41Ciell
,d Mrs. Columbus 'Malone of 2434 Mr. and Mrs. Robert
lows in father's footsteps.
Hill of 1198
grookl,yn.
4:00 to 5:30,
, College.
MATINEE
41•1•,
A dau3Batpg, jpaticg Lgll. to Mr. A daughter, Johnnie Mae, to
ON.
THEATRE, "Homestretch" with
,Cornel Wilde, Maureen O'Hara,
Glen Langan, Helen
Walker.
Heavy odds against the romance
,pt a Boston girl and a debonaire
race-horse owner, who follows
-www
the ponies from track to track.
-.sem
-woe
5:30 to 6:00, ANNIE OAKLF1Y,
"The Dutch Gunmaker". A man
invents a new kind of gun, for
superior to any in existence,
plans to give it to Annie but
crooks try to get their hands on
it first. Gale Davis stars.
wow.
630 to 7:30, PERRY MASON,
"The CAM of the Golden Fraud".
Perry Mason becomes involved in
4•0001
a rivalry between two men seeking as executive promotion in an
0.•10
investment girm. Arthur Franz,
June Dayton and Joyce Meadows
,
are, featured along with stars
1,1allYrnond Burr and Barbara Hale.
.
1
1:39 to 41:00, WANTED DEAD
1lA'tti
OR ALIVE, A sheriff who seeks
vengeance for the slaying of his
brother tries to halt bounty hunta.
& Joeepli Riandall fro mreturn-

au

•

i
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The
Teresa

•

PLUS: Very Large Eat-In Kitchen • Select Hardwood Floors
Dishwasher And Garbage Disposal
AND ONLY!!
Price
.......$14,250.00
a
Down Payment
$ 550.00
Closing Cost
$ 350.00
$
Notes
95.00 per month
a

?fix.

LAKEVIEW GARDENS

AIrA

614 HOMES • 2 CHURCHES • 2 SCHOOLS
SHOPPING CENTER --- LAKEVIEW COUNTRY CLUB
21 Different Excitingly Styled Homes

fna Mrs.

n

WOLFE HOMES,INC.

ovw7TA-7
101
UNTUCKY
liT

E

If

EX 7-9343

LA
ITZGERALD

)

SJNGS THE

EO

AR
NEDI A

•

ERSHWIT‘

,

0
8Patinsle Awn et:annum', ey

NELSON

RippLE

ICE,
59 of she greatest
Gerghtfin tunes
FIVD INDIVIDUAL VOLUMES. EACH
Anuaip aim A COVER PAINTtN9gREATED ESPECIALLY FOR IT
NY FRENCH ARTIST
PIERNAAP -)FFg1-•
COWLEFE SET IN DiLUXE SOX IN.
CUUDES FIVE LONO-PLAYINO REC00)f. DNR RE RECORD. LAVISH
HAEG-CDVER BOOK AND SET OF
rlY1 SPECIAL SUFFET PRINT&
FOR FRAMING

ON SALE AT YOUR
LOCAL RECORD SHOP

(if,'•ti4v 0/7/

Wig&

MADAM BELL
(English Lady)
YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GrYPSY
la her new office at the Miselselepi
State Line. MADAM BELL I. tack altar •
tong time of beteg away and ad had lito Is
back to may la her new home
Are you Disaattafted with marriage? Rave
you lost faith in your husband, wife er sweetheart? Are yes
I. had health? Are you discouraged? If any of these are rem
problems. OM,T. let MADAM RELL advise you at once. ghe
will read Ilte I. you hut as she would read an opt, boot
reit you why TOUT Job or business Is not a success If you have
tailed in the rest tome aim MADAM gni ot arm
Located on Highway Si South. Just ever Mississippi State
Line, on the way to Hernando. Her home is I blocks below
where she used to stay right aside the DeSete Motel. Be sure
to look for the RED BRIM HOUSE and you'll find her there
at aU Umes. 166* never had an ogles Is Weal Meier/Mai
Catch yellow beg marked %%Rehires MAW UN and got
off at Ste,* Line and walk I blocks and see MADAM BELL'S

ing the killer for a trial. Steve
McQueen stars.
8:00 to 8:30, Mr. LUCKE Y,
Lucky is forced into playing pool
with a gambler for huge stakes
erad finds himself faciPg sinister
consequences whether he wins or
loses. John Vivyan stars.
. 8:30 to 9:00, HAVE GUN, WILL
TRAVEL, Paladin investigates the
rumor of an ancient Indian Treasure in an Arizona valley where
a homesteader and a rancher-

Hears I a m to N p.m.
Reeding' 0007 Oise ee genders
don't mak' any home calls or answer any lettere. Se sure
to look for the right sign 1p4 MI tight Dam.
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DISTILLED BY
1)1!!.s11111Ni; C
At01
ANCIENT
FRANKFORT

KENTUCKY

ARS OLD
FULL 51Y Y

DON'T MISS THIS
GREAT PLAY!

I "The Corn
',I
z Is Green
by the

Fisk University
Stagecrafters

.••••

Saturday
Night,
Nov. list

RAND 9114M
COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY BE TOO LATE
SATIEFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE

didiekd

8:30 O'clock

• LeMoyne College
(Bruce Hall)

i

ADMISSION: $1.00
KENTUCKY STRAIGHT g000BON wieSKEY • 6

A' PLO

aa PITOOr eiNCtENT AGE MST., CO., FRANKFORT. KENTUCKY
FOUNDER MEMBER, THE BOURBON iNsTITUTL

GRIDIRON
DOPE
By
Ira
E.
Spillers
The 19 football 'season was fill- quick in analyzing plays. Also on
ed with many thrills and chills. the offense he does a good job of
Now is the time to present to the ball snapping.
fans the top players of their poLeft Guard: Steve Sanders, 185
sition. This is always a difficult lbs., senior at Manassas. Sanders
task, because every boy that is aggressive and a very fine
starts fin one of the teams is blocker, and he tackles with authocapable of becoming All-City. rity.
Some boys have better breaks
Left Tackle: L. G. Ford, 215
than 'slathers; taking that under lbs., junior at Father Bertrand.
consideration we have compiled Ford is fast to be such a big man.
the statistics on the boys and se- His specialty is offense. He has
lected the players that were most done a beautiful job for the Thunconsistent.
derbolts all season, offensively
The '59 Tri-State Defender All and defensively.
Prep team is loaded with speed,
Left End: Oliver Ingram, 190
size, versatility, savvy, and de- lbs., senior at Hamilton, Ingram
sire. This is one of the better At!. can receive and defend; a big
League teams. They are rough boy with great hands and decepand tough; they can pass, run,
tion with that size. Ingram was
and kick with any of the top stars one of the main cogs in the Hamof the past. The line is big, but ilton offense and defense.
mobile. Any college team would
Quarterback: Lawrence Fant,
be proud to cash in on the lads 160 lbs, senior
at Hamilton was
to follow:
the top offensive quarterback all
Right End: Matired Bolden, 175 season. He completed more pass1.1)8., senior at Hamilton. This kid es than all the teams together.
has certainly been one of the This lad is calm under pressure
main cogs in the Wilests attack. and throws a stiff pass that it ;
The best receptionist this league 1 very difficult to intercept.
has ever seen. Bolden also does , Left Halfback: Eugene Davis,
the punting and kick offs. He has 140 lbs., junior at Manassas.
one of lie best averages in the, Davis has exceptional speed
circuit.
which keeps the defense off bal_Right Tackle: Jack Ballad, 190! ance during the course of a ball
lbs. Senior at Douglass. Since game. He has terrific balance and
Ballad was a sophomore he has does an excellent job on defense.
ALL - CITY — Perched on the
Prep team along with Coach
of Hamilton, William Woods
fred Bolden, Hamilton; Ja ck
been a member of the All-Prep' Right Half Back:
William
Manassas; I,. G. Ford, Berfootball where they so approwhy we think this crop of boys
Johnny Johnson of Manassas,
of Melrose, James Sellers of
.Team. This boy is fast, big, and' Woods, 160 lbs., senior at MelDo.ielas:
St r v e
trand and Oliver Ingr a in,
priately belong is thin year's
is strictly the best for t is •
"Coach
the
rose.
Of
Bertrand
The
Year.'
Woods
In
Eugene
and
is a power runner
Davis of
..vicious. He does the punting and
Payton,
Hamilton;
Steve
BalHamilton.•
Tr -State Defender All • City
Read Ira Spiders
passed thiiiiiug prep season.
the back are Lawrence Fant
with blinding speed. He is a very
Manassas. Up front are Mal.
Jacks off for the Red Devils.
lard, Douglass; Steve Sanders,
column
on
this Page to see
(Photos
good cut back man. Woods passed
and
Artwork
by
blocker and tackler.
George Hardin>
and did the kickoffs for the Golden
Right Guard: Steve Peyton, 180,
Wildcats. He was the best 'defen- i Wardie Parks, Melrose, senior; I mores. The Tigers were picked to
teams have always been in con.
lbs. Junior at Hamilton. This boy '
sive back in the league.
Johansson doesn't honor it, be
LT, Albert Buford, Manassas,1 finish fifth, however, they ended tention. He plays wide open style
was a terror on defense. He led
Full Back: James Sellers, 141Y1freshman;
up
Johnson
co-champions.
Coach
LE, Billy Doss, Maneswon't fight anybody."
ball with a lot of end sweeps, so
the defensive charge of Hamilton lbs.,
sophomore at Father Ber- s55, sophomore
all season, lie could back up the trand
; QB, Fred Jacobs,' has a fine staff with balance and he has to depend on speed.
He added he would sae te atSellers was a tremendous l
Father Petrand. senior; LHB,1 know-how. The end coach is Wil- Coach Johnson is a graduate of
line, play defensive end, and mid- slant
tack the champion's [seems
runner, quick at a cat. AL.;
George Motor!, Hamilton, junior;1 liam Roach, line coach Emmit Lane College where he was a
dle guar. Not only was he a good
though he is small in stature, he ,
from the source if he refused
BBB, Bobby Polk, Melrose, sen- Simon, and back coach and head great halfback. Being a back is
defensive man, but he was one of
was one of the hardest runners'
the bout.
MIAMI, Fla. — (UPD—Boxing Orange Bowl
ior; RB, Rainey Franklin, Mel- man, John Johnson, Coach John- one of the many reasons that he
those pulling guards forming the
fight
then
in this loop.
was
"latson used speed and deception in advocates speed and deception. promoter Vincent
sup for the quarterback.
rose, senior.
Johansson listed May 1 as the
Welts said ish champion's statement
SECOND TEAM
that 1111
becoming co-champs of the prep The Tri-State Defender salutes
COACH OF THE YEAR
'...Center: Steve Ballad, 185 the
earliest date he could be ready.
you be will give heavyweight cham•
RE, J. W. Johnson, BTW, senHe said
the
title
match ler a fight.
The Coach of the Year award I league. What his team lacked in the staff and the team a greet
genior at Douglass. Steve, who is ior: RT, Robert
piens Ingemar Johanson his 84- would
Flynn, Ilamilton,i goes to John Johnson, the head, experience was fnade up in de- season. Congratulations!
be held here March 1. Ve•
Jack's brother, v,as the defensive'senior: RG,
day
Carl Williams, Fa-i mentor at Manassas.
notice next week to fight fella was angered
Coach John- 1 sire.
signal caller and did a bang up (her Betrand,
by the SwettFloyd Patterson in Miami's Or- possible."
senior; C, Earl son did a remarkable job
Coach Johnson entered the prep AIR SERVICE
job as line-backer. He is fast and
with a
Freeman, Hamilton, junior; LG,'group
ange
Bowl.
"I feel I have an iron-bound
of freshmen and isopho- league 10 years ago. Ile has been Sydney — Australit has
airlines
"1 defenitely will go to court contract
coach of champions once, and service to about 400 of
which gives me, as pro- ,
its cities if Johansson refuses to honor my
moter, the right to name the site I
coach of co-champions twice. His towns and ranches.
contract," Velella announced.
and the date," said Velella. "If

Vincent Velella Gives
Johanssion Fight Notice

FAME
tering
of Fill
the ste

The se
schooi h
tion Wee
program
C12351on

Cities, a
guests,
Brewer,
Suggs, a
D. Caine
William
vided by
The Ci
ilton ga
sch.

c. 10.

Were Wi
Allen. A
enjoyed
Taylor,
Smith, :
Delores
Barbara
Bessie B

Paging All

DON'T MISS

So You Can

Your

TRIST
AT
E
DE
FE
ND
ER
Rea
LAST GAME — Southern Illinois university's senior gridders, wise played their last
game of the season Saturday
against Central Michigan, are

shown with head coach Carmen Pirrone. The seniors are.
from left, End Gale Da..son,
W-st Frankfort: ('apt. Willie
Brown, Memphis: and Tackle

Rob Bourque, Lynn, Mass.
Another senior, Don Miller of
Cairo, was forced to give up
football earlier in the year bevalise of an injury.

d it Each & Every Week
Use Our Home Delivery Service

KNOW WHAT'S HAPPENING!
Fill in Application Now
Application For

Feel like a straight or a mixed drink? •
Gilbey'a is the one gin that's great, either
way. Just enough flavor to spark up the
mixed drinks, yet so smooth and mellow,
the taste is great straight. That's why
it's the great favorite, all around the world.

GILBEY'S GIN
the 01 gin distilled in
15 countries and served
around the world!

TRI-STATE DEFENDER
Home Delivery Service

ATTENTION: Tri-State Defender Home Delivery Depart
ment
Please send the Tri-State Defender by news boy each week to:

ADDRESS
CITY

--- STATE

PHONE

I undirstand this 16-page Memphis newspaper is published
every Wednesday and costs only 15c per copy.
Thank You.
tNOTE: Bring or moil this application to: Home Delivery
Dept., c/e Tri-State Defender, 234 5. Wellingtons,
Memphis, Tennessee).

smart DISTILLED LONDON DRY Gin So
PROOF 100% DAMN NEUTRAL SPIRITS. W.g A
ORM. LTD., CINCINNATI. OHIO. DISTRIBUTED BY NaTiDNAL DISTOUR
S PRODUCTS CO.

MEN'S
SIM
Get Busy Now

PHONE JA 6-8397 FOR MORE DETAILS

Enter Your
Sweetheart
In The
Fabulous

QUEEN
OF
CLUBS
CONTEST
Everybody Wins!
If Your Club
Sponsors The •
Winner, A $100
Savings Account
Will Be Opened
In Your Club's
Name At

MUTUAL
FEDERAL
See Story on Page 11
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Thinks Fashion Fair
Was Fabulous Fare

Sot., Nov. 21, 1959

Don, too, were two handsome
male models, Hal DeWindt a n d
which'
word
the
was
Spectacular
Jorge Ben-Hur. Feminine models
best describes the brilliant Ebony were Rochelle Boxie, Alberta Cul-I
Fashion Fair Around the World breath, Judith Davis, Harlean Harwhich was sponsored by the alum- ris. Vivian Jackson, Elaine Smith,
nae chapter of Delta Sigma The- Terri Springer — the 1959 Ebony
ta Sorority last Thursday night at Fashion Fair queen and Joan
Ellis Auditorium's Music Hall.
Wright.
Presenting a beautiful sight too, Presented In eight scenes and
were the Delta members who serv- two acts, the beautiful clothes ran
ed as ushers, all attired in red the gamut of attire of coats, suits,
evening dresses. During the inter- dresses and costumes...from Parmission Mrs. Vasco Smith, presi- is, Rome, New York, and Main
dent of the Alumnae Chapter ex-, Street USA.
tended appreciation of the group' This year's show was said by
for the patronage of the project many attending to surpass the one
which underwrites their scholar of last year. . .and indeed, never
have we seen a fashion show with
ship and community projects.
I so many elegant and costly crea•
CHAIRMAN
Mrs. A. W. Willis, jr., chairman tions.
of the Show, supervised the award- Particularly exciting were t h e l
ing of outstanding door prizes to , negligees, night wear, lounging
thheers holders of lucky ticket num-'outfits, and then the lovely cocktail and evening clothes.
Memphis Deltas deserve much
Mrs. Freda DeKnight was t h e
smooth-talking commentator to the credit for bringing this outstandfast paced, lavish show which fea- ing show to our city. . .and we
tured beautiful models who attest look forward to next year's editionl
to the fact that beauty knows no which we doubt could he any more ,
color line. Drawing much alien- outstanding.
By MARJORIE I. ULAN

FASHION FAIR — Seen entering the beautiful Music Hall
of Ellis Auditorium to witness
the stellar Ebony Fashion Fair

sponsored by Delta Sigma
Theta Sorority last Thursday
night are left to right, Mrs.
Charlene Mallory and Miss

le Hamilton High News
By ODIS DOCKERY

boss
•
t

t,

by.
—

.

or it, he
um te at11 ea in •
refused
1 as the
be ready.

Geraldine Miller, who are
greeted by Deltas Mrs. WilHam H. Roach and Mrs.
James M. Greene.

Memphis Urban
League Head
Guest At AM&N

Tr -City
NEWS

DYER
RUTHERFORD
TRENTON

4

EXECUTIVE BOARD of Alpha
Gamma Chi, professional and
women's sorority,
business
met in Memphis last weekend
programs for
future
to map
the organization. In session

urer; Mrs. Julia Washington,
Chicago, president. Standing
are Mrs. Florence %dilutive,
Memphis. recording secretary,
and Miss Mary Morrow, Chicago, corresponding secretary.
Staff photo by Hardin.

were seated, left to right, Mn.
Louise Whittaker, Kansas City,
director;
Mo., educational
Mrs. Nona Wyatt, Kangas City,
Mo., first vice president; Mrs.
Lena Rogers, St. Louis, trees-

Smith, So close; Laware Wright
and Robert Earl (Woodstock),
House without windows;; Lynell
Phillips and Charlie Morris, Hold
Rev. James A. McDaniel, exrue tight: Lucy Barber and John
ecutive director of the Memphis
The seniors of Hamilton high DEBUTANTES
her of the Honor Society, Mu Afta Carlos Harris, Take it easy jo,
I HARVEST DANCE
The Debutantes of Hamilton Urban League and pastor of
school held their annual EducaThe Senior Class of Manassas,Thea. and Ole Timers. lie is se- Dorothy Talley (Father Bertrand)
gave their annual Slumber Party Bethel United Presbyterian
tion Week program, Nos. 12. The
presented a Harvest Ball at Cur- lected as an ideal person, and oth-) and Elmwood Reams, You better
Friday N ov. 13, at the home of church, was the guest speaker
meeting.,
her
on
program consistA of a panel dis- one of their advisors Mrs. H. N. when National Achievement Week Public gatherings have played ed after sitting in
ries' Wednesday night, Nov. 11.. era should take pattern after him., know it; and Dancy Turner and
important place in the lives ofl The host Post went all out in; This was a very enjoyable dance, Speaking for the students and fac-: Isacia Hayes and Lester Taylor,
cussion with the following
Waterford, The time was limited was celebrated on the campus of an
week. The pres.isheir entertainment. The meetings for Ben Branch and his band along ulty. along with the principal, I.Three coins in a fountain. Until
elides, along with our parents as to the boys from 8-12 p. m., which Arkansas AM & N college on Tri-Citians this
byterian church in Dyer sponsor- were held et Rosenwald school and with the Largoes performed very would like to wish Mr. Williams, next time, I'll BCNU.
guests. Mrs. I. Gleen, Mrs. H. was zero
hour. A few among Tuesday morning, Nov. 17
nig!' 1 The Marquetts Social club is
Mrs. well. It was enjoyed by many and I the best door. 1111cl:1s anythinginof to
Brewer, Peter Cooper, Rey. A. others present were: Georgia Car- National Achievement Week is ed a musical program Sunday at. the food was superlative.
this young
is local president and well attended,looking
for a young lady for their
Suggs, and last but not least. W. roll and Willie Dandridge, Alice ponsored annually .i'y the Omega ternoon after the morning worship Lena Lee
sweetheart. All young ladies inter.
and the services. A Fellowship dinner was Mr. Johnnie Jamison is local tom- The advisors for the senior class man•
D. Callian. The moderator was Morgan and Julius Flynn, Rose .,
Phi Fraternit y
Fin' "DIG
held in the annex and all who at. mender.
William Terrell. Music was pro- Cooper and Ervin Freeman, Ray- ''''
•'
heme of this Year's
Real cool is the weather, real send a photo explaining their di.
vided by the senior class.
obseryance'tended enjoyed the comfort of the I The local Post members spon- gal, Mrs. E. Perkins, Mrs. J. Tut.mond Bell and Lorraine Petties
was
The Achievement of Exsored a Veterans' Day Banquet at ner, Mrs. Williamson, Mrs. P. Ed-' gone are the girls, and real crazy' sire. The deadline for all lettera
The Civil Defense Club of Ham- George Motton and Nettye Brad- cellence. Today's Challenge, To- building.
The members were especially Ithe Post Home on Veterans' Day, dins, and Mrs. B. Jones. The pres- is the latest. So open your eyes. is the 22nd. The young lady will
ilton gave a "Platter Party" in ley, Claudette Green, Pearl In- morrow's Necessity."
I happy due to the fact that they 1 at 7:30 p.m. A delicious barbecue ident of the senior class is John close your ears, and just concen- be crowned Nov. 29, at Currie's
Ulm Pearlyn Banks, Carolyn
school cafetorium, Tuesday gram,
the
of
during the dance Send all letters
Rev. McDaniel. a member
trate on what appears.
Moore, Maxine
I had recently installed gas in all ; plate was served parallel to a Carlos Harris,
platters Wells, Antonia
v. 10. Spinning the
graduate areas of the church. The Rev.I chicken - dressing plate with cof- SPOTLIGHT
Rosie Wilks and Cleophes Ow. to The Marquetts Social club is
Were William Terrell and Wash Dandridge and Sam Marshall, fraternity's Epsilon Phi
Allen, chapter in Memphis, had been in- William Fowlkes is the proud pas- fee, tea or Coca Colas. The affair
Wash
This week's spotlight turns to a,ens are singing "You better know care of the YMCA.
Allen. A few among others who William Terrell,
_
enjoyed themselves were: Dwayne Ivano Dillard, James Pope and •Ated to the Arkansas college as tor of this small but energetic is an annual one for the post and 17-year-old senior, none other than! II:" Helen Coleman and Ural WilTaylor, Frankie Reynold, Clara Robert Carpenter, Chester Viser i guest of the Tau Sigma chap. group
the address for the occasion was Napoleon Bonaparte Williams. Na-'liams, "Wonder where your love
'Sr of Omeea Psi Phi. Following Fairview Baptist church wor- very eloquently given by Comrade polcon resides at home with his Has gone;" Patricia Bowles and
Smith, B. T. Cole, Oligh Conard, and Charlotte Hines.
he Assembly program he was shipped to the tune of a new Ham- T. L. Buchanan.
father, Napoleon B. Williams, sr., Rogers Lewis, 'Everything will
Delores Flynn, Tiny Robinson, HIGHLIGHTS
Barbara Conard, Carol Doxey, In our sports highlights we -rowed at the chapter's annual mond organ. An ushers district Comrade Buchanan used as his at 2240 Clayton ave. He is a inem• be all right," Magnolia Clark
_
PPed
Edward Stewart, "True Love."
have two very ambitious young 'ianquet.
Bessie Boyd, Barbara Harris.
Here's blessed relief from tortures of rosin*
meeting was held there and the theme "The Origin, Purposes and ben of the Pleasant View Baptist
This Is the tenth year that the local usher board, with Rufus Achievements of the American church.
-------------- - ---,men who are the most promising
! Hattie Smith, is it true about kcb, mew itch. daft*. rui, and .va.a
basketball players in Hamilton's fraternity has celebrated Nation.Ii Johnson as president, was aide Legion". All who heard him were
Napoleon is widely known out of. what I heard, Y'O'U K•N•O-W!=ermirAte74.'rlifieesr-eti
hkilis buTilli
the is....14.104:4ares.e
'history. They are none other than' al Achievement Week. The four
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gain for their treasuree--the much elated at the value of such the city as well as in the city.1W•H•A-T; Bobby Hayes, who is
Russell "Red" Purnell and Ervin cardinal principles of the projectlt°
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a timely address at such a timely He is majoring in math, and has'fellow that keeps singing, "I'll z
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sum
-Pete" Freeman. Russell resides were manhood, scholarship,
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Rev. Cole. They were drive is in ful sway and if you
industrial Arts. He is a star cen- friendboy digs "Doreatha" t h e
In the math test that was given Richardson, I believe.
LesideesleM
uS PeMee
ter for the Wildcats standing. 6- most. "So Many Ways" Christine dinner guests of Mrs. Sallie Webb. haven't gotten your card, please throughout ihe United States.
Edna Madison is singing, Some
Schools got off to a big start in do No at once.
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average
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per game.
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campus
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Thompson: Commedia
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Ervin is a junior of Hamriltion. Eyvonne Henderson "Tell It To American Education Week. teach- ful hostess
the Falderal Club on Saturday 1 and William Talley, We're gonna
with a major also in Industrial me Baby," Essie Boyde and L. F. ers have really worked to properly Club on Wednesday night. Mem- night last. Mrs. Ball went all out get married: Clinton Taylor and
suffering bers were seated in the den upon
Arts. He is another walking totem "Is It Real," "Let Them
Talk emphisize its meaning
d Mary Jones are singing, Love will
complete
and served
pole with the height of six feet. "Wrensey Gill and Georgia Thom- the handicap of haring been out arrival and given their respective
never do; Mattlyn McICinny and
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servwere
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which
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schools
ever,
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game. He resides
Joan Sanders and Maxine
Georgia Settles and Louis Holmes,
Mrs. Freeman at 1134 Pillow st• William and Doris Thompson and lisle to Tarry out some phase of wichee, sliced apples, varied pick- chicken wan to be found on thei
was wrong, Jimmy Guess and
les and other hor d'ouvrex. along plate. Ice cream and cookies werell
lie is a member of the Pilgrim Debris Flynn.
he program.
Trust in me.
fn. PAINS Of HEADACHE, NEURALserved as dessert. Prize were won ,Barbara Kinnard,
cassu Mit amen Di
Baptist church, I-I-Club and
and The Rev DeWitt Alcorn. t he with caramel tarts for dessert
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Rest
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GIA. NEURITIS with STANBACK
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811111111111 I I I
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tea
Brown,
also
spiced
is
Hot
Hazel
Elder
appointed
newly
Presiding
Addle Holmes and Herbert
TABLETS or POWDERS, STANBACK
council. As Pernell and Freeman en In" Curtis Smith and Barbara of the Brownsville District of the Birthday gifts were exchanged for Brother Tom Moore quietly obcombines several medically proven pain
are busy with studies, Basketball mcMoore, "If It wasn't For Love" CME church, held his intial quar- Mmes. C. Seat, Esther Johnson, served his one hundred second
relievers . . The Wad effectiveness
Of these MULTIPLE ingredients brings
Amos terly meeting at Martin Taber- and Naomi Chrisp. Prizes were (102nd) birthday last Sunday. He
and many other activities, they Maxine Hollingworth and
faster, mote complete relief, easing
can't find many hours to spend Kelsey, "I Could Love "You" nacle in Trenton. All persons who won by Mmes. Josephine Barnett is still active, has a good appetite,
anxiety and tension usually acornfriends. Also watch Robert Flynn and Robbye Banks
girl
their
with
sings loud and strong, and likes a
and Carrie Seat.
,264
heard th
partying pain. 4544
others such as the twins Alvin and and Milo Wells, Roy Chatham and
A clinic for Polio shots is being good cigar. He is the father of four
ioiring after haying heard the
Tisel
WatJoe
"Jazzy"
Junior,
Clavin
Alexander.
Victoria
STAN BAC
sermon he is reported set up in Dyer at the CME Church children! Messrs. Albert and Tom ,
against any
kins, Malfred "Deadeye" Bolden, "Getting Nearer" Malfred Bol- wonderful
pren•rat,On
in the Tri- on Wednesday night, Nov. 18, at Moore, both of Chicago: and Mrs.
Oliver Ingram and many others den and Bettye Ewing, "I Believe to have given. People
you'v•
have pledged their sup- 7:30 for all adults in this area and Ethel Bridgeman of Milan and
so be on the look out.
‘•d
.
To My Soul" Roseanne Quinn,'City area
port to Eider Alcorn and he will for those children who have not Mrs. Carrie Ball, with whom he !
With things cool, carm and col- Helen Coleman, Claudette Clift,
Carolyn always find a welcome from these completed their series. Please resides.
and
lected I am beginning to find out Robbye Rogers,
take advantage of this opportunity. Mrs. Farrah tele is on the sick
supporters.
what is stone going on. I find Love.
The Acie Moore Post of t h e For information, call Messrs. list this week, along with Mrs.
1 American Legion, No. 200, was James Williams or Johnnie Jami- Beulah Howard.
host to the first meeting of the son or Mmes. Carrie Harris or A. If you don't see it, ask yourself
—did you tell it? See you next
, Western Division of the Eleventh Jamison.
Mrs. Carrie Ball was hostess to week.
Daltriet, Department of Tennessee
Several posts and auxiliaries were
7.41 Ea.
3/4" Plywood Int, 4x8
5.10 Sq.
Shingles 215 Lb.
represented and the sessions
3.55 Ea.
2.75 RI.
90 Lb. Slate
1/4" Plywood Ext. 4x8
greased along nicly. The me, -.ere
2.10 RI.
4.70 Ea.
Felt 15 i 30 Lb.
graced with the presence of Com3/8" Plywood Ext. 4x8
1.59 Ea.
rade Jerome Higgins of Chatta3/8" Sheetrock 4x8
3.12 Ea.
3/8" Sheathing Plywood 44
1.91 E .
nooga. Eleventh District Com1/2" Sheetrock 4x8
Ea.
4.22
5/8" Sheathing Plywood 44
mander, as well as Comrade W. T.
3.23 Ea.
1/4" Plywood ins. 4x8
Cook, the Deputy Commander.
Mrs, Ethel Vinson is the Deputy
President of the Auxiliary and she
presided with all the grace and
dignity that so befits the office she
holds. All ladies went awls; with
a feeling of having being benefit-
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Kentucky's

FREE! 500 TURKEYS!
250 AT EACH STORE

turkeys—approximately 10 pounds each dressed—beginning
As is our custom each year, we will give away 500
Saturseason-25 each week-5 each on Fridays and
Christmas
and
Thanksgiving
the
once—throughout
at
days and 3 each other days.
of our cheek-out stands and you don't
You don't have to buy anything to win—you get a free ticket at any
even have to he present to win.

TURKEY DRAWING EACH MORNING AT 9:30 A.M.
Store No. 1 — 2881 Lamar
OPEN 24 HOURS PIE DAY
7 DAYS PIE WEEK—PH. 64_ 2-7611
"WI HIVE! CLOSE"

Home of the

DAY-OLD
EGGS

•

91.11i6

3506 Lamar SOUTHERN MILLWORK, INC.FA. 3-2605

s

These Prices
for Friday
and
Saturday

UTH
Store No. 2 BE1,111..SEOVUE
OPEN 6 A.M. TO 1 A.M.
6 DAYS PIE WEEK—PH. WM 11411114
PLENTY OF EASY PARK IM41

FARmERs mARKET

PLENTY

0VD

CROW
the bourbon
more people
buy for
themselves
than any other
It Is America's
preferred bourbon

OF
EASY
PARKING

...bessattfutly otttommalessaal
tor tbis holidays.
THE OLD CROW DISTILLERY CO., FRANKFORT, KY. KENTUCKY STRAIGHT 'CORSON mum,$AW
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Tennessee Biology Teachers Spend
Saturdays In Fisk University Lab

TRI-STATE DEFENDER
Sat.,

Nov. 21, 1959

Bishop Players To
Perform Here Dec. 6
The dramatization of Alan Paton's novel "CRY BELOVED
COUNTRY", as presented by The
Bishop's company - unique repertory company touring 51 weeks
of the year coast to coast, can
be seen Sunday, Dec. 6, at 8 p.m.
at the Metropolitan Baptist church,
sponsored by Sigma Gamma Rho
sorority.
This unusual production, adapted from the novel by Phillis Benbow Beardsley, Founder-Producer
of The Bishop's company, is rich
in high poetic compassion. The
human hero of this story is an old
and humble Zulu parson from the
hills above Ixopo in South Africa.
He sets our for Johannesburg in
search of his only son. Finnally he
finds the boy in prison having
done injustice to a man who had
devoted his life to justice for the
black race.
In the scenes between the native father and the English Father
of the accused boy the story
reaches a height of drama seldom
equalled in contemporary fiction.
It is more than a story, it is a
profound experience of the human
spirit.
The English theatre, as most
people know, was born before the
altar of the church. The long
separation between church and
stage is being brought to an end
by The Bishop's Company, first
modern American company to reunite the forces of religion and
theatre. Asking audience to share

FAMILY
FINANCE, INC.
Loans On
• Auto
• Furniture
• Signature
"Call The Money
Number"
AT THESE TWO
LOCATIONS TO
SERVE YOU
161

Madison
JA. 7-3421
and
61 No. Third
JA. 7-1402
"Mere For The Family
At Family Fi

in the creation of the play is part
of the technique of the Company,
whose outstanding record includes
400,000 miles of travel in 40 states
and Canada. The casts of the
touring units are inter-faith.
The Bishop's Company is an independent organization named in
honor of Bishop Gerald H. Kennedy of the Methodist Church,
Ronald D. Scofield had this to say
about The Bishop's Players, "this
little group of players dedicated
to the proposition of reviving
drama-in-the-church have presented two other plays in All Saints
By-the-Sea Church, but when they
presented "Cry the Beloved
Country", they created one of the
greatest works of living theater
that has come this way in a deeadeor more."
Mrs. Cherie P. Roland, general chairman of the play; Mrs.
Margaret Goodlow president of
the Sorority.

Saturday "trim , Wilson County High School, ville, Tenn., Burt High School,
NASHVILLE, Teun
Clarksville, Tenn.; Crocker, Gwenis a day off for 19 selected teach- Lebanon, Tenn.
Tenn., Wilson
ers who are using this holiday King, Artelia y., Nashville, dolyn, Nashville,
Lebanon,
from the classroom as a workday Tenn., Jewell Academy; Malone, County High School,
John V., Gallatin, Tenn., Durham's Tenn.
in a Fisk laboratory.
These teachers are participating
in the Inservice Institute of Biology currently being conducted under
the direction of Dr. Edward L.
Maxwell, head of the Department
of Biology at Fisk. The institute
will run the entier school year.
The program includes studies of
selected forms in both the lower
plant and animal groups, i. e.,
Thallophyta through Bryophyte
NEW YORK — (UPI) — Mrs.
and Protozoa through Annelida, reEleanor Roosevelt received peremphasis
spectively. Considerable
haps her most unusual honor Sunis placed upon morphology and
day night, an award memorializphysiology of the organisms studing her husband.
ied. Field trips to appropriate sites
are made. Ecological studies of
She was presented with a Frankorganisms as individuals and as
lin D. Roosevelt award for her
biotic communities are conducted
efforts in behalf of immigrants.
The
Miss Caldwell will play Mrs. in relation to the field trips.
the younger members she has
The award was presented by
laboratory and demonstrations are
comes
cast
the
when
Kunialo
played in over 900 churches
AUF Bau, a German language
utilized in order to provide expresentation
the
in
Memphis
to
memand is one of the original
significant importance.
weekly, at its 25th anniversary
"Cry, The Beloved Country." perience of
bers of the Bishop's company.
Principles and other methods of
dinner.
MAXWELL
DR. E. L.
teaching biology are presented.
Others who received Franklin
•
of human relations in this chang- Four hours of graduate credit
Chapel School; Ruffin, George L., Roosevelt awards were Sen. Jacob
ing world.
toward the Master of Arts degree Birmingham, Ala., Holloway High
K. Javits (R-N. Y.); Dr. Nahuen
Accompanying Mrs. Perry was are earned by successfully comSchool, Murfreesboro, Tenn.; Sav- Goldmann, president of the World
Mrs. Edna Mitchell Cawthon, De- pleting the course.
age, Margarette L., Pulaski, Tenn., Jewish Congress, and Manfred
partment of Secondary Education, Enrolled in the course are:
Lane college. Her remarks were Saldwell, James W., Columbia, Bridgeforth High School,; Stamps, George, editor of Aufbau.
inspiring to veterans as well as Tenn., Carver-Smith High School; C. D., Tullahoma, Tenn., David
to teachers.
Chatman, Melvin E., Springfield, son Academy; Taylor, Matthew,
given special recognition.
Rev. and Mrs. W. S. Vance play- Tenn., Bransford High School; Mt. Pleasant, Tenn., Clarke TrainpresentBurnette
Mrs. Imogene
ed important roles on the program Cook, John H., Nashville, Tenn., ing School; Turner, J. C., Stanton, BONN,
Germany. — (UPI) —
ed the devotional services for the and their presence was greatly ap- Haynes High School; Ghant, Vir- Tenn., Carver High School; WalkPremier Sekou Toure of Guinea
occasion. The speaker for this preciated. Prof. Nathaniel Penn gie L., West Helena, Arkansas, er, Everett S., Nashville, Tenn.,
gathering was Mrs. Essie M. Per- presented the main speaker and Gailor High School. Mason, Tenn.; Meigs High School; Williams, arrived today for a state tour of
ry, department of elementary edu- Prof. R. L. Radford presented the Graves, Vernon G., Milan, Tenn., Charles H., Humboldt, Tenn., Stig- West Germany.
cation, Lane college, Jackson, awards. Words of appreciation Gibson County Training School; all High School; Williams, Marion The leader of the newly-formed
Tenn. Mrs. Perry carried her lis- were very timely given to the Hines, Harold C., Springfield, C., Williamsport, Tenn., Clark African nation already has visited
teners scientifically around the Veterans by our county Jeannes Tenn., New Orlinda School; Traianing School, Mt. Pleasant, the United States and Britain on
Hodges, Dorothy J., Nashville, Tenn.; Winfrey, Joseph N., Nash- his tour and will go on to Russia.
world, touching upon many points teacher, Mrs. Carrie Seat.

Mrs. FDR Gets•
Unusual Award

BISHOP PLAYERS — Miss
Minna Caldwell, (left) veteran
of five national tours going
from coast to coast, is telling

Teachers In Gibson
County Are Honored

Porter Student
Council Maps A
Lofty Program

The American Legion Post No.
200 of Trenton, under the leaderThe 1959-80 Student Council, ship of its dynamic leader, Johnunder the leadership of President nie Jamison, very ably assisted by
Annie Terrell and Vice-President the Post Adjutant, R. L. Radford,
Mary Foote, both of 9-3 class, is and Education Chairman Nathansponsoring and promoting educa- iel Penn, along with other loyal
tional and recreational activities members of the post, paid special
for the benefit of the student body tribute to all teachers of Gibson
county, last Tuesday night.
at Porter junior high school.
This year's election will he long This was in keeping with the
remembered because of the all- program of the NFA during Amerout campaign and method of vot- ican Education Week. About 125
ing. The students received valu- certificates of Merit were awardable citizenship training by using ed to teachers, both active and inmachines for the first time.
active, at the affair.
Stress was placed on the fact Humboldt city teachers were
that voting is a continuing and present, and received awards also.
continuous obligation, their respon- Special recognition went to retired
sibility as citizens of tomorrow. tive teachers: Mrs. Elizabeth Holin Mamie Watt, Mrs. 011ie Stigall,
These experiences gained
school by such participation are Mrs. Polly Ann Harkness, Mrs.
objectives to be attained in life... Lola D. Motley, Mrs. Zula Moore,
At the recent successful Football Mrs. Essie M. Mitchell, Mrs. HatHop, Gloria Jean Nolen of 9-2 was tie Wicks, Mrs. Willie Graves,
crowned "Football Queen" and Mrs. Georgia Fulford, Mrs. L.
Vietta Webb of 8-5, "Princess." Hopson, Mrs. Eliza Ward, Mrs.
Attendants were Vivian Chaney, Rachel Sims, Mrs. Pcarl Sims and
9-A, Autry Marie Ward, 8-5, and
Mr. and Mrs. Williams.
Zenora Gordon, 7-8. Current coupRecognition also went to ipacles were spotlighted during a
live teachers: Mrs Elizabeth Holspecial dance.
land, Mrs. Artie Smith and Rev.
The next activities will be the anD. E. Bridgeman.
nual Thanksgiving program, WedA special award was presented
nesday, November 25. Prizes will
Mrs. Jennie B. Vance, who taught
be awarded for the most beautifulin Memphis, but resides in our
ly decorated baskets with contents
county. On the inactive list, but
of a well-balanced meal. These
not retired, was Mrs. Sleetie Clark,
baskets prepared by the various
who attends all teacher's meetings
classes will be sent to needy famiand still pays her dues. She was
lies in the community. . .

GO By Bus,„„„„„,„,„„„„„,.
• It's Convenient
• Fast
• Safe

NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM

MADE AY A DOCTOR TO HELP YOUR FEET $ WAYS:
• EASE ACHE
• RELAX FA I I(JUE
• QUIET NERVES
• TONE SKIN
• SOOTHE THE STING & BURN
NOW
Si 00
ON SALE
AT DRUG AND BEAUTY COUNTERS
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This double-rich milk that whips gives r-reEl;3
ICARNATION'S FAMOUS PUMPKIN PIE
pumpkin pie a wonderful smooth-as-cream
(Makes 9-inch pie)
texture you can't get with ordinary milk. For
1% cups canned pumpkin
1 cup granulated sugar
1% cups (large can)
% teaspoon salt
Carnation is twice as rich-looks, pours and
undiluted CARNATION
1% teaspoons cinnamon
%teaspoon nutmeg
EVAPORATED MILK
even whips like cream. Try this milk that's
1 2 teaspoon ginger
/
2 eggs
Pinch single crust
1/2 teaspoon allspite
so much like cream in your own pumpkin pie
% teaspoon cloves
unbaked pie shell
recipe or in the famous one here. And for a
Mix filling Ingredients until smooth. Place in unbaked pie shell.
Bake in hot oven (425'F.) 15 minutes. Lower temperature to
better cup of coffee,"cream"it with Carnation
moderate (350'F.) and continue baking about 35 minutes or
until custard is firm.
-world's leading brand of evaporated milk.
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the secret is Carnation in the Red aFff White call
THE NEW LIQUID FOOT MEDICINE

1

CiVIC

Always smooth...never grainy...

Dr. Graves Vigene Foot Tonic

I had

—1=

True friendahlp ii like
sound health, the value of it
is seldom known until it is
lost.
—(C. C. Colton)
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Words of the Wise

Formerly
MEMPHIS STREET RAILWAY CO.

liveri

Toure In Germany

The Council was instrumental in
getting a Pepsi-Cola machine placed in the gymnasium for student
use Three issues of a student publication are planned. The Fall issue is dedicated to Shirley Miller,
valedictorian of last year's class,
who now resides in Chicago.
F. A. Davis, jr., Student Council sponsor, states that students
must keep in mind that more support mesas more activities.

MEMPHIS TRANSIT CO.
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We guarantee results when you use Carnation!
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